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To my wife:
Thank you for loving me

To my five sons:
Never doubt two things: I love you, and I am proud of you.
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Prologue

Grey clouds hung low over the Dallas area and had started to sprinkle a light
mist below. The mist’s volume wasn’t enough to need an umbrella, but it was
enough to make a man damp. Officer Bellows decided that he would forgo
the DPD rainwear at this point. The standard poncho just didn’t breathe very
well. Besides, it was a Wednesday, and it was 2 in the morning. Hopefully, his
patrol would be quiet, and he could stay in the car.

He cruised slowly through the warehouses and the storerooms along the
backstreets off Irving Boulevard. This area, south of Children’s Hospital and
between I-35 and the Trinity River bottom, was pretty quiet this time of night.
There wasn’t any residential living in the area, and most of the businesses
run regular work hours.

As he turned left, past the welding supply shop and onto Quaker Street,
he saw something dash across the street as a blur. The two shadows moved
quickly across the street before the headlights of his cruiser illuminated the
empty road. While it piqued his interest, it was nothing compared to what
he saw pass before his lights next. A second after that, a man in a black
western duster and cowboy hat ran three steps into the road and leveled a
double-barreled shotgun from the hip and fired both barrels.

The two barrels emitted a flare of blinding white light that illuminated the
area around him as if a magnesium flare had ignited. For that half of a second,
Bellows could make out that the shooter was wearing a bandana over his face
and had a silver revolver on his hip. Just as quickly as he ran into Bellows’
view, the man ran after the two shadows into the darkened alleyway.

Bellows hit his emergency lights and siren and wheeled the car down half a
block to the location where he saw the man run into the alley. As he crossed
the distance, he grabbed his radio and sent a call to command. “This is patrol
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4516 on Quaker, east of Irving boulevard. I have a 10-32 in progress. The
suspect has discharged a firearm, and I am in pursuit. Please send back up.”
A moment later, Dispatch confirmed. Additional units were en route.

Bellows stepped out of his car with his shotgun in hand and listened. The
mist obscured his vision a little, and the area was silent as he slowly proceeded
towards the alleyway that the shadows and the man had run down. As his
eyes began to adjust, he saw the alley was a greenspace between the two
large warehouses, and it was about 25 feet wide. Stacks of pallets and a
few untrimmed bushes lined the walls of the buildings. The rear of the area
opened down to a line of trees to the south of the buildings. This guy must
have made the far corner and turned.

Bellows began to jog down toward the end of the buildings with the
intention of slowing down before making the corner. As he padded along the
damp grass, he had just a second to see it before it was on him. An over-sized
canine maw below sickly yellow eyes sprang from the shadows, its teeth
flashing for his exposed throat. Its body, ridged like a thing made of wood,
had slammed into him. As its mass collided with him, dagger length claws
ripped into his shoulders.

The momentum of the attack knocked him from his feet, and it was all he
could do to get his shotgun barrel sideways in the creature’s mouth before
a flash of those fangs could take his throat. He tried to wrestle himself free
from its grasp as its powerful body thrashed above him. He was able to hook
his leg around its frame to find his balance. The creature’s maw crushed the
synthetic pump of his shotgun as it tried to bite through the barrel. Finding
some leverage, Bellows quickly bridged his back, sending it off balance. In
doing so, it flipped on its back. As soon as he felt separation from its weight,
he released the shotgun and reached for his Glock.

Pain lanced with acidic intensity coursed through his injured shoulder as
the creature righted itself and drove toward him again. Its jaws went for his
throat, but as he turned away, it locked on his injured shoulder instead. Its
maw dug into him as it whipped its head, trying to pull him off balance. With
his free hand, he pulled his Glock from his holster. Bellows fired three times
into the mass of the writhing, stinking bone and sinew biting him. A howl in
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the distance ripped into the night, and the creature redoubled its efforts to
pull him down. Its other claw slashed deeply into Bellows’ arm. The burning
pain forced him to lose his grip on the pistol.

The creature, sensing the move had worked, thrashed as it bit deeper into
his shoulder. The pain was too much to bear. Bellows lost his balance and
slumped to the damp bed of grass and dirt between the buildings. The creature
released its bite.

As it looked at him, its maw was dark and dripping with his blood. At that
moment, Bellows recognized the most horrible aspect of this nightmare: The
sickly giant yellow eyes that now hovered just a foot from his face were not
feral. This thing was intelligent, malicious, and knew precisely what it was
doing. It was going to kill him.

WHAM!
The creature’s mass yanked off with the force of being struck by a truck. As

Bellows looked over to see a hole the size of a softball sizzling in the thing’s
chest, the figure in the black duster swooped in like a barn owl on a mouse.
He was holding the shotgun out and looking past Bellows into the darkness.
“Damn it, sorry to meet you like this, Tex. I don’t suppose you saw where the
other one is.”

“What, What … What was that thing …” Bellows struggled to say through
the cutting pain. The burning in his shoulder was excruciating.

The dark cowboy replied. “That was a damn horny Chupacabra, and we
just cock blocked him. Judging by all the blood, he was pissed.” The man
reached in his jacket and pulled out a flask. The flask caught the light, and
Bellows saw the engraving in its face. It read ‘Doyle Wilson.’

The cowboy offered Bellows the flask, “Here, take a belt of this. It’ll cure
you or kill you.”

Bellows took the flask and took a drag as the dark cowboy stayed focused
on the shadows around them. The liquid burned but tasted like caramel,
oranges, and freedom. Wait, “Freedom?” “Great,” Bellows thought, “I’m going
into shock.”

The cowboy looked down at him for the first time. As Bellows met his
eyes, he was surprised to see the wrinkles of an unexpectedly older man.
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Nevertheless, there was a spark of determination in his flinty grey eyes that
let you know this man meant business. “I’m on your side, Tex, but I need to
get you back to that car before the calvary shows up. This point is particularly
important, Tex, when they ask what got you, tell ‘em that it was dogs.” As the
cowboy lifted Bellows and started carrying him to the car, he explained. “That
body, it’s gonna decompose really fast, so it won’t be here to help explain shit.
If they check the DNA on your wounds, it’ll come back as lupine.”

Bellows limply pointed back to the corpse, “I shot it three times.”
“Yeah, I heard you pissing it off. Not your fault, Tex. They don’t arm you

boys in Blue right for this kind of stuff. Now, this last part is important, ok?
The bourbon you drank is gonna make you forget a lot of this, that’s ok. Just
remember, it was a big ass dog, ok? Oh, while we’re at it, don’t blame it on
Rottweilers or Pitbulls. Those breeds get blamed too damn much. Shit, blame
it on those big ass poodles. That will keep them rich women in Highland
Park chatting for days.”

When they got to Bellows’ squad car, the cowboy opened his door. The
cowboy gently eased Bellows down into his seat with a degree of strength
and ease that belied his age. The cowboy tipped his hat. “Take it easy, Tex.
You fought the good fight.”

As Bellows sat back in the car, he saw the dark cowboy’s silhouette enter
the tree line at the end of the alley. The sound of approaching sirens was just
audible in the distance when a flash of white light illuminated the trees for a
moment. Bellows knew that the second one was dead; he had no doubt about
it. As the ache in his shoulder kept him teetering on the edge of consciousness,
he smiled and whispered under his breath, “Those damn, big ass poodles…”
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Chapter 1

It was 6:25 in the morning, and Mason Richardson was already on his second
cup of coffee. He had been on his new job at HTH Resources for half a year.
He realized that it was long enough that he probably shouldn’t consider it
‘new’ anymore. Mason had spent most of his life in the oilfield, working as a
completion engineer on the rigs. In the 20 years that he spent chasing the
rigs around, he had always been an early riser. That trait served him well
today because he had a real problem.

HTH Resources was an oil exploration company that was in the limelight.
Under the leadership of the corporate firebrand, Burns Adcock, the company
had done the impossible. They had bought a large former Gulf lease to add
to their drilling position in the middle of the white-hot Permian Basin. The
problem facing Mason was that in this lease, over a third of the company’s
property had been put under risk.

“Get an office job, they said. It will be more stable, they said….” Mason
mumbled sarcastically, as he scratched his beard and leafed through an old
file. The file contained 70-year-old reports for the well that was the lynchpin
to the company’s fortunes. The well was dubiously named the “Pickles State
Trust #91.”

The Pickles State Trust #91 was a deep well drilled by Gulf Oil back in
the 1950s. Back in those days, Gulf had been drilling deep exploration wells
looking for gas. At the depths they had been exploring, gas wells had lots of
pressure and volume, which allowed them to take advantage of the higher
natural gas prices of that decade.

The Permian Basin, where the well was drilled and producing, was a lot
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like a layer cake. Multiple layers of rocks are deposited on top of each other
and form the reservoirs that contain oil and gas. In many respects, drilling a
well back in the ‘50s was like putting a plastic straw in the cake and trying to
suck the icing from between one of the cake’s layers. When Gulf had drilled
this well, there had been no icing in the bottom layer of the cake. Once they
knew they had no gas, Gulf pulled the straw up to the next layer, and then
they found their icing. The Pickles State Trust #91 didn’t find gas; instead,
they had found oil. The oil Gulf discovered had been producing ever since,
but now it was getting dangerously close to running dry.

Mason liked using the icing analogy. More than once, he had used it to
explain what he did to his mother’s friends.

“Crap.”, that reminded him. He needed to call his mother.
When he had been out in the field, and basically out of touch, it was easier

to avoid her questions. “When are you going to move on with your life?” “Are
you still in love with Jennifer?” “Are you going to follow her up to Chicago?”
Or the worst one, “Are you dating anyone yet?” He got it. She was worried
about him. She also disliked that he had retreated into his work after the
divorce. Still, what else was there to do?

It wasn’t like he had a load of opportunities. A few of the girls in the office
had shown interest, but he knew better than to date a coworker. Being in
his 40’s, he had seen that game play out badly for people. One of the guys
he worked with had tried to set him up with his wife’s friend. She had been
4’6”, in heels, and he was 6’3”. Thankfully both of them mutually agreed that
dating wasn’t going to work.

Still, he had more of a chance in Dallas than he had in the oilfield. Like they
said: ‘in the oil field there’s a beautiful woman behind every tree. It’s just too
bad there aren’t any trees.’

Once he got the last of his stuff into the trailer his uncle was letting him
use in Lewisville, he’d start trying to figure out his life plan. He would try to
settle down and see if he could put a little more predictability into his life. If
he could settle down in Dallas, maybe there was a girl out there who would
be interested in a low mileage engineer with a few dings on the fenders.

He looked at the file and the paperwork his team had amassed and tried
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to refocus. When Gulf had leased the land, it had been when people had no
idea how much oil and gas lay under the surface. While today’s new leases
had decades of lawyered up clauses in its language to force activity from
exploration companies, the lease contract for the Gulf well was from simpler
days. The main element in play was that as long as there was one producing
well on the lease, the exploration company had access to all of the resources
under the 15,000 acres that the mineral owners had deeded. However, if the
company failed in having a producing well, they lost the lease. That means
they lost all the money they had paid to buy the Gulf lease contract. More
importantly, they lost the right to drill any more wells. For a public company,
like HTH Resources, losing those rights would be devastatingly expensive.
Their stock price would get crushed because the wells they were planning to
drill on the newly acquired lease made up a third of Wall Street’s valuation.
This problem meant that billions of dollars hung in the balance.

The lease terms were now a genuine problem as the Pickles State Trust #91
had a very old straw, and the layer it was in was quickly depleting.

Tomake thematterworse,Masonwas saddledwith leading the presentation
on how best to avoid the worst outcome. He would be presenting his
suggestion today to the CEO, Burns Adcock. For bonus points, the full
investor board was going to be video conferencing the meeting. No pressure,
right?

He was running through his presentation one more time when a figure
moved into his peripheral vision at his office door. The tall, young man at
the door frame was Steven Ryan, a junior engineer and a former intern who
had just been hired. Despite being 25 years old and pretty wet behind the
ears, Mason had formed an early friendship with Steven. He liked the kid.
Steven had good instincts and a grade A work ethic. It didn’t hurt that the
kid was as smart as a whip and that he was a fellow Texas Tech alum.

“You ready for the panic session? I hear that all of the big guns are going to
be sitting in on this one,” Steven asked.

“Well, I won’t say that I’m excited about it, but I’m prepared.”, Mason replied
with a sigh. “I doubt they’ll expect my recommendation, but I almost have all
the equipment lined up. So, if they give me the green light, we’ll be on the
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well today.”
Steven paused and said in a slightly hushed voice, “Not to cause you any

concern, but I heard that Burke was talking up doing a cement squeeze job.
He talked all about working over the old zone last night, while at dinner with
some investment analysts.” Saying this, Steven tensed up a little as if Mason
would yell at him.

Mason growled, “After I specifically told him that a cement squeeze job
wouldn’t work. Naturally.”

Steven’s voice elevated, and he shrugged, “Look, Richardson, you and I both
know that going around you and talking to the investors is a chicken shitmove.
But Burke is the old guy’s son-in-law. He’s pushing that recommendation
because he’s trying to cover his ass after his bonehead move. The way he
reads it, if anything goes sideways, they hang someone else out to dry and
not him.”

What Burke wanted to do is to use a clause the old Gulf lease to extend the
contract. He was willing just to look busy long enough to start drilling the
first of HTH resources new wells without producing any oil. The lease clause
allowed the company to have up to 30 days of non-production as long as they
were doing work on the Pickles State Trust #91 designed to bring the well
back on production.

Burke’s idea of doing a cement squeeze jobwas just a way to have aworkover
rig on location, looking like it was doing something. That way, Burke could
argue that they were trying to “extend production.” The problem was Mason
knew the work that Burke was championing wouldn’t work. When Mason
told him, Burke’s only response had been to say, “Just don’t put that anywhere
in writing, and the lessors’ attorneys won’t be able to find it if they sue.”

Mason knew themovewas legal, but it wasn’t ethical. FromHTHResources’
investors to the mineral owners who signed the original Gulf lease, they
deserved Mason’s best efforts. That meant he’d only spend money when it
can make money. Spinning your wheels and looking busy like Burke wanted
might save the lease for HTH Resources’ investors. Still, it was at the cost of
the mineral owners, and it was wasting investor money. Mason had hated
that Burke couldn’t understand why the company shouldn’t do that. Now he
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realized that it wasn’t that Burke couldn’t understand, he just didn’t care.
Mason shook his head from side to side in frustration. “Steven, this is the

hill I die on. Fiduciary responsibility matters. I guess I’ll just have to drive
this thing uphill by pure brute willpower.”

“Or… you could just squeeze the zones,” Steven sheepishly offered.
Mason looked at him squarely. “Do you honestly think that would work?

Give me a probability.”
Steven shook his head no and plainly stated, “A squeeze job is just going

to ruin the Pickle State Trust. We’ll lose production before we can move a
drilling rig on site to start our drilling program.”

Mason nodded. “That’s my assessment, too.”
“So, what’s your proposal then? Burke has already been running his mouth

in the C-suite. This is looking like a lost cause.” Steven asked.
“Steven, sometimes you just have to nail your flag to the pole and show

them that you aren’t going to change colors in the fight. I’ll show you my
plan at the meeting, Steven. I don’t want to ruin the surprise.” Mason said.

* * *

Stewart Thurmond was a Dallas lawyer known by many but understood by
very few. His father was a freelance landman who bought and sold oil leases
most of Stewart’s life. As a child growing up in Enid, Oklahoma, his father
had been away from home more often than not. With one older sister and
two older brothers, he had been the youngest of the Thurmond clan and a bit
of a surprise. All of that being the case, he had been quite clearly adored by
his mother. She took Stewart’s late entry into her life as a second chance to
relish child-rearing with a little more experience under her belt.

As he grew older, he avoided being caught up in the rebellious trends of
the late sixties. Instead, he became a serious young man studying law and
receiving degrees from OU and SMU. Living in the shadow of his father’s
land deals, he had taken to oil and gas law. He also focused his work on the
estate law that surrounded the holdings of some of the most monied men
that had ever named Texas their home.
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Stewart had represented the Basses, the Murchisons, the Crows, and even
T Boone Pickens. He’d gone toe to toe with the lawyers of the “major oil
companies” more than once. He had lost a few, but he had won five times
more than that. It was for that reason that an older mentor of his had tapped
him to be the lawyer of the extremely secretive Trust Estate of Hiram C.
Wilson.

Stewart’s look and demeanor were polished. His white hair and handlebar
mustache were always perfect. If Sam Elliot ever needed a stand in to play his
younger brother, Stewart would have been his first, second, and 4th choice.
Honestly, Elliot’s third choice would have had to have been DiCaprio because
he’s just so damn versatile. That being the case, if they needed to have someone
that knew the law, Stewart was the only pick.

Twenty years ago, a senior lawyer that he held in high regard handed off
the execution of Hiram C. Wilson’s estate to him. The lawyer warned him
that it was the only estate he had ever administrated that came with a Non-
disclosure agreement binding the executing lawyer. He had further added that
if he wanted to refuse the unconventional charge that he would understand.
Still, he considered Stewart to be the only person he had enough faith in to
trust with this estate. “I’m not going to sugarcoat it, Stewart. This Trust is
going to be a pain in the ass, but if you take this job, I promise you, it’ll give
your life meaning in ways that you could never imagine.”

Those wise words rang like a bell across time. Especially as Stewart sat
in his office staring across his desk at Doyle C. Wilson. He was the great-
grandson of Hiram C. Wilson. In the time that Stewart had served the Wilson
estate, his relationship with Doyle had proven how true his predecessors’
statement had been.

“Stewart, how’s the wife and kids?” Doyle asked as he leaned back in the
overstuffed leather chair.

Doyle was several years older than Stewart. His face wore the wrinkles of
smile lines and years of squinting in the Texas sun. He had been a cattleman
before moving on to doing business in natural gas pipelines. He wore his hair
in a tight buzz cut that was covered by a black Stetson. Theoretically, it was
possible that Doyle had, at some point, been seen in public without a cowboy
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hat. Still, everyone that knew him rather doubted it.
Throughout Stewart’s years of working the business, Doyle had always

worked with Stewart as the family representative and caretaker of the Wilson
Estate in Dallas. It comprised a few large sections of land near White Rock
Lake, where his great grandfather had built three homes and raised his family.
The estate held with a considerable sum of wealth that Stewart was obligated
to manage, along with a few atypical restrictions and instructions on its use.

To his credit, Doyle always took the family business seriously but never tried
to line his own pockets as the size of the Trust’s funds had grown. Instead, he
had been the person that had appointed those that were granted membership
to the Wilson House and Barrister’s Fellowship. Once Hiram Wilson’s old
family home, it’s members lived there as the need arose.

“Doyle, the wife, and kids are doing great. My eldest daughter just had my
second grandchild, and my son just passed the bar last week. I’m looking to
bring him on in a month or so.” Stewart paused, “Bourbon?”

Doyle smiled. “It’s only 11 am…. Better make it a double.”
Stewart rose and walked over to the bar. He poured both of them two

fingers of Garrison Brothers Balmorhea. He offered the glass to the older
gentleman and sat down on the other overstuffed leather chair next to Doyle.
They clinked glasses together, and Doyle said, “May Texas kick OU’s ass this
year.”

“Shit,” said Stewart, and he drank to the toast. “That’s just unfair.”
Doyle laughed and said, “I know, but I’ve always wanted to do that to

you.” He lifted his glass again and, with a look of seriousness that came on
unexpectedly, he said, “Stewart, I’m dying.”

The air in the room suddenly seemed to stop moving, and the weight of
them hung like a fog. Before Stewart could find the words to say, Doyle took a
drink and began to speak. “I’ve had cancer for a while, and I’ve beat it several
times, but this time is different. I told my wife that I’d go with her to some
clinic she found on the internet up in New Mexico. She has family up there
and talks about how important it is to have support. She thinks that we can
beat it, but I don’t have the heart to tell her that I already know it’s my time.”

“It’s not for me to take her hope. She needs to see this fight through because
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she’s a fighter, and I owe that to her. She’s a damn fine woman. Better than I
deserve….” Doyle paused as a tear welled up in the corner of his eye. “Shit…
one second.” Doyle pulled a bandana from his pocket and dried his eyes.
When he put it back in his pocket, he pulled a key. The design and weight
of the key immediately belied its age. “This is to the basement over at the
Wilson House. I’m giving it to you.”

Stewart was concerned and flustered at the same time, “Doyle, no. I’m not
allowed. My confidentiality agreement and my non-disclosure agreement
are expressly against it. You can’t give me this because I legally can’t take it.”

“Bullshit, I can’t. I’m the last Wilson heir, and as such, I can amend…” Doyle
started

“…the agreement at any such time as it is deemed needed.” Stewart finished.
Stewart knew the Trust documents by heart.

“So, don’t try to lawyer me on what I can or can’t do because we both know
better.” Doyle continued, “I have family business to do, and the Spirit of this
thing ain’t gonna let me out of it any more than its gonna let you. I’m passing
the torch to you, in its entirety, to do with the estate whatever needs to be
done to keep things going. Draw up whatever papers you like, and in this
briefcase are five signed signature pages your man out front was kind enough
to witness. I’m giving it all over to you, Stewart. I’m sorry. It’s a burden you
already shared partially, but I can’t ride herd over this no more.”

“Doyle…” Stewart started with a pleading tone.
The older man looked in his eyes. Behind them, you could see the color of

his iris shift from blue to gunmetal grey, and a hardness overtook his features.
“Stewart, I’m on a train with Rosa later today to Vegas. After that, we’re

headed to New Mexico. While I’m in Vegas, I’m going to drink a little, catch a
show and play some cards. When I leave, I won’t be coming back to this state
except in a casket. I know it in my bones. The thing is Stewart, the voice that
calls has told me that where I was one, I’ll be sending one back. You and that
man of yours need to keep your eyes open because you know how it goes.
We always make a big entrance.”

Stewart sighed with resignation. Doyle has been a stalwart guide and friend,
and he just couldn’t shake this news. “Well, Doyle, all of this has come at me
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faster than I’d like, and I’m not sure that I’m ok with how it ends. Are you
sure you won’t let me help you?”

Doyle smiled, “Stewart, I just dropped a hurricane of work on you, and
you’re trying to help me? No. I think I burdened you quite enough.” With
that, he stood and looked at his half-empty glass. “Guess we should toast this
one out.”

Stewart nodded and said, “It’s only right that you call it.”
Doyle looked at the glass and turned it in the light for a second to admire

the elixir’s color and savor the moment. With some degree of thoughtfulness,
he said, “Well, fuck it. I never said this before, but we’re friends: Boomer
Sooner.”

“Boomer Sooner,” Stewart replied. They both drank their glass dry. Stewart
took the glass from Doyle and placed it on the desk, and then he shook Doyle’s
hand.

“Happy Trails, Doyle.”
As he walked out of the office, he tipped his hat and responded, “Via con

Dios, Stewart.”
Stewart stood in his office and felt the weight of destiny upon him. To lose

a partner was one thing, but losing a long-time friend was quite another.
After a moment, Kyle Michaels, Stewart’s associate, walked into the room.

He stood quietly for a moment, measuring his words. “My condolences.” He
offered up.

Stewart looked up at Kyle and spoke with force. “That man is an Icon, and
we can’t even let people know the debt that they owe him.”

“Some of them know,” Kyle offered quietly.
“Well, not enough. I tell you that for sure,” Stewart said, still reeling in the

grief of the moment.
Kyle nodded. “That’s how working in the shadows is: Unacknowledgeable.”
Stewart looked at Kyle thoughtfully. “You’re a damn warrior-poet, aren’t

you?”
“Guilty,” Kyle replied, as he looked out the window, watching the old man

get in his 1956 Ford F-100 pickup.
“I’ll bring you the Wilson Ledger, and I’ll get the Rolls ready. How long do
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you think we have?” Kyle asked.
“Maybe 48 hours,” Stewart replied, already in thought. “Once his train hits

the state line, things will move fast.”

* * *

After eating lunch, Mason saved his presentation to a shared drive and
grabbed his folders of supporting documents. He had requested thatmembers
of his team attended the session and expected there to be a full room when
the meeting kicked off.

As he went to the elevators to ride up to the executive floor, he had a rare
moment alone with the relative silence of elevator music, and the remnant
smells of someone’s perfume. It was very floral, he noted. Sure, it was an odd
observation to make as you’re walking into a stressful presentation, but it is
what it is. Besides, what’s wrong with stopping to smell the roses?

As the door opened, he crossed the stately appointed lobby to the conference
room across the hall. Inside, there was already a combination of team leaders,
VPs, and the IT rep to help him manage his presentation. At this meeting,
more substantial shareholders with board seats would be streaming in while
he presented to Adcock and the VPs. The news hadn’t been made public, but
the issue was big enough that the board needed to be involved. Approximately
a third of the company’s future drilling inventory and half of its future value
was at risk.

The IT rep had already synced his presentation to the in-room display and
stream channel. Hewaswaiting tomicMason for the presentation. The board
had already joined and was muted until Adcock arrived. In the room, several
of his peers gave him thumbs-up gestures and knowing nods. Regardless of
how the presentation went, it was apparent that most technical staff was in
his corner. He had worked with them on parts of the recommendation and
on the logistics needed for work to commence. But recently, most of his time
had been spent protecting them from the distractions created by Burke’s land
team.

Burke had been a land lead for the Gulf lease. It had been sloppy problems
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with filing regulatory permits correctly with the state filed that had wrecked
their drilling rig schedule. The delays had been so bad that now there were
no available drilling rigs to use to drill a new well in time. As the Pickle’s
State Trust production continued to drop, the company should have been
drilling the first of hundreds of future wells. Had Burke handled his business,
the old Gulf lease would never have been an issue, and the new drilling would
have been making everyone money. Burke’s mistakes had been egregious and
avoidable. Still, no one had pointed it out publicly because he was the CEO’s
son in law.

Add to that, Burke’s father was a significant investor in HTH Resources.
Add all of that together, and Burke was never going to be the guy to take a
fall.

Despite Burke transitioning from what the engineers jokingly referred to as
a ‘Finance Bro.’ As a landman, his mistakes were becoming nearly impossible
to hide. He wasn’t much use when it came to running title, negotiating leases,
or working M&A deals. Still, he was a world champion ass kisser with a
tab on his father’s connections. That’s why it was no surprise that as Burns
Adcock came down the hallway, Burke was right on his flank. He was like a
remora in the wake of a great white shark looking for the scraps.

The room came to a quick hush as the people in the boardroom took their
seats. The VP of Investor Relations turned on the investor audio feed and
welcomed the members to the call.

The first part of the presentation fell to the production team to explain
the drop in the oil rate and how they believed that the well would cease
producing within a few days. They were followed up by a quick presentation
by Burke’s land group expounding on the terms of the Gulf lease and an
update on the now expedited new well permitting. Finally, the area’s asset
manager explained that there was no option to facilitate quicker drilling
rig availability. To many people’s surprise, she made a point to emphasize
that even if a drilling rig were available, the permits would not be issued
in time. She drove home the point that the shoddy work filing the initial
permits would make having a drilling rig available moot. The delivery of
those statements was a blatant brush-back pitch to the land department and
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Burke. Mason realized that Burke had underestimated the moxie of the Asset
Manager.

At that point, the Asset Manager reported that it was her recommendation
to look to Mason’s workover group for production solutions. She then kindly
added, “I’m now handing the floor off to the Completion team and its lead,
Mason Richardson. Mason’s group has done nothing but maximize our
production since he’s been on, so he has my utmost attention.”

As Mason opened his presentation’s first slide, a voice thickly obscured
with an electronic hum came from the investor group speakers. “Burns,
this is James Cayman with Boundary Rock Capital. Before we get to this
recommendation, it was my understanding that the only way to hold this
lease was to do a cement squeeze job. Has this been done yet?”

Mr. Adcock’s voice, amplified by the mic on his desk, responded to the
investor. “James, good to hear from you. Doing a squeeze job has not
happened, and it was just one option possible. Themyriad of available options
and recommendations are what we’re about to have presented here. James,
do you mind telling me where you got that impression?”

Mr. Cayman’s voice replied over the speaker, “Not at all. One of my analysts
talked with the land group and told us it was the best low-risk option. Is that
not the case?”

“Great question, James.“, Mr. Adcock, a veteran of thousands of investor
calls, easily transitioned. “I believe that my new engineer here is about to
bring us up to speed. We recently hired Mr. Richardsono, and he comes to
us with a top-notch record in the region and near two decades of experience.
So, let us see what he can tell us. Mason, you have the floor.”

Mason flipped to his first slide and thought, “Well, remember the Alamo,”
as he launched into his recommendation.

“As the production team has covered, The Pickles State Trust well was a
consistent producer for many years but is now in decline. Likewise, as Mr.
Burke’s group has correctly surmised, the well is now the sole holder of the
lease. Ideally, a recompletion of the zone would be the best option. A cement
squeeze job is one of many options available to recomplete the well and bring
it back on production. However, where we seem to have a misunderstanding
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is the belief that a cement squeeze job will fix our production problem. The
truth is it won’t.” As he said the words, the sentence ‘A squeeze job will not
fix the problems with the Pickles State Trust #91’ appeared on the screen.

“There you go, Burke. I put it in writing.”, Mason thought.
He switched slides to an image of a model created from the 3-D seismic

the company had shot. “Working with geology, we were able to see that the
zone that we are producing from is thin and is nearly depleted after years of
production. As a result, the production team has shown you that this jelly
donut is out of jelly. I know I am oversimplifying it, but pinching the straw
isn’t going to make more jelly appear. Doing a cement squeeze job will only
make us look busy until we can get a drilling rig here.”

“Doing production work is a perfectly legal way to hold the lease!” Burke
blurted out.

Mason waited for Burke to finish.
“Mr. Burke, I agree, but I think everyone here would rather do work and

produce oil than just look like we’re trying to produce oil. This jelly donut is
empty.”

Burke interrupted again. “Mason, if we don’t produce this well, we will lose
the rights for every other well we’re projected to drill on this lease. That’s
hundreds of millions of dollars in lost value. Now, if you’re not confident
you can do the job, we have other people that have done completions. We
can have them step in.”

Mason smiled and waited for Burke to finish his show. As Burke sat back
down, smiling like the cat that ate the canary, Mason held up the remote in
his hand and clicked the next slide.

“Burke, you are two for two today.“, Mason said. “This slide shows, as Burke
has correctly pointed out, if we don’t regain production, we will be leaving
hundreds of millions behind.” Mason paused for a moment. “In fact, the exact
number is $4.67 billion, at the current oil price. That’s like Burke’s hundreds
of millions but with a little more math on it.” That got a small laugh from the
room. “Thank you to the reservoir engineers for providing that number.”

Mason turned towards Mr. Adcock and the camera that was recording for
the board. “This is why my recommendation is that we do not do a cement
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squeeze job. Instead, I recommend that we move 424 feet deeper in the hole
and produce the Cisco sands.”

At this point, Mr. Adcock asked a question of the chief geologist, Rex
Gardner. “Rex, is that a productive zone?”

For his part, Rex looked sad as he said what Mason expected. “I think
there’s a flaw to this plan. There are no oil-producing Cisco Sand wells in
this area. Judging by the data we have; the Cisco looks non-productive. I just
don’t see a way to support Mason’s recommendation.”

It was Mason’s turn to interrupt, but unlike Burke, he did it respectfully. “I
thought so too, Rex. To be frank, I would not have suggested it if not for what
Steven Ryan found when he pulled data for me. The kid bird-dogged this
data so hard that he went to archives and pulled all of the original Gulf files.
In the 70-year-old drilling reports, I found where they ran a temporary test
that allowed them to swab 52 barrels of oil in 5 hours. After that, they moved
uphill to the current zone.” He reached into his briefcase and produced the
old document for Rex to evaluate.

The room sat as Rex read over the report. “Look at the sample of the rock
cuttings they recovered for that zone.” Mason pointed out. Rex read on
before he looked up at Mason. “Monozite and Betafite traces in the sandstone
samples… then the zone isn’t bad.” Rex said as he looked at Mason in surprise.

Mr. Adcock’s voice interrupted them. “Rex, what does that mean?”
Rex looked at the CEO and replied, “It means the data over that section

was wrong because those minerals are radioactive. They would have fooled
the older recording devices into providing bad data.”

“Rex, based on the data, can you recommend trying this zone?” Adcock
continued.

“It’s not a slam dunk, but this report here shows it’s oil-bearing and the
minerals explain why Gulf bypassed it. I’d support Mason’s plan; we should
test that zone.” Rex replied, smiling as he reexamined the well data.

As the excited geologist gave his suggestion, Mason reached into his folder
and pulled out his last supporting document: a copy of the original Gulf lease.

“Mr. Adcock, I have one final point I’d like to submit. Under the Gulf lease,
if we perform work on the Pickles State well to bring on production from a
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deeper zone, the lease provides us 90 days to test the zone. Testing the deeper
zone would give us enough time for the other drilling rig to cycle in.”

Adcock looked over at his in-house attorney, “If we get pushed by the
lessor’s lawyer on this, can we defend it.” The attorney nodded his head and
replied, “With the oil test by Gulf in the fifties, I could argue that it would
be negligent for us not to. This recommendation is a valid, legal, and ethical
way to operate the lease.”

Adcock looked at him, “Then this all hinges on getting a workover rig.”
“If the board agrees with the recommendation, we can be working on the

well in two hours. I have engaged a workover rig and have it on-site, right
now, pulling the tubing.” Mason replied.

At that, Mr. Adcock cleared his throat and asked, “Under whose authority
did you do that?”

“I did it on behalf of the company but, I acknowledge, without an executive
authorization, sir. I’ve been working on getting one since this well became a
problem about a month ago. This rig is the first workover first rig that I have
been able to schedule for weeks. The next available workover rig would be
three weeks out. Since I just learned of its availability just 4 hours ago, I sent
it to our location.”

“Quite a gamble,” Mr. Adcock stated. “What would be the cost for this
operation?”

“Approximately, $300K.”, Mason said.
Adcock looked back at Mason. “How do the economics look? Will we the

dollars we spend on this new zone get paid back?”
“Really?!?” Mason thought. Like Rex had said: There were no Cisco

producing wells in the area. Anything he tried to do to create an economic
model would be pure speculation. Mason’s plan was a total wildcatter move.

As he lifted his very rough reserve report, Adcock laughed out loud. “Mr.
Richardson, I’m joking. You just saved a $4 and a half-billion dollars in stock
value with a $300,000 workover. Any oil that the Pickle State well makes is
pure gravy.”

With that, Adcock turned to address the board. “First, I’d like to propose
that we go with the recommendation presented by Mr. Richardson. Rex has
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given his approval, as has our legal group. I assume that marketing, drilling,
and land have no issue with this plan?”

All of them said, “I agree,” in turn, as Adcock pointed around the room. At
this point, he addressed the investors. “Does the board agree?” Adcock asked.
Each one of them did.

Adcock thanked them and then provided a closing comment. “Gentlemen,
I know that there was a concern when we received the initial reports of this
well, possibly not being able to hold the lease. While we have been excited to
start with our new drilling program, the odds that the one well that held the
acreage by production would die out before we could get our first drilling
rigs on the lease was just bad luck. However, as Mr. Richardson has shown,
we pride ourselves in getting into the details and knowing our business so
that we can find opportunity in adversity. My congratulations to the staff for
the hard work. Mr. Richardson, please keep us updated with the workover
rig and your recompletion progress.”

With that, the investors said their goodbyes, and people in the room
prepared to head back to their desks. Victoria Diaz, the Asset Manager
over the area where the well was, came over and shook Mason’s hand. “Damn
good job.“, she said.

Mason replied,” Let’s give Ryan his credit; he found the reports.”
“Sure, that kid is earning his stripes pretty quickly, but your view on this was

unconventional, well researched, and when the heat was on, you performed.”
As she leaned closer, she lowered her voice a bit. “Plus, when you had the
leverage to hammer Burke, you just stayed focused. Very professional. You
can tell Adcock liked it. Are you open to some advice?” Diaz asked.

“Sure.”, Mason replied.
“First, don’t hand any of this operation off. Pull the overnighter and ride

this one all the way to the barn. You’re on the platform, and everyone is
watching. You don’t want to hand this off and have someone screw it up.
Second, don’t apologize for being opportunistic with getting that workover
rig. It was a clutch move, and Adcock likes that kind of thing.”

“I appreciate it.“, Mason said. And with that, he headed back to his desk.
There was no real-time to celebrate the decision. They would be working
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on the zone by around 8 pm, acidize it by midnight and be on flowback
production around 4 in the morning.

“And this is why you’re single…” he muttered as he went to get some coffee.
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The sun crested over the combination of North Dallas office buildings,
affluent houses, and HW-635 outside of Mason’s 10th-floor window. It was a
different view than he had shared with the rig hands when he used to watch
the sun come up from the rig floor. He had seen some of the most beautiful
mornings that Texas had to offer that way. Today’s sunrise rode in like it was
a cowboy with he’s weeks pay in his pocket. Mason, for one, was glad to see
it.

Overnight, he had followed the progress of the workover crew via emails
and phone calls. With a well this old, it had proven to be cantankerous a few
times. Still, he kept all his data close and helped the workover crew get the job
done. Even though it meant being up all night, he had enjoyed the off-color
humor and profanity-laced assessments of the rig crew as they got this well
in line.

Since 4 am, the well was flowing a growing amount of oil. The most recent
rate was 7 barrels of oil an hour. Mason did the math: 7 barrels for 24 hours is
168 barrels of oil. It wasn’t a mammoth well, but that was absolutely qualified
as the “commercial paying quantities” and would easily continue the old Gulf
lease.

He took another drink of coffee as he constructed an email for the executives
and investors, letting them know the good news. As he was finishing up with
the email, making sure to give credit to everyone that helped him, Mr. Adcock
stepped into his office.

“So…” Adcock asked as he sat down in the chair. “What do we got?”
“The well was completed last night and is cleaning up right now. We’re at
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7 barrels of oil an hour and climbing. Casing and tubing pressure are both
climbing. Everything is looking good.” Mason smiled.

“And, you didn’t have to throw my Son-in-Law under the bus for the fumble
on the well permitting despite the fact that he tried to be the “golden boy”
with the investors,” Adcock added dryly. Mason wasn’t surprised, but he
didn’t realize that Adcock knew the problem had been Burke. Adcock paused
and took a long drink of his coffee. “You’ve got character, Richardson. I
appreciate that. Additionally, I appreciate that you pull for your team, you’re
free with credit, and you take smart chances. In just a few months, you’ve
proven to be a great hire, but your work on this job sincerely pulled our tails
out of the fire.”

“It was a team effort, Sir,” Mason added.
“I know, Mason, but it was leadership that got the team working on the

right things at the right time.” Adcock reached in his jacket and pulled out an
envelope. “I have this for you.” He handed it to Mason and told him, “Open it
up.”

Mason opened the envelope, and inside was a business card and a stack of
$100 bills.

“That’s the card for the travel agent my wife uses—great guy, very thorough.
I told him to set you and a plus one up in Vegas. Tomorrow. I’m giving you
the rest of the week off.”

With that, he stood up and walked over to the door. Before he left, he turned
and said, “Richardson, you saved the stockholders, the executive group, your
co-workers, and me from a lot of pain. Get some sleep. I’ll mind the fort.”

As Mason watched the CEO walk down the hall, he was a little dumbstruck.
He knew it was a big thing for the company, but he got paid well to do big
things the way he saw it. Still, it was nice just to get some appreciation… and
sleep. He loaded up his travel cup, logged off his computer, and headed out
for his car. On the way out, he passed Diaz.

“Saw the email. Good stuff. It looks like your plan saved our bacon.”, Diaz
said. “You see Adcock yet?”

“Yeah, he came in just as I was firing the email off. He was pretty pleased,
and he gave me an envelope of cash and a card for his travel agent. I got the
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week off, and I’m heading to Vegas.“, Mason said as they passed in the parking
garage.

“Good for you!” Diaz yelled as she headed towards the building. She was
now screaming, so her voice would carry over the cars in the garage. “Put a
hundred on Red 19 on the roulette table at the Bellagio for me.”

Mason laughed as he got in his car and headed back to the double-wide his
uncle was letting him use. On the way, he called the agent and received his
itinerary. Mason had a 7:15 flight out tonight and four days at the Bellagio.
By the time it was official, he had pulled in front of the double-wide, went
inside, and fell asleep almost before his body hit the sheets.

Mason’s plane arrived in Vegas at McCarran Airport right on time. He was
able to negotiate the crowds, find his bag, and get a cab rather quickly. He
marveled at how effectively the city moved people to the casinos. Like they
said in the oil field: rookies learn strategies and professionals learn logistics.
This city handled logistics like a boss, and it showed.

In no time, he was in his room and entirely situated to take advantage of
his days off. Mason made time to check out all the sights of the strip. He took
some time to travel out to the Hoover dam. Mason spent some time in the
pools and the clubs. He even played some golf. Mostly, though, he gambled.
Mason was a poker man, and Texas Hold’em was still considered the Cadillac
of Poker. So, on his final day in Vegas, it was odd that Mason found himself
near the Blackjack tables burning time.

Twice he had sat down at a poker table that day, but the tables had no
action. They felt dead. As he was about to head down the strip and try the
poker room at Planet Hollywood when something caught his eye at a nearby
Blackjack table. The table was empty except for two players. The first was
a young man, rail-thin, wearing a western shirt and a large belt buckle. He
looked to be barely old enough to get in. The second was an older gentleman
in a grandiose black and turquoise-colored jacket with silver buttons on
the sleeve. He was also wearing black and turquoise ostrich boots and was
wearing a black Stetson bearing a silver and turquoise headband. Typically,
that would look a little contrived to Mason, but this guy just made it look
natural.
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In the same way that rubberneckers cause traffic on the freeway, they
created an “onlooker delay” by everyone who walked by, and yet no one
joined them. Mason couldn’t explain it, but he felt like he needed to sit in
on this game. He walked around to the rear position and asked the two men,
“Can I join you?”

“You bet,” said the younger cowboy. “We could use some new blood on
this table. I’m afraid I’m about to leave, and I’d hate to leave this poor dealer
alone with this old trail boss. He’s too cantankerous to be trusted with a
pretty, blonde Blackjack dealer.” He stood up and tipped his hat at the older
gentleman. “Sir.” He then took the hand of the dealer and removed his hat as
he kissed the back of her hand. “Ma’am.” And with that, he turned and left.

The older cowboy looked at Mason and smiled. “So, where you from, Tex?”
“I’m from a town north of Dallas called Denton, but I’m working out of

Dallas right now.“, Mason offered. The older man’s grin deepened, and he
offered his hand. “My name is Doyle Wilson, and I’m from San Antonio.”

Mason shook his hand. Firm grip, he thought. “Mason Richardson,” he
introduced himself as he sat down.

Doyle looked at the dealer and placed his chips onto the betting block. “This
little lady is Chloe, and she’s from Lubbock. Just like most of the women I’ve
known from Lubbock, she’s been taking my money,” He said with a wink.

Mason laughed as he placed his bet and noticed that Chole had actually
blushed. “Girls from Lubbock are known to do that.” Mason offered as she
dealt the cards.

“They most certainly are,” Doyle replied as she dealt him an ace and eight
combo. Mason got a Jack and 7. The dealer showed an 8.

“So, Mason, what kind of business you in? If you don’t mind me asking.”
As he spoke, he signaled the dealer that he would stay.

“Not at all, “said Mason. “I’m an oil and gas engineer for HTH Resources.”
He decided to buck the odds and motioned for a hit. The dealer turned him a
4. “21”, Chloe commented.

“Nice pull,” Mason said. “I believe my company transports your company’s
gas in a few places out west. I run Peso Star Midstream.”

As the dealer busted, pieces of the puzzle fell into place. He was at the table
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with “The Doyle Wilson,” as in the “Philanthropist, Billionaire Doyle Wilson.”
Wow. He was suddenly very aware of how much money this man represented.
There were hospital wings and art exhibits and scholarships with his name
on it.

“Um, I believe you’re right Mr. Wilson.“, Mason stiffly replied as his mind
raced at what he was supposed to do next.

Doyle turned and looked at him and said, “Mason, call me Doyle. I honestly
hate that ‘Mr. Wilson’ stuff. As far as I’m concerned, we’re fellow sons of
Texas, that work in hydrocarbons, enjoying a game of cards. And, in the case
of this hand, we’re both doing so at the State of Nevada’s expense, which
heartens my old weathered soul to no end.” At that moment, a waitress
came by, and Doyle flagged her over. “My dear,” he said sweetly, “This new
friend of mine and I need a bottle of Pappy, two glasses and some ice if we’re
going to use this table correctly. Would you be so kind as to oblige us with
procuring this liquid fortification?” Behind the dealer, the pit boss nodded in
the affirmative to the waitress, and she wove like Barry Sanders through a
defensive line towards the bar.

“I assumed you drink bourbon, Mason. I hope that’s correct.” Doyle stated.
“Only on days that end in ‘y’, but I’ll admit that I’ve never had Pappy Van

Winkle. It’s a bit out of my price point.”, Mason admitted.
“Well, they have a 23-year-old bottle of Pappy for me each time I visit

because they know that it is one of the finest things to ever come from the
State of Kentucky. It’s not often that a Texan will openly admit that we’ve
been outclassed, but when they come this close, it’s the least we can do to
acknowledge that it might someday happen.” Doyle said all of this without
cracking a smile. A few moments later, the waitress returned with two glasses,
some ice, and the $400 bottle of bourbon.

Mason laughed. “Theoretically possible…” Mason offered as he accepted
the glass that Mason had poured him.

“Correct.” Doyle replied, “theoretically…. So, Mason as my newest friend,
I’ll allow you the toast.” With that, he offered up his glass.

Without thinking, Mason said what he had always said when making a
toast, “Remember the Alamo.”
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Doyle toasted the glass against Mason’s, and they both drank from the
coveted elixir. The bourbon had a sweet, caramel finish that punctuated
notes of cherry, apple, and chocolate along the way. It was as if Mason’s sense
of taste had experienced the hopeful optimism of bringing in a herd of cattle
from trailhead to the cattle yard.

“My God, that’s good.”, Mason said.
Doyle laughed. “That’s the reason that I always carry a flask of it on me,” he

said as he patted his jacket pocket. “It’s my tolerance water.”
With that, he turned his attention back to the dealer. “Ok, Chloe. Let’s see

if Lubbock card dealing gets better for these two Texas boys now that we’re
properly prepared.”

For the next six hours, the two Texans traded stories about the oilfield,
played hundreds of hands of Blackjack, and drank the world’s best non-Texan
bourbon. During the process, they had numerous people watching them
play. A few CEO’s and celebrities stopped by to shake Doyle’s hand. Mason
even met UFC Champion Connor McGreggor, who he discovered could be
convinced to drink something other than his brand of Irish Whiskey when
persuaded by a charismatic Billionaire and a Blackjack dealer from Lubbock.
Mason liked the McGreggor; he could see why he was a popular champ.

As the night grew later, a beautiful Latino lady approached their table from
behind Doyle. She was wearing a black and silver dress with a large turquoise
necklace around her neck. As she closed in on Doyle, she wove her arms
around him from behind, leaned forward, and whispered in his ear. Doyle
smiled and turned to meet her lips. After a few moments, they came up for
air, and Doyle motioned towards Mason. “Dear, this is Mason Richardson.
He’s a fellow son of Texas, like me and, would you believe, an oilman to boot.”

As he was able to see her face for the first time, she seemed to be concerned.
The look disappeared quickly as she smiled and introduced herself. “Hello,
Mr. Richardson. I’m Rosa Wilson, the luckiest woman in the world for the
last 42 years. I’m charmed to make your acquaintance. Is there, perchance a
Mrs. Richardson to introduce myself to?” she asked.

“No, I’m afraid not.” He offered. “There once was one, but she ran off to
Chicago rather than being an oilfield wife.”
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“What a foolish thing to do.“, She offered as condolence. Still, Mason could
almost sense a hint of relief.

At that, Doyle interjected. “My wife has skillfully reminded me that I have
been depriving her of my company, and, for that, I must now leave to make
amends. I hope you understand.”

Mason regarded them with a smile, “I most assuredly do, Doyle. My
apologies for keeping you away from your lovely wife.”

“Nonsense.” Doyle scoffed. “Besides, today is my birthday, and playing
Blackjack was what I wanted to do. It was time well spent.” As his wife started
to spin him away, he stopped her.

She looked at him pleadingly, but his face showed resolve. In half a second
the exchange was over, and they both turned to look at Mason. She watched
with a hint of regret and Doyle with an air of excitement.

“Mason, before I leave. I have a request for my birthday. I have something I
have carried with me for a long time. It was given to me by my Great Great
Grandfather. My father died in WW 1, and My Great, Great Grandfather
decided to pass it on to me.“, Doyle said. “Despite our beautiful marriage,
I find myself with no son to pass it on to. Besides, something about our
common love of Texas tells me you’re the right one to have it.”

As Doyle reached into his inner coat pocket, he said, “He told me that
people like you and I don’t always naturally find our purpose. Sometimes
our purpose finds us, but only if we’re brave enough to look for it. I didn’t
understand what he meant at the time, but I do now.”

He pulled from his coat pocket a silver coin and held it up so the light could
catch it.

“This is a rare item, right here. It’s a Republic of Texas Silver Half Dollar.
It’s one of 4 proofs that was made back when Texas became its own sovereign
country. I’d like you to have it if you’ll take it. I believe it will lead you to your
purpose if you’re brave enough to seek it.”

Mason said, “Sir, that’s too much of a gift for a man like me.”
“Aww, Bullshit on that ‘Sir’ stuff, Mason. We’ve drunk Pappy and played

cards together. Besides, the value of your destiny is much higher than this
coin, regardless of its history. I could just as soon offer you a flower, or a gun,
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or a Bible. The value of giving you this coin is in your choice to take it. The
choice to seek your purpose is what matters, Mason. That is what I’m asking.
I’m asking you to choose: Will you seek out your purpose?”

Mason considered the offer. On a surface level, it seemed like one of those
CEO motivational things that run about in business training circles all the
time. But he acknowledged that that was just his cynical nature talking. He
could see that Doyle was sincere. He could feel it as sure as he knew he was
breathing.

“Will I pursue my purpose?” He asked himself. He wanted too, but he
felt like trying to find out what his purpose in life was possessed striking
similarities to trying to nail Jello to the wall. Then he realized that wasn’t
what Doyle was asking. Doyle didn’t ask if he knew or could find his purpose.
He wondered if he would be brave enough to pursue it.

That was something he knew he could commit to doing. If nothing else,
with all the changes he made recently, what were they if not an attempt to do
that very thing? He knew there was something out there that he was destined
for, but he just hadn’t found it yet. Still, he was already committed to finding
it. Maybe that’s what Doyle had seen. Either way, this was a promise he could
make.

He reached out for the coin and took it from Doyle’s hand. It felt smooth
and cool to the touch. As the Vegas casino floor’s shifting lights flowed over
its historic surface like running water, he marveled at its condition. The
weight was considerable for its size, but it felt powerful to hold such a unique
piece of history. The coin represented the moment in time where his home
state’s values and identity was forged. The metal held a relief of Stephen F.
Austin on one side and Goliad’s cannon on the other.

Doyle clapped him on the shoulder. “Mason, I wish I had more time. I have
no doubt we’d have been the best of friends and as thick as thieves, but I have
to ride. Via con Dios, fellow Son of Texas. Never lose faith in the People and
Remember the Alamo.” With that, Rosa waved goodbye, and Doyle walked
with her arm in arm toward the casino’s front doors.

Once they left, Mason picked up his chip pile and went to cash out. It was
then that he realized that he and Doyle had been way up for the evening.
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Mason had sat down at the table with about $2,000, which he had quietly
turned into a little over 31,000 dollars. He also realized that he had been
drinking more than he realized. “Note to self, these results are atypical,” he
laughed as he took the cash from the teller at the cage.

With a firm buzz, a pocket full of cash, and a great story to tell back at the
office, he decided to call it a night. He took the shortest route to the room
elevators. Despite his inability to walk a linear path, he returned to his room
and ordered a tomahawk ribeye, fries, and bucket of “some local beer.” A
choice piece of beef and three Tenaya Creek Jackalope Barleywines later,
Mason spread out on his king-sized mattress and slept like the dead.

* * *

Ellis slammed the hood of the old Chevy Nova down with enough force to
knock a layer of dust off of its mismatched body panels. Damn Terry and his
piece of crap car. If he had wanted to walk, he would have left the house on
foot.

At this time of night, there wasn’t going to be anyone coming down HWY
170 for him to flag down. He knew he might as well start walking towards
Lajitas. If he was lucky, he could borrow a phone and call his brother. Carl
might be able to help him get that hunk of crap back to Terry’s house, once he
got off work. Either way, he was sure the ice cream in the trunk was gonna
melt.

There was a little light from the stars to help him stay on the road’s path.
The moon would crest a little later, and he’d have more than enough light to
see by then. Always trying to find the silver lining, Ellis spoke his thoughts
out loud. “At least I’m not having to make this walk in the sun.”

So, Ellis headed west.
The first few minutes of the walk had brought him to a rise in the road. As

he crested the hill’s peak, he could see the Chihuahuan Desert stretch out
for miles in either direction. He peered as the grey snake of the highway
slithering between the red rocks and the scrub brush. Suddenly, he caught a
flash of light off to his northwest.
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At first, he was excited. The prospect of a shorter walk would be a godsend.
He then realized the lights were a vehicle off the highway and on a private
road. It could be hunters, but that was unlikely. Most likely, it was either
drug runners or coyotes smuggling people over the border. Both of those
options were bad.

He continued down the road on the backside of the hill and adjusted his
expectations. He’d just stay on the road. The road was safe. The critters
avoided the road. Maybe some good people would be out on a late-night trip
like he had been. Maybe, he’d get lucky.

Ellis continued walking.
A few minutes and a few miles later, he heard a horse whinny. This was

a good sign. Horses belong to cowboys and ranchers. If he was lucky, this
horse had a rider.

He peered into the darkness to try to make out where the horse was. The
shadows of the desert were too stingy with light to yield him any clues. Still,
if it headed towards the roads, he’d eventually see it.

Off in the distance, about a mile up the road and near the next hill’s peak,
he saw a black horse run out on the blacktop highway. Even at this distance,
Ellis could tell that no one was on that horse. “Dammit, if that just ain’t how
it is?“, Ellis fumed.

Ellis watched the horse circle the road, and he continued walking. “I bet
some fool left the gate open, and you’re just out and about.“, he theorized.
As he spoke those words, the horse turned his direction, and even at this
distance, he could see the horse had red, glowing eyes.

“What the hell?” Ellis said in disbelief.
The horse bolted into a hard gallop towards him. Sparks spit off each hoof

strike on the road as the beast charged forward.
Ellis looked around quickly. He had no cover or even anything to use as

a weapon, but something in the deepest primal layer of Ellis’ consciousness
screamed in horror.

As the horse closed ground, the voice deep in his head telling him to run
took over, and he began to sprint away. He glanced over his shoulder for a
second to see a swirling purple mist beginning to manifest something riding
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that horse.
At that point, all logic was lost, and he ran as fast as he possibly could into

the desert. He hoped he could find some rocks for fighting with, hiding
behind, or crawling under. His lungs burned as the cacti and creosote bushes
tore at his legs. In the distance, he could make out the shadows of a dry creek
bed. Maybe, if he could make it there, he could hide.

He could hear the hoofbeats pounding in the sand and rock behind him.
The horse’s breath was now ringing in his ears. As he turned to look at it in
fear, there was a flash of steel in the virgin moonlight. Suddenly, the world
tumbled in somersaults as he landed on the rocky desert sand. He then saw
his body fall in front of him. It didn’t have a head.

As his vision began to darken, he heard a deep voice scream into the desert
night. “I am free!” Its bellow was ripe with anger and hatred. Then Ellis was
no more.

* * *

Mason’s alarm came alive at 9:45 am. It was the standard iPhone alarm tone,
also globally known as “the most hated bars of music in the world.” As he
rolled out of bed, his head felt like the weight of the ocean was crushing it.
Somewhere in the deepest parts of his lizard brain, he knew that he needed
water.

Lurching towards the bathroom, he stretched his back and was relieved
with the popping of several vertebrae. His head ached like nothing he had
ever experienced before.

“Note to self: remember to never, ever, ever drink like this again.”, He said.
He took a glass off the bar, filled it with ice and water, and took a long

refreshing drink. He knew that water alone would not solve this problem,
but it was definitely a step in the right direction. Mason rubbed his eyes and
glanced around the room. His eyes locked in on the clock next to the bed.

“Oh, shit!” he said. He suddenly realized that it was already 9:45. His plane
was leaving in less than an hour, and he hadn’t packed anything! He quickly
downed the remaining water in the glass, set it down, and randomly and
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rapidly pile things into his overnight bag.
He grabbed piles of clothes, shoving them into the bag, knowing that they

weren’t going to fit nearly as well as they did whenever he had folded them.
Even as he did so, he acknowledged that his OCD was needling him for doing
this, but he didn’t have a choice. He needed to go now!

With no time to look formal, he grabbed a Black Keys concert T-shirt and a
pair of blue jeans. He quickly pulled on his boots and checked the room one
more time to make sure he hadn’t left anything behind. He had his wallet. He
had his keys. He had his phone. It was just then that he saw the coin that had
been given to him the night before. He didn’t want to carry the coin in his
pocket, or his keys could scratch it up, so instead, he opened up his wallet
and slid it in behind his ID. And with that, he grabbed his bag, and he left the
room.

One of the things that Mason acknowledged about Vegas was the fact that
Vegas is not a hard place to find a cab. Despite being afraid that he wasn’t
going to make it through airport security on time, he was quickly able to grab
a ride. He was happy to see that he was apparently riding off-hours because
the traffic wasn’t that bad. As they pulled up to the drop off point, Mason
peeled two $20 off his massive stack of cash from the night before. The cabbie
looked at him and said, “That roll is thick enough to choke a horse.”

“Yeah, “Mason said, “It was a perfect trip.” He peeled another $20 off and
gave it to the cabbie.

“Thanks, man, that’s cool.” The cabbie said. “Have a good flight.”
Mason checked the board for departures; it looked like his flight was on

gate 14. He quickly checked his bag and then got in line for security. The
security line moved at a decent clip, but this was going to be the thing that
was going to make or break him if he was going to make his flight.

Ever since 9-11, the TSA had decided that Mason looked like a terrorist.
That was the only reasonable explanation for the number of times that he
was pulled aside in airports to take off his shoes and belt and be aggressively
rubbed by the backs of men’s hands. Was this keeping the country safe? Who
knows? But it was a guaranteed cheap thrill every time you got to fly.

At this point, the laws of the universe, for the first time in his history of
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flying, broke in Mason’s favor, and he was not randomly selected. It was with
a mixture of relief and sadness when he strolled past the 80-year-old lady
that had been chosen randomly. “Great job, guys,” he said. “Definitely no
profiling here.” They both gave him flat, acidic stares.

Mason glanced at the departure board. He only had two minutes to get
to the gate—time to hightail it. For the next 2 minutes, Mason bobbed and
weaved through the crowd. At least he had been able to check his bags, and he
wasn’t burdened with his suitcase. With just a few seconds to spare, he made
it to gate 14 and handed his boarding pass to the lady working the counter.
She scanned his ticket and asked him to board the plane. He went down the
ramp, and as he reached the bottom, the stewardess informed him that it was
his lucky day. It seems that there was a seat open in first class, and he had
been moved. That worked out well for him; being a tall guy, he had asked
for the row that had the emergency doors just for the extra legroom. The
first-class cabin, however, was a whole other world of legroom. When you’re
6 foot 3, you understand how much just a few inches of legroom really, really
matters.

As the stewardess showed him to his seat, he realized just how lucky he
was. He had a window and a single row entirely to himself. This was going
to be a great flight. In the world of air travel, some people are talkers, some
are readers, but Mason was a sleeper. After a night of hard drinking and his
quick race to the airport, he was going to pop some ibuprofen and get himself
a nap. As soon as the stewardess made her first pass with the bar cart, he got
a bottled water and downed his pills. Before the plane backed out and made
the turn onto the runway, he was asleep.
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“You’re not doing it right.” the voice said.
“No. I am. I plugged the leads in just like it’s colored,” said the other voice.
“If it were plugged in right, I would be getting a signal,” said the first voice.
“I don’t know what to tell you. I did it the right way. Maybe it’s just broken?”

the second voice replied.
Mason realized that he was hearing this conversation, but he wasn’t quite

sure of what was going on. As he opened his eyes, he comprehended that
he had been lying down, and the first thing that he saw above him were two
firefighter EMTs.

“He’s waking up.” said the first voice. The first voice was attached to a
young man with blonde hair. He looked to be in his late 20s. He had a thin
mustache, and the tag on the front of his shirt said, “Dixon.” The other voice
must be attached to the second EMT. He was an older gentleman who looked
to be in his 60s, with salt and pepper hair and a thicker mustache. The tag on
the front of his shirt read “Rogers.”

“Mr. Richardson, hi. I’m with the Dallas Fire Department. How are you
feeling right now? Any pain anywhere?” asked Dixon.

“No, not really,” replied Mason. “I feel perfectly fine. So, what happened?”
“Do you not remember what happened?” Asked Rogers.
“I remember getting on my flight. After that, I took a couple of ibuprofen

and went to sleep. Why?” Mason replied as he started to try to sit up.
Rogers put his hand in the middle of Mason’s chest. “Let’s not sit up just yet,”

he said. “If you give me a minute, I can adjust the bed so that you’re sitting,
but we need to check you out.” Rogers messed with the bed and manipulated
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it into a sitting position as Dixon wrapped a blood pressure cuff and started
checking out Mason’s blood pressure. Rogers reached into his pocket and
grabbed a flashlight and shone it into Mason’s eyes. “He’s not dilated. So, he
doesn’t have a concussion.“, Rodgers said.

Dixon looked at Rogers, “Could it be shock?”
“I don’t think so.”, Rogers assessed.
“His blood pressure looks fine,” said Dixon.
“Guys…,” Mason interjected, “Seriously, I feel ok. So why don’t you just go

ahead and tell me what happened? ”
“Well, there’s no easy way to put this. You were in a plane crash.” Rodgers

reported. “When we arrived on the scene, you were unresponsive, so we
were going to stabilize you and take you to the hospital, but now you seem
perfectly fine. All things considered, I guess what we need to do is find out
where they want us to take you now.”

Mason was shocked. “There is no way that I just slept through a plane crash.
How can that even happen? “

“Man, you got me. I’ve never seen anything like this.“, replied Dixon.
Rogers turned around from the radio, where he had been attempting to

raise someone to answer his question. “This thing isn’t working. I’m going to
take my cell phone and step outside.”

Mason asked Dixon, “Was it bad? How many survivors are there?”
Dixon looked at Mason and whispered to him as soon as Rogers stepped

out of the ambulance. “Look, man, I’m not supposed to say anything but the
thing about this. Still, this is so weird. Truth is you were the only person that
was on that plane.”

“There’s no way,” said Mason. “That plane had loads of people on it. I talked
to the stewardess… they put me in first class… there were definitely other
people on that plane.” Mason replied.

“Look, dude, I believe you.” Replied Dixon as he shook his head. “It’s not
like I think you’re the pilot, but the fact remains there’s not a single body in
that wreckage. You’re the only person that was in that plane, and, despite it
being shredded, you seem perfectly fine.”

Rogers stepped back in the car, “They said we need to take him over to the
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hanger the NTSB is going to be using for their investigation. He can wait
in the breakroom until they send an investigator over to get his statement.”
Rogers said as he got behind the wheel and tried to start the engine. After a
few cranks, the motor finally turned, but the siren began to blurt out partial
noises. Rogers flipped a few switches and tried to shut the siren off, but it
seemed to have an effect.

“What is wrong with this piece of crap?” Rogers growled. He exhaled in
exasperation. Resigned to the problem, he put the ambulance in gear and
started away from the wreckage towards the hanger. With Dixon having
moved back to riding shotgun, it gave Mason a chance to piece together what
he had just been told.

Sure, he had been on his own row, but he had seen the stewardess who had
seated him and the passengers in the area where his original seat had been.
There is no way that they could have just disappeared. It’s just not possible.
Add that to the fact he had been in a plane crash and hadn’t noticed. He must
have amnesia or some type of PTSD.

The ambulance pulled into the hanger, and Dixon and Rogers came around
the back of the ambulance to let Mason out. When they opened the door,
standing with them was a tall black man wearing a white button-down shirt
under a grey western jacket. On his head, he wore a black Stetson cowboy
hat. He made for a striking figure, but it was the badge on his chest that gave
Mason pause. The badge was a simple circle with a single silver star in the
center. The only lettering on it was two words that were etched in history:
Texas Rangers.

Theman looked atMason and said in a smooth, even tone, “Mr. Richardson,
I’m Ranger Squire Morgan. I work out of the Company “B” office that covers
the DFW area. These two paramedics said that you seem to be unharmed
from the crash that occurred today. As a result, I believe that the NTSB will
be looking to take a statement from you and ask some questions. Until they
free someone up to do so, would you mind joining me in the room they set
aside?”

While the last part was a question, Mason understood that it came with
a built-in answer. He shook the hands of Dixon and Rogers, thanked them
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for assisting him, followed the Ranger down a series of halls, and turned to
what he assumed was the breakroom. The breakroom had a coffee pot, a
refrigerator, and several tables and chairs.

“Coffee?” The Ranger offered.
“Uh, no thanks. The last thing I need is more nervous energy.” Mason

replied.
“I get that. It’s not every day you realize that you just cheated death. It tends

to make you feel jumpy. Once the adrenaline begins to wear off, it always
makes me feel hungry.” The Ranger said as he looked out the window. It
provided a less-than-scenic view of the airport parking lot. Right now, it was
awash with emergency vehicles and an approaching cloud front.

“Am I in trouble?” Mason asked.
The Ranger turned to look at him. “I don’t know. Are you?”
Ranger Morgan crossed the short distance from the window to the table

where Mason had sat down and regarded him. “Mr. Richardson, a plane
crashed, and that isn’t exactly a normal day around here. There are a lot of
official people with badges and titles that are here to figure out why. You
being on that plane makes you a person with a perspective that they don’t
have. That is going to mean questions. Lots of questions.”

The Ranger looked into Mason’s eyes for a few seconds. Mason knew that
the Ranger was a good man doing his job. He also knew that this wasn’t the
first time he had seen something this strange. In fact, it wasn’t even the first
time he had seen something this odd in Dallas this week. That officer assault
down on Quaker had all the hallmarks of …. What the hell. How did he know
this?

The Ranger broke his gaze as he looked away. There was a light of
recognition in his eyes. “If that don’t beat all….” Ranger Morgan said, and he
stood up and backed away from the table.

“Look, Richardson. You’re not in trouble, but you will be if you don’t have
the answers to make them quit digging. For right now, just be too shook up
to talk.” Squire told him as the noise of an argument began to get louder from
the hall. The voices became clear as Mason saw an older gentleman, wearing
a cowboy hat, enter the room being trailed by several people in suits with
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badges.
As he stepped into the room, the older man and the Ranger saw each other.

The older man walked over to him and said, “Good to see you. How’s the
family?”

Squire Morgan smiled, “About to be one larger.”
“Excellent,” the older man said with a smile. “How about you call my office

about lunch tomorrow and we meet up and talk about events.”
“I’ll see you then. Oh, and this is Mr. Mason Richardson.” Squire said as he

tipped his hat and headed for the door.
The older man shook Mason’s hand. “Mr. Richardson, it is a pleasure to

meet you. My name is Stewart Thurmond. I am the attorney for the Trust
Estate of Hiram C. Wilson. As the attorney for his Trust, I am required to
defend the Trust’s interests. As of today, that includes you. Under the Trust’s
authority, and as your attorney, my advice is that you answer no questions,
and you allow me to handle these representatives of the various government
agencies.”

From behind Stewart, two men from the NTSB started to object. As other
officials began to voice their displeasure at Stewart’s advice, he held his hands
up to signal that he would address them. After a moment, the group of
officials began to come to silence as the attorney waited. He turned his head
back towards Mason. “May I proceed under the understanding that you wish
to take my advice?” he asked.

Mason looked at all of the bureaucrats’ in the room, overwhelmed by the
volume of people that were there to question him. Rocked by the days’ events,
he looked at Stewart. “Uh, yes.” He stammered.

Stewart winked at him, “Sterling.” With that, he turned back to the crowd
and lowered his hands.

“Ladies and gentlemen, while I am sure that you have many questions, I am
afraid that my client will not be answering them at this time. I believe that
we all reasonably recognize being a survivor of a plane crash puts one in a
state of mind that requires some degree of reconciliation. As his counsel, it is
my suggestion that he be given an appropriate amount of time with which to
collect himself before he is submitted to questions, which while informative,
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would not likely provide material explanations or actionable discovery for
the events that have conspired today.”

A lady, about Mason’s age, wearing a smart black suit with red hair and
green eyes, stepped through the group to Stewart. Her badge indicated that
she was with the FBI. “Mr. Thurmond, I’m Corey Maddox with the FBI.
While we appreciate the difficulties your client has been through, we still
require some questions of him. Barring a doctor telling me he’s incapable of
answering them, we would like to know some things.”

“Agent Maddox,” Stewart said with a warm smile. “It is a pleasure to make
your acquaintance. That being said, I am afraid that I cannot allow my client
to answer any questions at this time. Since he is being questioned in an
official investigation, his commentary must be truthful and concise. Given
the stressful events he has endured and the lack of a medical checkup, I could
not guarantee that level of clarity. Therefore, it would be in his best interest,
and that of your investigation, if we were to reschedule this or, if you would
like, submit to my office those questions in writing. Then we could give you
a written statement instead.” As he spoke, he handed her his business card.

The Agent smiled back at him with a look registered as purely predatory.
“While I appreciate your dedication to your client, Mr. Thurmond. It is well
within my powers to keep him for the better part of 48 hours for questioning.
So, he can either he can answer my questions here, or we can answer them
down in the Dallas Bureau’s office.” She peered past Stewart to Mason,
allowing him to understand the gravity of the situation. You could see that
she had played her trump card, and she was ready for the rest of the things to
fall her way.

Stewart sighed and shook his head from side to side. “Agent Maddox, I had
hoped that it would not come to this conversation.” With that, he reached
into his suitcase and pulled out a rather thick legal file. “It always pains me to
walk through this exercise with our fine law enforcement officers because
they tend to find it so disheartening. Before I begin, allow me to offer you
the comfort that I am very much in agreement with you that these questions
should be answered.

Further, they will be answered. Just not today. Nor will they be answered
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downtown.”
He handed her a piece of paper, as the crowd looked on. “I have prepared

these as a copy for situations such as these. You may keep these for your
records.” He stated. “The first document that you have is the ratification
of Texas joining the union of the United States of America. Texas was
added to the union on December 29th, 1845; this document was signed
by President Polk, making Texas the 28th state to join the union. There
is another document that was signed that day, also by the President. That
would be the second document that you hold in your hand. It is a document
honoring, in perpetuity, the Estate of Hiram C. Wilson senior, as well as all
modifications, title, and encumbrances agreed upon by the former Texas
President Anson Jones. If you check exhibit B, which is in the back of that
document, you will see that includes certain titles and encumbrances tied
to the land owned by Mr. Hiram C Wilson. These rights are transferable to
individuals designated by the estate of Mr. Wilson, or it’s assigns, and thereby
bestow the title Foreign Minister to the United States of America from the
Country of Texas on individuals appointed by the estate. One of the powers
given to a Foreign Minister is diplomatic immunity. As a result, having been
designated an assignee of the estate, Mr. Richardson is hereby immune from
being held for questioning.”

The Agent read through the documents as Stewart waited. After a moment,
her head snapped up, and the look in her eyes was pure venom. “I have no
idea what you’re trying to pull here, Thurmond, but this is hogwash. Mr.
Richardson is a U.S. citizen, and as a result, he is under the law of the United
States of America. I will have no problem getting a Circuit Court judge to
tear this thing apart, and I’ll have you disbarred for even trying this. What
you’re doing is attempting to interfere with my investigation.”

Stewart looked abashed. He apologetically reached into his suitcase and
pulled out a blue folder. He pulled a sheet of paper from it and handed it to
the Agent. “I admire your dedication to the truth, Agent. Please know that.
And know that it doesn’t give me any pleasure to give you this.”

She took the paper and began to read it. After a couple of seconds, she
looked Stewart in the eyes. “It’s your copy.” Stewart said.” He turned to
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Mason and motioned for him to stand. “Are we free to leave, Agent.”
“Yes.” She replied through gritted teeth. As they walked past her, she

grabbed his arm. “I won’t forget this, Thurmond.”
“No one ever does, ma’am,” Stewart said, as he patted her hand kindly and

walked away.
As they headed down the corridor, out of earshot of the crowd, Mason

asked him. “What did you give her?”
“It’s concise, and the language in it is a little bit old, but it simply says, “By

order of the Office of the President of the United States of America, no US
officer or official is allowed to detain this man,” Stewart replied. “It’s a copy
of a Presidential Executive Order, and the Estate has one signed by every
President since Polk.”
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As Stewart and Mason reached the end of the hallway, Stewart opened the
door. As soon as the door opened, Mason saw a chauffeur open the door to
a pristinely kept pre-WWII limousine. “Mason, I’d like to introduce you to
Kyle Michaels. Kyle is an associate of mine and handles a lot of non-legal
details for me.”

Kyle was wearing a pair of dark slacks, and a black button-up shirt with the
sleeves rolled up to his elbows. He stood 5 foot 9 inches and seemed compact
in his frame and quite fit. His age was hard to guess. His hair was cropped in
a military-style cut, and he wore thick glasses with an even thicker goatee.
He struck Mason as the kind of person that I.T. sends to fix your computer.

“Mr. Richardson, it’s a pleasure to meet you,” he said as he opened the rear
door to the classic car.

“Thanks,” said Mason. “Look, I don’t consider myself a huge ‘car guy’ but is
this a Rolls Royce?”

Kyle nodded. “The estate owns it. This is a 1930 Rolls-Royce tour limo.
There were only thirty-four of them made. This one is unique because the
two back seats face each other.”

“Do I even want to know how much this cost?” Mason asked.
“I believe somewhere near the GDP of Paraguay,” Kyle said. After a moment

of silence, he added, “I’m kidding, but not by much.”
As Mason got in, Kyle asked Stewart, “How bad was it in there?”
“Oh, I imagine we’ll get to play with the FBI before it’s all said and done.”,

Stewart replied.
“Well, it was a freaking plane crash.”, Kyle replied.
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“Oh, it’s better than that,” Stewart whispered to him. “The plane belonged
to Braniff International.”

Kyle opened his eyes wide. “How are they going to explain that? Braniff
has been out of business since the ‘80s?”

Stewart got in and said, “Kyle, it’s not my circus and not my monkeys. I
don’t have to help the FBI or NTSB explain it. I just have to make sure that
Mr. Richardson stays part of the mystery and doesn’t become a suspect.”

Kyle shut the door and headed around to the driver’s position. As the car
began to work its way out of the airport, Stewart sat his cowboy hat on the
bench seat next to him and ran his fingers through his hair. He took a deep
breath and addressed Mason.

“Mr. Richardson, I hope you don’t mind if I just call you Mason.”, Stewart
said.

“I don’t mind at all. Mason is fine.” Mason replied.
“Excellent. And, for the record, please refer to me as Stewart,” he replied.

“I would imagine that by now, you have a lot of questions. As your attorney,
it’s going to be my job to help you gain answers to a lot of those questions.
However, it would greatly speed things up a great deal if you would just allow
me a few moments to lay out some facts. That way, we can start from a
commonplace. Are you agreeable to that?”

Mason nodded.
“Some of this is going to be a little hard to believe, but just bear with me

until the end, and I will answer every question that I can for you.” With that,
Stewart took a deep breath. “Ok, let’s start with history. Hiram C Wilson
senior was one of the people that came to Texas back in the days when Texas
was its own independent nation. He fought along with other Texans for
independence from Mexico and then built up a ranch and brought his family
here. These are things that you can find in any history book. In fact, if we
were to go to certain parks in town, he’s listed as one of the founders of
various civic areas of Dallas County.”

“What you would have a hard time finding in the history books is that Mr.
Wilson was part of a philanthropic order called the Knights of Khorassan.
Similar in many ways to the Free Masons or Knights Templar, this is one
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of those groups whose history is shrouded in some degree of mystery. At
a social level, it’s straightforward to track what they did. These men raised
hospitals, founded parks, and funded scholarships all for the betterment of
the state of Texas.”

“What is only known because of documents left behind by Mr. Wilson is
that he was part of an even smaller subset of the nights called ‘Guardabosques
de loDesconocido,’ which roughly translates to ‘The Rangers of theUnknown.’
The purpose of these Rangers was decreed to be ‘the protection of Texas,
and her peoples, from Evil.’ They commonly referred to themselves as the
Knights of Texas.”

Mason asked, “So were they one of those religious groups that go after
public vice, or something like that?”

“Not that we can tell.“, Stewart answered. “In fact, records show that Mr.
Wilson was quite a drinker. No, in this case, they literally meant ‘Evil.’ They
were talking about demons, devils, and the undead. Anything supernatural
that caused Texas a problem was their target.”

“I’m sorry, not to interrupt,” Mason replied. “I just have to ask, what does
this have to do with Doyle Wilson? I played poker with him yesterday, and
today the estate of his great grandfather sends me a lawyer after I’ve been in
a plane crash. Is he around somewhere? Can he explain what’s going on with
all of this?”

“I’m sorry you had to find out about this now, but Mr. Wilson died this
morning from health complications. It was cancer.” Stewart said.

Despite all of the events he had encountered today, the news caught him
off guard. He didn’t know how to respond. He looked out the window as the
car traveled down Mockingbird past SMU. The sidewalks were covered with
students walking between buildings on this otherwise lovely spring day.

Stewart remained silent, allowing him to process the moment.
“How’s his wife?” Mason asked.
“Rosa is one of the most resilient women I’ve had the pleasure to meet. She

was already taking care of affairs. She’s arranging for his funeral back in San
Antonio on Friday.”, Stewart said.

“He was a great man,” Mason said sadly.
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“He truly was,” replied Stewart. “That’s why he informed us that you might
need some help. And as usual, he understated the impact that you would
make coming back to Texas.”

“I’m not following you,” Mason said.
“Let me continue with my explanation,” Stewart stated. “Mr. Hiram Wilson

moved to Dallas, and when he did, he bought the property and built three
houses on it. One of those belongs to a couple who you’ll meet namedDouglas
and Carol Carruth Henderson. Douglas and Carol are wonderful people, and
you’ll enjoy them a great deal.”

“The second house is one that has been a true pain in my side. It seems that
Hiram Wilson’s son, Everett, went to California back in the early 1900s and
lost the house as a gambling debt. Since that time, tracking down the title to
attempt to regain ownership has been an absolute fool’s errand.”

“The 3rd house is the most important one, specifically to you. It is called
“Wilson’s Home and Fellowship of Barristers.” Among other things, Mr.
Wilson practiced law and was one of the lawyers responsible for bringing in
many of the settlers that came to Texas. That always caused him to have a soft
spot for the various lawyers who came to deal with legal work during Texas’s
transition between Texas as a nation and becoming part of the United States.
So, he made sure his house was left behind as a place for all barristers that
were accepted into the fellowship would be allowed to stay. That designation
of Barrister has now passed on to you.”

“Wait, I’m not a lawyer.”, Mason said. “Besides, how could he leave it to me.
He never knew me.”

“The answer to that, good barrister, lies in your pocket. You see, Rosa told
me that Doyle gave you the coin.”, Stewart replied. “In taking on that coin,
you became the newest member of the Barrister’s fellowship.”

As Mason considered what Stewart had said, the Rolls turned onto Luther
lane, along the shore of White Rock Lake, and came to a stop at a wrought
iron gate. A young Hispanic man wearing a white western shirt and jeans
approached the rear of the car as Stewart rolled the window down.

“Mr. Thurmond, how are you doing today.” The young man said.
“Javier, I’m sure that you heard that Mr. Wilson passed,” Stewart said.
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The young man crossed himself. “Yes, I told my family. My mother and
my sisters have already gone to pray for him today. He was a great man, and
he’ll be sorely missed.” He looked in the backseat at Mason. “Is this the new
barrister?”

“Yes, Mason Richardson. Mason, let me introduce Javier Pena. He, and his
two brothers, work the front gates for us. Javier is a former EOD. Javier’s
brothers Louis and Antonio also swing shifts on the gate, although Javier is by
far the best with the public. We’ve been lucky enough to have had a member
of the Pena family working the gates for the last 40 years. ”

Javier winked at Stewart. “I used to sit the box with my old man and count
the joggers when I was in grade school. It’s a family tradition to work these
gates. Nice to meet you. I’ll buzz you through.”

The young man went back to the gate and pushed a button allowing the
Rolls-Royce to glide by effortlessly. The laid brick road led along manicured
lawns towards the peak of a hill. Around the walls that they had passed and
along the lane up the Hill were several large Live oaks. As the car crested the
drive, he was able to see the three houses that Stewart had described. The
lane made a circle in front of all three homes.

The first home was the one he assumed was the Wilson house. As the Rolls
Royce pulled up into the white gravel driveway, he was impressed with its
stature. The home had a very Victorian feel with a large white barn in the
back. The house had a red brick base and a front porch that went all the way
around. It was painted a light yellow with green trim and had Gray slate
roofs. There were multiple stories, the uppermost having a minuet and a pair
of red brick smokestacks protruding from the roofline. All around it was
Live oaks and a very well-maintained lawn of Saint Augustine. Near the front
entry was the familiar black and silver marker of a Texas historical landmark
placard.

“This is it.“, Stewart said. Kyle stopped the vehicle, exited the driver’s side,
and came around to open up Mason’s door. As Mason got out of the Rolls,
he was able to see the other two houses more clearly. The next home around
the drive, as you headed counterclockwise, was a white and gray colonial. It
had several columns on both its downstairs porch and upstairs porches. The
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lawn around the house was faultless. And above the door of the home hung a
Texas flag and the United States flag.

The third home stuck out like a tabby cat in a dog show. It was apparent
that it was once a charming home, but time and neglect had more than had
its way with the structure. The lawn near it was well maintained, but it was
more than likely the result of the second house’s owner’s OCD. Just being
neighborly doesn’t get you T-Square straight trim lines like that. The lawn
almost made you willing to overlook the house.

“Mason, follow me. I’ll introduce you to the people here, and I’ll answer
the rest of your questions.” Stewart said as he walked toward the front door.
Kyle, he noticed, stayed with the car.

When they got to the front door, Stewart rang the doorbell. It was an actual
brass bell with a chain set a few feet from the door frame. After a gentle pull
or two, the front door opened, and a man with a grey suit and a red tie opened
the door. He was Hispanic with a tightly trimmed mustache and goatee. As
he opened the door, he smiled and bridged his fingers together. His eyes
showed several laugh lines, and his expression was warm and pleasant.

“Ah, Mr. Thurmond,” he spoke with a rich baritone voice. “So glad to see
you on such a somber occasion. Today is the end of a chapter in history that
will long make its mark on the lives of many. Despite that, I see that you have
brought a guest.”

“Ricardo, this is Mr. Mason Richardson. He’s the recipient of Doyle’s coin
and the newest Barrister.” Stewart said as he waved towards Mason. “This is
Ricardo. He’s been tasked with taking care of this house for years.”

Ricardo began to laugh. At first, it was a chuckle, but it just grew and grew.
It took him about 4 or 5 seconds to recover.

“Mr. Thurmond…” he said as he shook his finger at Stewart. “That’s funny.
That’s very funny.”

Ricardo looked at both of them and said, “Please come in. Perhaps you’d
like to talk in the lounge.”

“That would be great.“, Stewart answered. “Are any of the other guys here.
They might want to meet Mason, and it always helps describe things better
when they’re here.”
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“AJ is out and about somewhere. It’s been a few days since I’ve seen him.
Mr. Rudder is here. I can wake him and have him come down.” Ricardo
remarked as he led them through the hallway entry and into a room just off
the right.

Stewart said, “That’s fine. It’s no rush.”
The room had hardwood floors that looked to be scraped oak. Most of the

furniture in the place was wood, as well. The sofas and the chairs were all
overstuffed, dark leather cushioned, and the ceilings went up into the second
story. The western wall functioned as a library, as two stories of bookshelves
ran its length. At the back of the room was a large bar with a mirrored back
and five leather and Oak stools.

What pulled Mason’s attention first, though, was the large portrait on the
eastern wall. There, in profile, was a six by six painting of Mr. Hiram C
Wilson. The other paintings in the room were predominantly of hunting
or battle scenes from the Texas revolution. This was the kind of room that
spoke of money, even before oil had made the United States consider Texas

a prominent place.
With a fluidity that bespoke of familiarity, Stewart walked around behind

the bar and pulled three cut crystal glasses from under the bar. “Ricardo
doesn’t drink, and Grover will want a Bloody Mary, so I have to ask you,
Mason, what will it be?”

“Bourbon or Scotch.”, Mason replied.
Stewart smiled, “I’ve got you covered.” Stewart started the work on a

Bloody Mary first, and as he did, he spoke. “I want to take a minute from
my explanation to let you know that I don’t envy the position that you’re in.
There’s a lot of things that are coming at you pretty fast. As a result, I’m trying
to put a little bit of a rhythm to this discussion so that you have a chance to
chew on it because, believe me, there is a whole lot of gristle in this bite of
steak.”

As he worked on the drink, Stewart looked up and met Mason’s eyes. “So
why don’t we start with this? What’s your take on the things that I’ve told
you so far.”

Mason took a seat at the bar and took a moment to consider the question.
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“I’m not sure, “he replied. “It was just a few hours ago that I was in Vegas
drinking bourbon and playing poker with Doyle C. Wilson, the billionaire.
Since that time, I found out that he’s dead, that I’ve been in a plane crash that
I don’t remember, and that now I’m an heir to some part of the fortune of
his great-grandfather or something like that. I don’t know. It’s all a bit much.
About the only thing I can say with a fair degree of accuracy is: rich people
are inordinately peculiar.”

Stewart smiled as he finished the Bloody Mary. “Considering what you’ve
been through, I would say that’s a pretty fair assessment.”, He said with a smile.
He pulled two glasses out and put a single large, round sphere of ice in each
one. In them, he poured some Garrison Brothers Small Batch Bourbon. He
handed a glass to Mason. “Mason, you may as well pick the toast because the
bad news is it’s just about to get weirder.”

Mason shook his head side to side. He wasn’t sure how it was going to
get weirder. He already felt like he was on a roller coaster, but Mason didn’t
doubt that Stewart was the only reason the FBI wasn’t questioning him. The
thought of that scared him, considering that he had no idea what happened.

“Remember the Alamo.“, Mason said as they clinked glasses. As he took a
draw of the sweet caramel liquid, the double walnut doors at the end of the
library opened. Ricardo entered with a younger man. He had dark, closely
cut hair, he looked to be in his early twenties, and he was wearing a pair of
khaki shorts and a Texas A&M baseball t-shirt. The young man saw Stewart
and instantly threw his hands up in excitement.

“Sooner!!!! What’s up, my favorite law dawg?! Your boys are gonna get their
butts handed to them this year.” He said as he bounded across the room and
hugged the lawyer. “Just tempering those expectations before the Aggie bats
start slapping balls yard. ”

“We’ll see, Grover. We’ll see. You’ll have to teach the Aggies to pitch first.”,
Stewart replied. “Bloody Mary?”

“My man!” he said as he snatched up the drink. “Is this the new guy?”
“He is.“, Stewart responded. “Grover Rudder, let me introduce you to the

newest Barrister of the Wilson House, Mr. Mason Richardson.”
Grover extended his hand to shake Mason’s. “Sup, Tech.”
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Mason looked confused. Grover continued, “You graduated from Texas
Tech in 95, right?”

“Yeah, but how’d you know that?” Mason asked.
Grover looked at Stewart, “He doesn’t know?”
Stewart shook his head,” I was waiting for you and Ricardo to get here to

fill him in.”
“Cool,” Grover said as he was taking a drink. “He looked at Mason and

said, “Bro, just don’t freak out. Consider this like a children’s story being
performed as a play…or actually, it’s more like the Matrix. But… I get to be
Keanu.”

“Oh-Kay?”, Mason said as he looked back to Stewart for clarification.
“I’ll start and then let you take over, Grover.” Stewart took a drink and then

a deep breath as they all stood at the bar. “Here we go.”
“A few minutes ago, when we were in the car, I was explaining to you how

Hiram Wilson had been part of the Knights and how they were taking up the
fight against Evil. This brings you and me to a question that I think needs
a bit of discussion. Mason, what are your thoughts on Evil? Do you believe
Evil is a real thing? Do you think that Evil exists? Tell me where you stand
on the topic.”

Mason took a moment to frame his thoughts. “I think ‘evil’ is a subjective
term that we place on actions that are disadvantageous to us. I think people
acting in their self-interests are capable of doing things that fall outside of
our societal norms. When they don’t have the ability to empathize with other
people and their actions, show callousness is what we call evil. So, I’d say that
Evil is a matter of perspective.“, Mason replied.

Ricardo stepped into the conversation before Stewart could speak. “Most
interesting and astute, Mr. Mason. Do you believe that person’s soul is real
and, regardless of the position you take, what would you consider the fair
value of a soul to be? If I was to make an offer for your soul, hypothetically?”

Grover laughed. “Bro, he’s not going to sell you his soul.”
“Shhh, Master Grover. I was merely inquiring.”, Ricardo said, looking a bit

hurt. “Just consider it, Mason.”
Stewart looked at Ricardo like he had just farted in church. “As I was about
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to say, the viewpoint that you hold is one that is relatively contemporary.
Most people in Mr. Wilson’s day and age considered evil to be a physical thing.
As a result, The Knights were often called upon to defend the people from
the various evils that would plague the people of Texas. Hiram C. Wilson
became one of those knights.

History does not effectively record that Mr. Wilson was already fighting
Evil whenever he lived in Israel before he came to Texas. In fact, we were
able to trace his family history back to the tribe of Levi, the tribe of priests
appointed by God in the Old Testament. His Jewish background and faith
were one that he took very seriously until his dying days. You could say that
lining up on the side of God was his family tradition.”

Mason laughed, “So let me get this straight: he was an evil-fighting, Jewish,
cowboy knight at the dawn of Texas’ formative history?”

“Yes, he was,” Stewart said, as he poured them both more bourbon. “To go
one step further, he transported several tons of dolomitic limestone from
Israel to Texas. That limestone encircles the land that these houses are built
on. It was an extremely expensive process according to the records that I’ve
read. The reason for it is even more interesting: he created a sacred circle to
contain and protect an object of Power.”

“So, what’s the object?” Mason asked.
“While the histories we have don’t say, the consensus guess is you’re

standing inside of it right now. It’s believed to be this very house.”
“Why would you think that?” Mason asked.
“Because this house has some special attributes,” Stewart replied.
“Oh, OH! PLEASE LET ME SHOW HIM!” yelled Grover suddenly. “I love

this part!”
Stewart nodded to Grover as if giving permission. The young man bounded

over a sofa to a gun case on the far wall. He ripped opened the glass door and
pulled out a side-by-side double-barrel shotgun.

“Gig ‘em, bitches!” he yelled as he pulled the trigger and ripped two blasts of
buckshot through the crystal chandelier in the center of the room. The light
rocked slightly with the force of the impact and separated from the ceiling
mount. It came crashing toward the ground with a spray of shattered glass
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and twisted metal, landing on a large oak table. The table that it landed on
buckled under its weight as the wood splintered. The entire event made an
ear-shattering noise as the smell of spent cartridges filled the air.

Mason jumped as this eruption of chaos took place just a mere few feet
away from him and looked at Grover as if he was insane. Ricardo clapped his
hands and laughed gleefully. Stewart, for his part, seemed unimpressed.

After a second, the broken glass and metal begin to stir. It then slowly rose
back up to the ceiling, where it began to reassemble itself. The table lifted its
slumping form off the floor as the supports underneath it reassembled, and
the shattered wood joined back together seamlessly. The smell of the gunfire
stayed in the room, but after a few moments, the place looked exactly like it
had.

Mason knew what he was seeing. He also knew that it was impossible. This
broke every law of physics Mason knew. He stood up from his barstool and
walked over to the table. When he got there, he ran his hand over the surface.
There wasn’t even a mark. There wasn’t a single blemish to show what had
happened before. He was speechless.

“Want to let one rip?” Grover asked as he walked over with the shotgun.
His mouth wide open, he plopped back, and he sat down right there in the

middle of the floor. “How?” he muttered. “How is that even possible?”
Stewart stepped between him and Grover and pushed the shotgun that the

young man was offering him away. He handed Mason his glass of bourbon.
“As an educated man, I suppose that I’m supposed to do something like quote
Shakespeare, from Hamlet, when the protagonist says ‘There are more things
in heaven and Earth, Horatio, / Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.”

As he offered a hand and pulled Mason up from the ground, he said,
“However, after I saw that for my first time, all I can honestly manage to
say is ‘Damned if we know.’”

“It’s at this point; I’ll go back to the question of Evil. You see, it is not really
an open-ended concept. It’s an actual thing. And it isn’t exactly the way you
might have expected it.”

As Mason sat back down at the bar, his mind was racing. The very concepts
of what was possible and what was likely and what was reasonable had
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suddenly been shattered like a window that had been hit with a baseball
by the little kid across the street. And what he was left with, just like that
broken window, he was realizing would never cover up that hole. Stewart,
Grover, and Ricardo, to their credit, gave him a minute as he tried to reconcile
the things that he thought he had previously known.

“So, if Evil is real. How do we know this house isn’t evil?” Mason ventured.
Stewart looked at him, “For one thing, we know that because Ricardo has

been trapped here since Wilson made the house, attempting to destroy it.”
“What?” Mason asked, “I thought you said he was the caretaker.”
“That was a joke,” Ricardo explained. “I would love nothing more than

to decimate every atom of this place, despite how nice it is. It has kept me
trapped in the stone circle of these three houses for ages. Don’t get me wrong;
I am a very sentimental type. Part of me actually loves this place, but I was
given a job to do, and I take my work very, very seriously.”

“You see, Ricardo, is a devil.“, Stewart said. “He was tasked by a greater devil,
one of the ones that run their armies, with the job of destroying the house.
He’s kind of like Evil’s version of a James Bond: An unholy, gentleman’s spy.”

Mason looked at Ricardo in disbelief. “Well, you’ve aged rather well. You
don’t look a day over 40.”, he said sarcastically. “I mean, Come on! Seriously,
guys?”

“That is a very thoughtful thing to say, “replied Ricardo. “I am afraid that
you don’t believe me, though. I assure you, due to Hiram Wilson completing
the circle of protection around this place, I’ve been trapped here since that
time. Perhaps I should show you my true form, so as to establish my bona
fides?”

Mason sat there flabbergasted. “Sure, why not?”
Mason wasn’t sure what to think, but he wasn’t buying this Devil stuff.

That’s why it was all the more disturbing as horns began to grow from
Ricardo’s forehead, and the bones under his face’s skin began to elongate
into a distorted, lupine visage. In a mere second, his skin had turned a dark
slick red, his eye’s glowed yellow, and his form distorted under the previously
well-tailored suit. Mason jumped backward, reaching for the shotgun that
Grover just had.
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“No. No. No. Normal guns don’t do crap, but he likes that suit,” Grover
said in a matter-of-fact tone.

“I do rather like the suit.”, Ricardo said. When he turned around, he appeared
just the same as he had a fewminutes before. Themonster that he had changed
into was gone.

“Ok, what the hell?! None of this makes sense. This is all crazy!” Mason
said.

“No, it’s not crazy. And before you get around to asking: No, you’re not
crazy.” Stewart explained calmly. “Let me see if I can explain this in a way
that just makes better sense to you. You’re an engineer, and you work in
manipulating materials by applying your knowledge of how things function
in the physical world. All I’m doing right now is showing you some data that
you didn’t have in your previous understanding of how these forces can be
applied.”

Mason stared at the floor as he struggled to parse through what he had just
seen. Suddenly he had a sinking suspicion, one that scared him more than a
little. He looked at Ricardo. “You weren’t joking when you asked me what I
thought my soul was worth, are you?”

“Oh, No. I was serious.”, Ricardo remarked. “Please understand, I didn’t
expect to have any kind of success. I had to inquire, as a professional courtesy.
In fact, in a way, it’s me showing my utmost respect because if I didn’t attempt
to at least offer something for your soul, it could be wrongfully and rudely,
construed that I thought your soul had no value. So, I wouldn’t want to
offend.”

Mason looked at Stewart. “So, are you a devil too?”
Stewart laughed, “No. I’m worse. I’m a lawyer.”
Grover laughed at that. “Bro, it’s all good. Ricardo is very chill. All he’s

here for is the house. But… like you just saw, you can’t break this house. It’s
that crazy Jewish Cowboy Knight Magic, just like you said.”

Stewart flattened his voice. “Grover, it’s time to be serious. Tell him what
it is.”

Grover nodded and became serious. “Ok, I guess it’s my turn.”
Grover sat down on the sofa and motioned to the chair across from him
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for Mason to sit down. Mason hesitated for a second. His weariness at all of
these strange things had him wound tight, but his curiosity had to admit he
needed to understand.

“Ok, you’re an engineer, so I’m gonna start with something that you know.
You understand how gravity works, right?” Grover asked.

“Sure, I took lots of physics.”, Mason replied
“Then one of the things you know, despite how much we can measure and

quantify and figure out things regarding gravity, is that we don’t know what
gravity actually is. For all the precision that we can measure and for all the
work that we can do, why masses attract each other in the way that it does
for gravity is still beyond our ability to comprehend. Being an engineer, you
still get to see the effects of gravity around you enough to work with it, have
faith in it, and then utilize it despite not understanding it. Would you agree?“,
Grover asked.

“Sure.”, Mason replied.
“Aces,” Grover said. “We feel like we have a better grasp on other types of

energy such as light or heat, but there are still parts of those that we don’t
fully understand. From a rational standpoint, we could make the argument
that we’ve just not developed the tools and methods to test them where we
would adequately understand. So, apply that kind of logic to the concept of
magic.”

Mason couldn’t help himself. He snorted in disbelief.
“Bro …“, Grover’s said as he held both of his hands out wide. “Dude, I get it.

But you literally just saw a guy turn in a devil and the chandelier crush that
table and then fix itself. It’s time to reset the world that you understand. If
it helps you, just know that heat, mass, and gravity were involved in those
things. They just behaved by different rules.”

Mason couldn’t deny it, but it all still just seemed like too much.
“So why tell me this? Why show me this. What does this have to do with

me?” Mason asked in frustration.
“I’ll tell you why.”, said Grover. “The reason is that now you’re just like me

and like AJ. “
“What are you talking about?” Mason asked.
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“The ‘magic’ that I’m talking about has a name: it’s the Spirit of Texas. And
just like AJ and I, it has chosen you. It’s made you one of the Knights.”, Grover
said.

“What? No. I’m not any kind of knight. I don’t know what you’re talking
about.” Mason denied.

“It doesn’t work that way.“, Grover said. “The Spirit just plain picks us, man.
We don’t pick the Spirit. I know it sounds freaky, but it ends up being pretty
cool ‘cause with it, we get to do all kinds of awesome stuff.”

“Is this a cult? That’s going to be what this is, right? Some old dead rich
guy cult.”, Mason wasn’t buying it.

“Ok, check this.“, Grover offered. “The Spirit comes on each person
differently, so it’s not really ever the same. So, I can’t tell you exactly what
types of changes it’s going to make for you, but some of the things seemed to
be kind of uniform.”

“The way that it works is that when enough people in a place believe in the
same thing, it kind of creates an energy. Texas has many myths and a lot of
legends and a lot of unique stories. As a result, that common emotion and the
common thoughts on these topics sort of creating a natural force and that
Power is mixed in with the general Spirit of Texas. So, in my case, I have the
Power of the 12th man, obviously.” Grover smiled.

Mason looked at him sideways.
“I know it sounds crazy. But, think about all of those people that worship

Texas football, and they live for Friday Night Lights, and they can’t wait until
Saturday comes for college football. Those people and their commitment,
they generate Power. I know you’ve seen those people that get so hyped to
watch their Big 12 or ACC team go out there and play. Those people that
drive crazy distances to tailgate and wear all their college gear; they feed on
that energy. Here in Texas, that Spirit feeds me.” Grover said with excitement
creeping into his voice.

“And then just like a surfer rides a wave, I get charged by that, and I can
direct it, and I can use it to do all kinds of things. That Power is what we tap
into whenever the Spirit calls us to like fix a problem for people in trouble.”
Grover looked at him with sincere eyes. “My bet is it you’ve probably already
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felt it once. In my case, the first time is when I was talking to someone else
that was a Texan, and I looked him in the eyes, and suddenly I knew stuff
about them that there was no way they told me. It’s just like with some people
from here. They are sometimes an open book.”

Mason suddenly remembered a few hours ago when he had known what
that Texas Ranger had been thinking. No, that was just a coincidence.

“Ah, yeah.” Grover crowed, “You’ve already seen it. Haven’t you, bro? It’s
really freaky when it happens ‘cause it’s like you’re in their head, and you just
know what they’re thinking about, right?”

“No, that can’t be right. “Mason said, he grabbed his phone out of his pocket.
He needed to get a cab and get out of this crazy place, but as he pulled it out,
all three of them said, “Wait… Don’t….”

Mason pushed the Home button, and the phone sparked. Smoke drifted up
out of the speaker holes, and the screen cracked.

“Ahhh, sorry Bro.“, Grover moaned. “I was gonna try to tell you one of the
changes that happen is electronics do not work well around us. The charge
we carry from the spirit shorts out sensitive electronics so fast. Anything
that’s more modern than a transistor typically gets smoked just by being
around us unless you keep it in a Faraday cage.”

Mason looked at him. “You’re kidding me.”
“Nope.“, said Stewart. “That’s why I don’t carry a phone, and that’s why we

brought the Rolls Royce to pick you up.”
Grover laughed, “Yeah, man, Stewart has a S Class Mercedes, but there is

no way he’s bringing that car’s computer anywhere near us. It’s one of those
things that just kinda comes with the program. We keep a Faraday cage in
the house, and we keep all the cable boxes in there. Ricardo runs ‘em because
when we try to use ‘em, it’s no good.”

Mason laughed, “Well, there goes my job. I use computers all day, every
day.”

“I’m sorry about that.“, said Stewart. “It does become complicated to
function in a job in normal society when you have a tendency to short
electronics out the way that the Knights do. Luckily, Mr. Wilson made
quite a bit of money, and as a result we are able to have a stipend for each one
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of the knights that we have living here at any given time.”
“40 G’s!”, Grover said, as he high-fived Stewart.
Mason looked at Grover. “No disrespect, Grover, but I made way more

than that.”
Now Grover looked confused. “You were making more than 40 G’s a

month?”
Mason coughed. “Uh, No. Are you kidding?”
Stewart shook his head. “No. Being a barrister pays well. Besides, you’ll

find that you’ll be able to do other things that compensate for the lack of use
of electronics. However, as those take a while to manifest, I’d suggest that
you stay here in the Wilson House.”

“I have a place.”, Mason stated.
“One that will repair itself if you suddenly develop the power to burn things

or summon wolves or something like that?“, Stewart asked.
“Can that happen?“, Mason asked, surprised.
“AJ did. He blew a lot of things up his first month.”, Grover offered.
“Who is AJ, again?”, Mason asked.
“You’ll meet him eventually, but right now, he’s out there.“, he said as he

motioned toward the window. “So, will you stay until tomorrow? We’ve
promised the Ranger that we’d meet him for lunch and we’d answer his
questions. As your council, that’s a meeting that we need to make.”

“Considering Grover’s description, I guess I don’t really have a choice.”,
Mason agreed.

“You do,” he said, “but at this point, you would be wiser staying here in the
house where a surprise won’t activate your homeowner’s insurance.”
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Stewart shook Mason’s hand. “Mason, Grover may be young, but he’s had
two years of serving as a Knight, and since AJ isn’t here, I’d suggest that you
just follow his lead. I’ll have Kyle swing back by and pick you up tomorrow
about 10:30, and we’ll head over to answer the Rangers’ questions for lunch.
In the meantime, there’s a new rule that you need to make in your life: you
have the right to remain silent, and it is the right you need the most. Don’t
worry about the plane crash; we’ll get past that tomorrow. ”

With that, Stewart put his hat back on his head. He gave Mason and Grover
a nod and went out the front door. Grover turned and looked at Mason.
“Why don’t you follow me, and I’ll show you your room.”

Mason followed Grover as he went back towards the entryway and up
the staircase. The entire house was a mixture of hardwood paneling, Texas
artwork, and leather. It was one of those places that you would see inside
an Architectural Digest and know that the people who lived there were rich
by today’s standard before you were even born. Not that there’s anything
wrong with new money, but old money has a very different feel. This was
most definitely older money.

Grover led Mason to a door at the end of the hallway. When he opened
it, the room inside was straightforward and yet elegant. All of the furniture
once again was a combination of hardwoods, deep, dark, and very shiny. The
material on the bed and the pillows bespoke of a certain level of quality and
hand-craftsmanship not typical in things made today. Considering what
Grover had shown him about his phone, he was not surprised that there was
no TV or telephone in the room. At that point, Grover motioned him by
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waving his arm, invitingly to the bedroom.
“This is your room, Sir,” Grover said. “My suggestion is to get comfortable

and probably lay down. The fact that you smoked your phone that quickly tells
me you’re already changing. I’ll go downstairs and grab you some lemonade
and a glass because you’re gonna get thirsty. The main thing to do is just relax
and not get too worked up.”

“So, what should I expect?” Mason asked.
“It’s hard to say, “Grover replied. “Everybody goes through it differently.

In my case, I started having the sweats really bad. After a while, I passed out.
While I was asleep, I had these bizarre dreams, and when I woke up, I didn’t
feel all that different. It was just a little while later than I noticed that my
strength had doubled and then some. Later, I found I could read things about
people without them telling me. That second part isn’t something you turn
on or off. It just sometimes happens. But the strength thing, that’s the one
that makes a difference. AJ told me that he had gotten stronger when he had
switched, but it’s nothing compared to what I got. If I have a crowd of people,
and especially if they’re uber hyped like at a stadium on game day, I get crazy
strong. We’ll see what yours is. It should be interesting.”

As Mason took off his boots and sat down on the bed, he asked Grover,
“How strong?”

Grover turned and looked at him. “I pulled a school bus out of the river
once. Just picked it up right along the rails and carried it out of the water.
Biggest thing I’ve moved so far. It still scares me to death.” With that, he
turned and left the room, shutting the door behind him.

Mason laid down on the bed. For the first time since he woke up this
morning, he was alone with his thoughts, but he wasn’t that sure that he
understood everything that was going on. No. Correction: he knew he
wasn’t sure he understood everything that was going on.

As he laid there, he fished his wallet out of his pocket and pulled the coin
out from behind his ID card. He sat there looking at its silver face and then
flipping it over and staring at the back of the coin. It’s hard to believe such a
small thing can make such a huge difference, and yet if he understood what
Doyle had been saying, it just functioned as a symbol.
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He could still almost hear the old man asking him the question as they
stood there on the casino floor: “Will you seek out your purpose?” I guess, in
retrospect, maybe I should have taken that question a little more seriously.
He laughed internally at his situation. He knew he had meant his answer at
the time, but a little levity couldn’t hurt. Either way, he was committed to
finding out what his purpose is. He just never thought it would be this way.
So, with that, he stretched out and waited for Grover to come back with the
glass and pitcher of lemonade.

When he opened his eyes, he was sitting on a wooden bench under a shade
tree. From what he could tell, it was a warm spring day, and there was a light
breeze blowing the white smoke from a large BBQ smoker. Around him sat
several lawn chairs, cable spools, and a large wooden carving station. He then
noticed the man at the smoker.

He was a thin black man who looked to be in his 70’s. He was wearing a
pair of faded blue jeans and a Dallas Cowboys t-shirt. Around his neck, he
wore two gold chains, and between his teeth was a toothpick. His hair was
frosty white, and he was singing to the smoker as he mopped the meat with
a sauce he kept on the bench left of the smoker. “All God’s children… they
got chicken… they got ribs… and they got the smoke, got the smoke, got the
smoke to make ‘em good….”

If he knew that Mason was there, he never looked up to acknowledge him
as he sang his song and moistened the meat. As he began to shut the smoker,
he reached into an iced bucket and pulled out a beer. He popped the top off
the bottle and took a long swig. “Young man… You want a beer?”

“Sure.” Mason said, “That sounds nice.”
“On a sunny day like today, young man, it’s better than a Christmas ham.

Come grab one out of the bucket. I gotta sauce these ribs up and clean my
hands off, and then we’ll talk.”

Mason stood up and crossed the yard, passing through the mixture of
hickory smoke and the scent of cooking meat. The smell stirred a primal
instinct in him that he hadn’t expected. It wasn’t that he was hungry as much
as the depths of his brain knew that the meat in that smoker would taste
incredible.
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“Hmmm, HHHHMMM., “the old man laughed. “I see it on your face, young
man. That hickory smoke got ya. It just got you. It just got you good. That’s
fine. We got time. We got till the beer is gone because I’ve been cooking these
ribs slow and low.”

Mason reached in the bucket and pulled out a freezing cold Miller Lite. He
popped the top and tossed it in the nearby trash can and took a long drink.
The ice-cold beer was smooth and crisp. Man, that was good.

“Well, I have to tell you. Took a lot of work getting you here, young man.
It’s been a while, but just like these ribs, I’ve been working it slow and low. I
got you here now, so grab that bucket right there and let me give you a proper
education.” The old man said.

Mason said, “Sure, so how did I get here…”
The old man pointed the meat mop, dripping with juice, at him. “Young

man, I asked you to sit down. So, you need to sit your narrow ass down. If I
sit through all of your questions, you ain’t gonna have enough time to learn
anything for me ‘cause I don’t have that much time left to speak to you.”

Mason sat down on the oversized bucket that the old man had motioned at.
He never changed the tone of his voice, but there was a sense of authority in
what he said. For some reason, Mason knew he should listen.

“Young man, if there’s one thing I can teach you today, it’s this: You need
to know that your willingness to learn comes in a far 2nd place to your
willingness to listen. In fact, the best thing that you can do is become an
absolute expert at listening. Listening is gonna save your life. Listening is
going to save the lives of a whole lot of other people.”, the old man said as he
turned the meat over.

“For example, let me give you a little piece of information that most people
don’t know. When you been cooking ribs for a couple of hours and you’re
ready to get them out, don’t pull them out right away. Uncover them and put
one more coat of the sauce on and then crank the heat up. It puts a little bit
of a crust on it. Helps em’ hold together, so they don’t totally come apart in
your hands. See, now you’re gonna make better ribs than everybody else you
know.” The old man winked at him. “And what did that cost you? Nothing
hard, just listening.”
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He pulled the ribs out of the smoker and placed three racks on the cutting
board. He grabbed a knife and sharpening steel and began sliding the blade
over the steel rod with practiced precision. “Always make sure you keep your
knife sharp. Can’t stress that enough. Now, like I was saying, once you’ve
been called, there ain’t no turning back. And son, don’t ever doubt that you’ve
been called. You wouldn’t be here right now, and I would not be talking to
you if that wasn’t the case. So, you got a present that most other folks and
never get: you know that you have a purpose. Question is, What’s the best
way of finding it. Well, that’s why I’m here to help, ‘cause while you’re going
through all this, the best thing that you can do is listen.”

As he talked, he polished off his beer and tossed the bottle into the trash
can. He reached into the bucket and opened a new one. As he did, he grabbed
a second for Mason and handed it to him. As he did, he said, “This is our
six-pack, so we both got one left, and that’s not much time.”

With an expert’s speed, he began slicing the ribs. He stabbed the first one
with the tip of the blade and offered it to Mason. “Try this; it’s my mother’s
favorite sauce. I use a mango juice in my mop just to add a little dance with
that hickory.”

Mason took the rib and took a bite. The meat was hot and moist on the
inside with a firm texture on the skin. As he began to chew the meat, the
sweetness of the smoke and mango was a quick opening duo before the rich,
savory flavor of the perfectly cooked beef melted in his mouth.

“You’d be amazed at the number of men that are afraid to put something
like a mango on beef. It’s a funny thing. They’re more worried about what
other people are gonna say than about how the meats gonna taste. And yet,
isn’t that just the way things are.” Mason chewed the rib and considered what
he was being told.

“You’re not just talking about ribs, are you?”, Mason asked.
The old man smiled as he drank another swig of Miller. As he parted the

bottle from his lips and pointed it at Mason, he said. “That’s the difference
between listening and just hearing right there, young man.”

As Mason finished off the rib, and his second beer, a brown mutt came into
the yard. It looked to be part bulldog and part lab mix breed. “Might as well
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toss the bone to Anthony. I made him a deal that if he stays out of my trash,
I’ll give him the bones.”

Mason held the bone out, and the dog walked over and took it in his teeth.
He sat down in the grass right beside Mason and went to work on the bone
with the focus of a diamond cutter.

The old man tossed his empty into the trash can and reached down to grab
the last two beers. He offered one to Mason. “Well, we drank two, and we’re
down to the last one. I guess I’m running out of time.” He put his hands up to
his eyes and stared at the partially clouds sky above. For a second, he seemed
to be lost in thought. A moment went by, and then he cracked the bottle cap
on his beer.

“Well, let’s get down to the blood, guts, and feathers of this thing. Hiram
Wilson was a good man. He also had a backbone made out of steel. You just
couldn’t scare that man. No matter what, it didn’t make no difference to him
at all. That man didn’t back down from any challenge that ever came his way.
That made him the best for the time that he was here.”

The old man looked Mason in the eyes. The lines of his face expressed a
concern that he hadn’t noticed before.

“It’s admirable that he would go toe to toe with anything that threatened
our state. It’s just too bad that he never learned to watch his flanks. There’s
more than once that we tried to warn him, but he just wouldn’t listen.

Mason, there’s something out there moving in the depths, in the shadows,
and it has nothing but ill will in its heart for our people. Whatever it is, it’s
more likely to sneak up on us and kill us, as it is to announce itself. This isn’t
like the old days with six-shooters at high noon. Honor is a lost idea on the
other side.

Young man, we need people that are gonna be smart, we need people that
are gonna listen. If you’re gonna have any chance of keeping the people safe, it
can’t just be because you’re brave, and it can’t just be because you’re right; it’s
gotta be because you’re better. That’s why you can’t be afraid to put mango
on your beef ribs.” With that, he turned his bottle upside down and finished
off his Miller Lite.

“Time’s up, young man. I think you got the right stuff, and my dog likes
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you.“, he said. “I’d consider that to be two votes of confidence. One last thing,
people will say that Chicago has better Steak places that Texas. That’s a lie.
They just say that because they aren’t from here. Also, don’t you forget: trust
the people of Texas. They’ll never give up on you, so never give up on them.”

“Mason!!! Wake up!!!” he heard Grover yell.
As his eyes opened, electricity arced around the room. The smell of ozone

and the buzz of voltage cascaded off the electrical fixtures and any metal
object in the room. He thought he was going to die for a second, and then the
arcing electricity disappeared just like that. The various fires and smoking
outlets in the room slowly went out as the room began to repair itself.

“Damn, Tech! I was joking about burning stuff down. There was no reason
to take me up on it.”, Grover laughed. “I take it you had a dream. Right?”

“Yeah, did you have one too?” Mason asked.
“Sure, everyone gets their first one. They’re all different, too. Mine was

this old lady, and I was helping her pickle okra. She reminded me of my
grandmother. She told me a bunch of stuff about having a big heart and doing
the right thing. You know, Grandma stuff.“, Grover explained as he poured
Mason a glass of lemonade. “What about you?”

“Um, it was this old black guy, and we drank beer and ate ribs and talked
about stuff. “Mason explained.

“Beer and ribs? Dude, you’re making me hungry.“, Grover moaned. “You
know what, let’s go get some ribs.”

It’s funny that Grover had said it because Mason could still smell those ribs.
“Is that safe right now?” Mason asked.
“For sure,” Grover replied. “you already had a dream, so you’re not gonna

blow stuff up now. Besides, it’s time to get out of the house and get some
brews.”

Mason considered it. He did kind of want to have ribs now. The power
of suggestion, it seems, is still a compelling thing. Besides, he’d like to learn
more about Grover. “OK, Grover, you convinced me. But I don’t have a car,
so how do we manage this?”

“Bro, I got wheels!” Grover said as he smiled. “Let’s roll.”
Mason got out of the bed and put on his boots as Grover yelled down the
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hallway behind him. “Ricardo, we’re going to Stiky Ribz for meat! You want
anything?”

A few moments later, Ricardo walked around the corner of the hallway. “I
would positively love it if you would give me some of the jalapeno sausages
and also get me some burnt ends. If possible, it would be great to get a
Mexican Coke. ”

Mason said, “What is a Mexican Coke?”
“Dude,” Grover said. “They’re cokes that they bottle in Mexico where they

use real sugar, not that corn syrup crap. They’re one-liter bottles of pure
awesomeness.”

“Ricardo, we got your back, kid,” Grover said as he clapped him on the
shoulder. “Mason, Let’s bounce.”

Grover led Mason down the stairs and out the back door of the house.
As they walked towards the large barn that Mason had seen earlier, Grover
pointed to the other house on their circle. “That house right there belongs
to Douglas and Carol. They are super cool.” As they got to the garage door,
Grover pulled the wooden portal open to reveal a car lift and four-car bays. In
one spot, there was a chopped 32’ Ford that had been altered to a convertible.
The engine on it was a monstrosity of chrome and steel. “That’s AJ’s hotrod.
He’s out in his Fury right now.”

“A Fury?” Mason asked.
“Yeah, he has a heavily modified 1978 Plymouth Fury A38 Pursuit. That’s

his daily driver.” Grover explained. “He’s an engine guy. Advises on racing
engines and stuff like that. No matter how much you think you might know
about cars, he knows more. The worst part is: he won’t correct you. If you
try to impress him or say something dumb, he just looks at you like you’re
stupid. He’s not a real people person. Good guy, though.”

“This is my baby,” Grover said as he pulled the cover off the only other car
in the barn. It was a maroon 1965 Mustang fastback.

“The twelfth man….”, Mason said.
“Whoop!” Grover said as they got in. “Let’s go, Tech.”
Grover gunned the engine, and it growled approvingly of the fuel banquet

Grover fed it. Mason considered for a moment that the plane crash might
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have been safer. It was surprising, therefore, when Grover slowly eased down
the gravel path toward the street.

“Wow,” Mason said. “I thought you were about to rip out of here.”
“Nah, Tech. I got plans. Just wait and see.”, Grover smiled.
As they made their way down the drive, an older couple in tracksuits walked

down to the street and waved at Grover’s oncoming car.
Grover pulled up carefully to the old couple and rolled down his window.

“You guys are out early for your jog.”
“Douglas and I saw Stewart and that young driver of his, Kyle, had brought

someone new to the house today. We were going to ask who it was, but it
seems that we have a chance to meet you on our own now. Grover, would
you please introduce us?” the sweet old lady asked.

“Of course, I’d be delighted to,” Grover replied respectfully. “Mr. and Mrs.
Henderson, this is Mason Richardson. Mason is our newest barrister and
will be staying with us at the house. His term has yet to be determined, but
hopefully, it will be for quite some time. Mason, may I introduce to you
Douglas and Carol Henderson, our neighbors.”

Mason waved at the older couple. “Mr. and Mrs. Henderson, it’s my
pleasure to meet ya’ll.”

“It’s a pleasure to meet you too, young man.“, said Carol. “Douglas, don’t
you think it would be good for these boys to come over for some enchiladas
tonight? ”

“As long as you let us sit outside and watch the game.”, Douglas replied.
“Well, I suppose I can let you do that.” She replied thoughtfully. “What do

you say boys? Enchiladas at about 7:30?”
“I say that that’s an incredible idea, Carol. We’ll be there.”, Grover smiled,

looking like the cat that ate the canary.
“Well then, it’s a date. We will see you boys later. Drive safely.” Carol said

as she waved.
“Will do,” Grover said, and he slowly pulled away.
As they made their way down the hill towards the front gate, Grover looked

at Mason. “Ha ha, there you go!” Grover shouted. “Like I said: I got plans.”
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The two of them drove down to the bottom of the Hill and out through the
gate. In moments they were traveling along an area of Dallas called the M
streets. As they made their way through this revitalized part of Dallas, Mason
asked Grover a question. “Now that we’re out of the house, is Ricardo really
OK?”

“Look, there’s no way to get around the fact that he’s a devil.“, Grover said.
“Outside of that, he’s a really cool guy.”

“Aren’t you guys concerned that he’s a spy for evil, though?”, Mason asked.
“Not really. The thing is that circle absolutely has him isolated from the rest

of the demon world. Even when he calls them, it’s not like he can leave. The
cost of failure is pretty steep in the Devil world. He’d be totally obliterated.”
Grover explained.

“Yeah, but what if he was giving away your movements or something like
that?”, Mason asked.

“No, he’s not that dumb. He may be a lot of things, but “dumb” is not on
that list.“, Grover said plainly. “First, we’re the only ones that bring him things
to try to blow up the house. All the guns, flamethrowers, plastic explosives….
Those all come from us. Without our help, he doesn’t stand a chance of
blowing up the house.”

“You guys have helped him try to destroy the house?!”, Mason asked
incredulously.

“Oh yeah, it’s part of the deal. A long time before AJ ever showed up, one
of the knights made a deal with Ricardo. They would help him once a year
with whatever technique he wanted to try, and in return, he would limit his
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attempts to one day a year. Apparently, it was mega annoying when he was
trying to blow stuff up in the middle of the night while they were sleeping or
during football games. You know, it’s just inconsiderate.“, Grover explained.
“Now Ricardo, to his credit, is extremely polite. This seems counter-intuitive
but kind of makes sense when you consider being a lower devil around a
bunch of stronger Devils that one probably does learn how to be polite. Or
one gets eaten, according to Ricardo.”

“So, what day does Ricardo get to blow stuff up?”, Mason asked.
“Easter Sunday.“, Grover replied. “We picked that day because we know

that Douglas and Carol always go out of town to see their kids. That way, it
doesn’t arouse any suspicions. Also, they had a lawyer write up a document
for it which the Knights signed on our behalf, in perpetuity, which agrees on
the dollar amount we’ll spend. It also agrees to reschedule if, for some reason,
Douglas and Carol don’t go. We just find another acceptable date within the
month that’s mutually agreed upon.”

Mason laughed. “Does it ever strike you how crazy this is? Here you have
this magical house and a devil that’s trapped in it trying to blow it up, and
they agreed to help him so that they could watch the football game?”

“Oh, don’t forget being able to sleep. Apparently, the guy that made the
deal found that to be extremely important.” Grover laughed. “Yeah, the whole
thing is kind of nuts, but you’ll see many asinine and insane things from here
on out. You get kind of immune to the way your logic has to twist around it.
And, to be honest, it’s kind of fun.”

As Grover’s car pulled into a parking spot, the cloudy sky began to yield a
fine mist of rain. The two of them walked across Greenville to the covered
awning of Stiky Ribz. The outside window had a white painting of a cartoon
pig face, and a rack of hickory wood stood by the door. Even outside, the
smell of smoked meat defeated the best efforts of the light mist to suppress it.
Smoked Meat, 1. Nature, 0.

They opened the door and stepped inside. The dining area was small, with
wooden topped tables and metal stools. The walls were painted red, and on
them were signs for Shiner beer and cattle skulls. Ceiling fans lazily spun
overhead as the girl behind the counter turned their direction.
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“Hey Grover.“, she said. “Haven’t seen you for a week. I thought you found
another place.”

“Daphne, I would never cheat on you with another person’s ribs. You know
you’re the only one for me, girl.” Grover replied flirting. “Daphne, this is
Mason Richardson. He’s a new partner, and I thought it being his first day
that we should Baptize him with smoke.”

“Mason, nice to meet you,” she said, offering her hand.
“The pleasure is all mine,” he replied as he shook her hand. She was 23 years

old and had just about graduated from SMU in marketing. She was related to
the pitmaster, hence working here, but looking forward to a new position at
Ebby Holliday in managing commercial real estate marketing. She was also a
runner and had a Pitbull named “Biscuit.”

Mason blinked. Woah, that was weird. She smiled as he released his grip.
She was entirely unaware, but Mason could tell she liked him. Not in a sexual
way, but in that short moment, he could tell, she would be friendly unless she
gave him a reason not to be.

She pulled on black serving gloves and asked Grover what he wanted.
Grover rattled off his and Ricardo’s order to go. Mason added a rack of ribs,
some potato salad, and a Mexican Coke. As he reached for his wallet, Grover
said. “I got it, man. I asked you out, so it’s my turn to pay.”

“Thank you, Grover. “Mason said. “For this and for answering questions.
“No problem, Bro.”, Grover replied. “It’s what we do.”
As Daphne worked her way through the order, slicing up meat that smelled

heavenly, Grover leaned over and in the lower voice and spoke to Mason. “If
you don’t mind, I’m gonna step to the bathroom for just a minute. Here are
my keys. You can take the order to the car if you like.”

“Sure,” Mason said.
A minute later, Daphne handed Mason two large Brown paper bags full of

their order. “Hope you like these ribs.” She said.
As he took the bags, he gave her a grateful nod and said, “If they taste like

they smell, I’m sure I will. We appreciate it.” She winked at him and waved
goodbye.

The mist from earlier was gone. Its defeat at the hands of the smoker must
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have been demoralizing. Mason walked over to the Mustang and unlocked
the door. As he placed the order inside, he heard a voice on the sidewalk
behind him that grabbed his attention.

“Shane! Leave me alone.” It was a blonde girl about 20 yards away. Standing
next to her, grabbing her arm, was a guy in a polo shirt and blue jeans. He
was pulling her back toward his SUV. “Stop embarrassing me, Monica! Now
get in the car!”

“No!” she screamed. “I hate you. Leave me alone.”
The guy cocked back his arm and slapped her. “Get in the car!”
Mason shut the door of the Mustang as he yelled at the guy. “Hey, let her

go.” He was already moving that direction.
The guy looked at Mason, “Fuck you, old man. This is none of your

business.”
As Mason closed the distance to where there were just five feet between

them, he replied, “I’m making it my business. Now. Let. Her. Go.”
Shane smiled at him as the other doors of the SUV opened, and three guys

stepped out of the car. “Walk away, old man. Or we’ll fuck you up.” One of
the guys pulled a knife out of his pocket, to emphasize the point.

At that moment, Grover stepped out of the door. “Hey Mason, so what did
I miss.” They collectively turned their heads towards him.

“Casanova here, just hit his girl because she won’t get back in the car with
him.”, Mason said.

“Oh, shit.”, Grover laughed. “Dude, you better apologize profusely and drive
away before he gets his hands on you. You done fucked up.” As he talked,
Grover casually pulled a Copenhagen can from his jeans.

“You want an ass beating, too?” Shane said.
Grover laughed and sat down on a chair under the awning. “No. You guys

are outclassed already. I’m just the voice of reason telling you to bail while
you still can. But, hey, you do you, boo-boo.” With that, he put a dip in his
mouth.

Shane turned back to Mason. “So, you’re some kind of badass, old man?
Let’s see what you got.” With that, he let go of Monica’s arm and came at him
with his fists raised.
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Truth be told, Mason wasn’t much of a fighter. He had had a few fights in
his life, but if he had a record, it would have more losses than wins. That being
said, there was something in him that absolutely could not let this jackass
slapping his girlfriend go. It was wrong on too many levels.

At the same time, he was surprised that Grover wasn’t going to jump in.
Fighting one guy is one thing, but fighting four guys was something totally
different. The numbers were not on his side, and despite Grover’s confidence
in his ability, he wasn’t so sure that he wasn’t about to take a massive beating.

All of that failed to matter as Shane stepped forward and swung his right
fist for Mason’s face. Mason tried to move his head out of the way, but the
speed with which the younger man threw the punch caught Mason off guard.
Shane’s right hand crashed into the side of Mason’s face. His head yanked to
the side with the force of the blow as the sound of the shot snapped through
the air. It had been a monstrous shot that clearly showed bad intentions. It
also didn’t hurt.

Mason smiled at Shane. “That wasn’t nice.“, he said as he stepped forward
with two hands and shoved him.

Shane flew back four feet and smashed into the back of the SUV. He
crumpled to the ground, unconscious, as the other three guys rushed forward.
Mason only had a split second tomarvel at the amplified force he had launched
Shane with before the other three men closed in. Mason stepped back as
the first guy swung at his head and narrowly missed. Mason countered by
punching him with a right cross to the jaw. The blow spun his attacker to
the side, where he collapsed unconscious. As he dropped, the next guy got
close enough to swing. Winding up for a haymaker, Mason stepped inside
the pocket, away from his punching power, and threw a tight combination
to the liver and the solar plexus, followed by a left hook to the temple. He
dropped. It was a clean KO.

As the last guy advanced, he could hear Grover laughing. “He’s just got
rocked!!!!”

The last guy held the knife blade down and away, in his clenched fist. Mason
knew that was a grip that told you that this wasn’t his first time wielding this
knife.
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“Put it down, and I’ll let you pile this garbage in the car and drive away.”,
Mason offered.

“Maybe I’ll just cut you instead.” He said, as his eyes flashed with anger.
“Then I’m going to hurt you the most.“, Mason answered. As the guy swung

the knife, Mason slapped the knife aside and punched him on the inside of
his wrist. Bones cracked as the knife flew from his hand. He screamed in
pain as Mason lunged forward. Driving in low at the injured knife man’s
waist, Mason went with a double leg grab, lifted the man, and then drove the
guy into the pavement. From there, he pivoted his weight used both of his
hands to grab his uninjured wrist. He pulled it up between his legs, locked
the assailant’s arm straight, isolated the joint, and fell back into an armbar.
As Mason levered the attacker’s arm back, the bones shattered around his
elbow. The guy shrieked again as Mason spun off him and stood up.

It was over in seconds. Mason was shocked at what he had just done. He
didn’t know how he did that, yet he had just done it. How was this possible?

As he turned to Grover, he saw Grover hand Monica a card. He was
speaking reassuringly to her, and Mason saw her nod in agreement. Grover
then walked over and spit tobacco juice on each one of the guys Mason had
downed.

“Come on, Tech. We gotta go,” he said as they hustled to the car.
“Grover, don’t we need to stay behind and handle this mess? The cops are

gonna come, and we’ll need to answer questions.“, Mason explained.
“Nope. We’re good.” Grover said. “Those guys aren’t gonna be able to

put any of the details together aside from the fact that they got their asses
whooped. The tobacco juice that I spit on him makes them forget.”

“So, how exactly does that work? Is it spiked or chemically altered?” Mason
asked.

“Nope. It’s that way because I believe it’s that way and the Spirit makes it
that way.“, Grover replied. “Hey, while we’re about questions, you never told
me you could fight. I knew you’d win because we can overpower the normal
folks. Shit, it was cool when you let that first guy hit you. Then you went off
and got all MMA on everyone. How long have you trained?”

“Never,” Mason answered. “I have no idea how that happened. I just knew
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the moves.”
“That’s so unfair,” Grover shook his head as he drove. “I get all that strength,

and I still can’t fight for crap. You get picked and become a damn Ninja.”
“So, what did you give the girl?” Mason asked.
“Stewart’s number. I told her to call him. He’ll help her out.”, Grover replied.
“What if she can’t afford him?” Mason asked.
“Dude. First off: Stewart would have fought those guys if he saw them hit

her. He doesn’t abide that stuff, in the least. The difference is he’d still be
back there kicking them in the balls. Stewart may be old, but he has a mean
steak. Believe me. He’ll help her for free. Secondly, he’s 100% tied to the
house, the estate, and us. If we want some real-world stuff handled, that’s
what he does. He handles that so that we can do what we do.”

Mason turned to look at Grover as they sat at a stoplight. “Grover, I know
that I’m learning all this stuff, and you guys are trying to help me, but what
if I don’t want to do it? What if I’m not the guy, and I’m not up for this?
Seriously.”

Grover turned to look at him. “Mason, you just walked across the street and
fought four guys to stop an assault that would have escalated into a murder.
You never even considered walking away or acting like you didn’t see that
asshat hit her, did you?”

“No,” Mason answered. “I couldn’t do that.”
Grover motioned with his hands and shrugged. “So…,” he questioned.

“Dude, if you’re wired not to let bad stuff slide, why do you think the Spirit
picked you?”

Grover continued, “Look, Doyle Wilson and I weren’t super tight. I’ve only
been a knight for a short time. There’s never more than 4 of us, and he and AJ
have been around for a while. Add to that, he was married, and he lived with
his wife. He wasn’t living in the house, so we didn’t see him all that much.”

“That guy was an absolute badass with guns. He was an incredible rider
and an epic hunter. He was cool, and he knew more about this than I do. If
he said the Spirit picked you, you could bet your last buck that it did.” Grover
said as the light turned green.

As they drove the next few miles, Mason kept to himself. He knew that
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Grover was right. There was no way he could walk away from that girl when
he knew the violence that would befall her. Even more profound than that,
he recognized that there was a part of him that had to do it just because it was
right. All of these things that were being asked of him, even though they were
frightening and made no sense, didn’t go against that moral compass. He
guessed that that was one of the few things that still made sense. If nothing
else, he had kept the girl safe.

When they returned to the house, Grover made quite a production of telling
Ricardo about their adventure. Ricardo was held in thrall by the story. He
approved of both Mason’s actions and the burnt ends and sausage they had
brought him. As they sat on the side porch of the house eating and talking,
they watched the runners navigate the trails around White Rock Lake down
the hill.

The conservation meandered as they had the opportunity to talk over the
delicious meat. Grover was proven right that Mexican cokes are superior.
They discussed some of the events that the Spirit of Texas had involvedGrover
in. He had thwarted a bank robbery, saved three kidnapped teens, rescued
the sinking bus, and broken up several attempted sexual assaults. He had also
stopped a Chupacabra from killing some hikers, saved a baby from the Ghost
of the La Llorona, the Weeping Woman, and fought a Hell Bull. His only
comment on the Hell Bulls was that they really, really suck. Ricardo agreed.

It made for an interesting afternoon. Eventually, they all broke off to get
cleaned up for dinner at Carol and Douglas’ house. Grover assured him that
it was going to be the highlight of his week. Considering how today had gone,
he wasn’t too keen on more excitement.

* * *

Trina sat in the Jeep Wrangler’s passenger seat and carefully looked at all
the agate and jasper mineral samples they had collected. Most of them were
average, but a few were of gemstone quality. She’d have to work them, but
they’d make great pendants.

The black plume agates that Jason had found had such high luminosity.
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She knew she could convince him to share a few of the better samples with
her. In the few months that they had dated, she typically won her arguments.
Although, the truth was that the young geologist never even fought her much.

They were such an odd couple. Jason was so studious and regimented. He
had a spreadsheet for everything. He seemed to be the total opposite of the
kind of guy she typically liked. When they met at the rock and mineral show,
he was just a dork working a booth.

After he saw her later in the commons, he asked her out. She agreed, and
they just hit it off.

The sun was beginning to drop, and the purple clouds to the west started
to block the sun as the light turned firebird orange in the sky. Photographers
usually called this “golden hour” as the setting sun sprayed a cascading tapestry
of light in the surrounding rock formations.

AwhiteGMCpickup rolled up the dirt road and stopped near her. The front
window moved down on an electronic motor as the wisps of air-conditioned
breeze met her face for the first time today. The old man inside worked this
land for cattle. His name was Bill Clifton, and he had been kind enough to
allow them access to the property.

Trina had considered it a surprise he agreed because he had all the trappings
of one of those old-school Rethuglican Rednecks. The fact that she had purple
hair, a pierced nose, and tattoos up and down both arms frequently had folk
like him calling the cops. Interestingly, he hadn’t seemed to care in the least.
He drove them out to the outcrop Jason wanted to check the most. He drew
them a map with a few other places he suggested. He had even checked in on
them in the late afternoon and dropped off some ice-cold Sprites.

“You guys have any luck?”, Bill asked of the torrent of arctic air coming
from the open truck window.

Trina held up a handful of their finds. “Jason’s like a kid in a candy store.”,
she said.

“Well, good. We used to have a fellow or two that collected here a few years
back, so I was hoping there’d be something there worth having.“, Bill said.

Trina smiled, “There was. There really was.” At that moment, her curiosity
got the better of her. “Can I ask you something?”
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“Shoot.”, Bill replied.
“Why’d you let us come out here? I mean, on your land. You didn’t know

us, and you didn’t have to?” Trina asked.
“Honestly, cause you asked.“, Bill looked thoughtful for a minute and then

continued, “This country ain’t good for a lot. It works with cattle, so it works
for me. It’s also good for those rocks that you and your fellow are looking for.
In my mind, my cows can’t eat those rocks, and I find it brings me pleasure
to help a young couple out. It might be hard to tell, but I was, honest to God,
young once too.”

“I’ll answer the question you didn’t ask, too.“, Bill continued, “Did your
tattoos and purple hair and jewelry bother me? To be honest, they do, but
only because I think you’d look fine without ‘em. That being said, I don’t
remember consulting you on my haircut, clothes, or tattoo. So, it’s safe to say
we didn’t get fixed up with each other in mind. So, I’ll stick with what the
Good Book tells me: I’m gonna treat you and your boyfriend the way I want
to be treated. It ain’t that hard to understand once you do that.”

Trina nodded with a little bit of appreciation. “Bill, you’re pretty cool.”
Bill laughed. “Young lady, I haven’t been cool since 1957, but I’m glad ya’ll

enjoyed yourself. I’m gonna leave the south gate open. When ya’ll leave, just
lock the chain. “

“Can do. Thank you again.“, She said.
“Not a problem. Ya’ll drive safe.”, Bill said as he rolled up his window and

drove off.
As the GMC worked its way down the trail, Bill hoped they would be alright.

That young lady reminded him quite a bit of his wife when they had first
met. She just swept in like a hurricane everywhere she went, and he had been
happy to follow her anywhere. That young fellow had a tiger by the tail, and
he had no idea.

The clouds had made it darker than it usually would be, and Bill wondered
if he shouldn’t wait to make sure they remembered the way out. Sure, that
Jeep looked like it could handle the road fine, but that was no reason to let
them get lost. He decided to circle back and to offer to guide them back.

Bill turned the truck back south at took the desert hook trail. As he wound
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his way back toward the outcrop, he saw the Jeep’s lights were on. Bill could
see the couple down there, pointing up toward Cemetery hill. He looked in
that direction and slammed on the breaks.

The GMC slid in the loose sand of the road and came to a halt sending a
cloud of sand down the road. Bill rubbed his eyes. On the top of the Hill,
there was a rider on the back of a black horse made of shadow and flame.
The rider raised his arm and brandished a cavalry saber as it rode toward the
young couple on the road below. It quickly closed the distance, and before
Bill could shout to warn him, it was past them.

That’s when he saw the blood and the head of that young geologist fall to
the ground. The scream of that young woman took a second to reach him,
but he wished he had never heard it. He reached back into the truck to grab
his Marlin lever action 30-30. Bill snapped the gun up and tried to bring the
sites on the target, but it was too late. The Horseman passed by the girl he
had just been speaking to. His arm flashed, and she was struck down.

It was then that he noticed that the Horseman had no head.
Bill fired. The shot hit, but it made no difference, and he saw the Horseman

get out of the saddle and grab the heads. Suddenly, the heads both flared
in violet light as the Horseman threw himself back up into the saddle. As
he turned to ride up the Hill, Bill fired again. Again, the shot hit but with
no effect. As he worked the lever-action to chamber another round, the
Horseman bolted back up the road and disappeared into a purple fog.

The night had fallen to silence. Bill knew what he had just seen, but he
couldn’t bring himself to believe it. Still, it had happened. He knew he needed
to call the police, but what could he tell them? He knew it was part history
and part folklore, but it didn’t matter. That poor young couple was dead.

Bill picked up the phone and started to dial 911. He realized that he needed
to call someone else first. So, he checked his wallet and made a call to Dallas.
He dialed the number and let it ring. A voice answered on the other end of
the line.

“Hey Bill, I was just about to leave the office. Can I help you?” Stewart
Thurmond asked.

“I need your help, Stewart. I need a Knight.”, Bill said.
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Once again, Ricardo raided AJ’s closet and produced a pair of khakis and a
white button-down shirt for Mason to wear. Mason made a mental note that
he needed to get his clothes or at least buy some so that he could leave AJ’s
closet alone. As they met downstairs in the foyer of the house, Grover gave
him a quick rundown of what their next-door neighbors knew.

“Ok, so the first thing you need to know is that Carol is an incredible cook.
Enchiladas are her very best dish. So, we’re in for an epic Tex-Mex treat.
The second thing you need to know is that Douglas was in the CIA for over
thirty-five years.“, Grover explained as he lifted his eyebrows.

“So, you’re telling me that the old guy is a spook?” Mason asked.
“Right as rain,” added Ricardo. “Further, it’s imperative that we keep in

mind that his wife Carol has no idea that that’s what he’s done.”
“Wait, how is it that we know, and she doesn’t know? She’s married to him.”,

Mason asked.
“That old dude just knows how to keep a cover. For all she knows, he was

an industrial ship engine part salesman.“, Grover said. “It physically makes
you feel tired, just saying it. It’s a pretty impressive cover when you think
about it.”

It kind of was. Just the idea of talking about ship engine parts made you
want to talk about something else.

“Ok, I can do that. So, what do they know about us?” Mason asked.
Grover laughed. “Carol is clueless. Douglas has suspicions, but he won’t

say a thing. He knows we’re not what we seem, but we’re good neighbors,
and the contract that Stewart made them sign won’t let them ask. Also, you
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said ‘us.’ Am I to assume that you’ve decided this place is ‘for you?’ and that
you do ‘want to do this?’“, Grover said with air quotes.

“First, what contract did Stewart get them to sign? And, secondly, I asked
what they knew. That’s all.” Mason said.

“Indeed, sir. You said: ‘about us,’ as well.“, Ricardo reported. “And the
contract that they signed is the rental agreement for their home. Mr.
Thurmond gave them favorable terms in return for the concessions of not
inquiring or reporting on anything happening on the grounds. That being
the case, we do still try to make that concession unnecessary.”

“So, let me make sure I have this right, just to make sure we’re on the same
page.” Mason began. “We can’t tell them what we actually do. They can’t ask
what we actually do. We don’t want to talk about what Douglas actually did.
Finally, we don’t want to talk to Carol about what Douglas supposedly did.
Does that just about cover it?”

“You stated it perfectly, Mr. Richardson. Shall we go?” Ricardo asked as he
opened the door.

“See,” Grover said. “It’s all as clear as mud.”
As they walked across the Saint Augustine lawn, the clouds from early in

the day had cleared some, and the night sky showed through for the first
time. The sun had set, but there were still pink and orange ribbons of the
light flecked between the clouds. The large Oak trees around the property
rustled in the light breeze, and the coolness of the evening air began to take.

Walking up the cement path to the front of the white colonial house, Mason
was once again struck by how perfect the lawn was. Even though they were
mere steps away from the front door, he stopped and motioned towards the
yard. “Was Douglas a greenskeeper?” he asked. “I mean, seriously, look at
this.”

“Actually,” Grover said. “Carol does all of this. Douglas hates doing the
lawn, but she’s got this down to an art. She does the lawn in front of the Wart,
too. She’s offered to do ours, but AJ won’t have it. He’s determined to make
our yard look as nice.”

The yard in front of Wilson House looked tremendous, but this lawn was
next level.
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“I know that I haven’t met AJ, but I think he’s outclassed here.”, Mason said.
“Quite,” Ricardo said. “Carol loves her yard. AJ does not. For that reason,

he’s never stood a chance.”
Grover stopped and looked at Ricardo thoughtfully. “That’s incredibly

deep, Ricardo. Nice insight.”
Ricardo smiled as he walked past Grover to ring the doorbell. “Thank you;

I stole it from a Hallmark Channel movie I watched today.”
Mason looked at Grover and mouthed the words silently, “the Hallmark

Channel?”
“Dude, don’t ask me. I just live here.”, Grover said.
Carol opened the door and stepped out onto the covered porch. She hugged

Grover and then Ricardo as she greeted them. “It’s a good thing you boys got
here. Look at you. You’re practically skin and bones. Don’t worry. I made
enough enchiladas that we’ll put a little weight on you.”

“Mrs. Henderson, your sainted heart fills me with joy. I haven’t had
enchiladas made with love since I visited my grandmother in Mexico City.
We’re so thankful for the invitation,” Ricardo gushed.

“And you, Mason, I might as well warn you now that I’m a hugger,” she said
as she wrapped her arms around him and squeezed him.

“You’ll get no complaint from me, ma’am,” Mason replied.
“Good,” Carol replied. “If you did complain, I’d just ignore you. Now,

Douglas is sitting on the back porch watching the Stars play. If you boys want,
you can just head around the porch. I’m going to go back into the kitchen
and finish a few things off.”

Ricardo quickly spoke up. “Carol, if you don’t mind, I’d love to help you in
the kitchen. Besides, you promised that you’d show me how you make your
tortillas.”

“I surely did, didn’t I. Well, come on. You two boys can walk around.”, she
said as she opened the door and let Ricardo in.

As Mason and Grover walked around the wrap around porch, he asked
Grover, “Ok, he’s cool enough, but is it safe to have Ricardo with her when
she doesn’t know?”

Grover stopped. “Fair question. Let me answer it with a story. One day a
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UPS guy made it past the gate to deliver a box. He placed it on their porch and
prepared to leave. The problem was that the guy wasn’t with UPS. He was
a member of the FSB, a Russian spy. The contents of the box were a bomb.
Douglas wasn’t here. Just Carol. The bomb was on a motion trigger, and the
guy was about to ring the doorbell and walk away. It was a flawless plan, but
there was one small snag. He crossed into the circle to get to the house.”

“I’m not following. So, you’re telling me that you guys stopped him because
you could sense it?” Mason asked.

“Nope,” Grover said. “I was at school. AJ was out. Doyle was at his house
in San Antonio. Ricardo sensed it.”

“Mason, you’re right. He’s a devil. In every real sense, he’s like having a
Great White Shark as a friend. But his very existence is bound by rules. He
can’t break them, or he ceases to exist. His only goal here is to destroy that
house. That’s it. His nature and his decisions determine everything after that.
He has a modicum of free will, and he enjoys it.“, Grover explained.

“So, what happened?” Mason asked.
“When Ricardo is in his natural form, he’s uber quiet, and he takes to

shadows like a mist. He snuck up on the guy and hit him on the head with
one of AJ’s wrenches. Ricardo knocked him out cold. He then moved the box.
We’re still not sure how Ricardo managed that. He disarmed the bomb. Kept
the C4 for a failed attempt on blowing up the house an Easter ago. Finally,
Ricardo drug the spy to the garage, where he strung him up and started
skinning him. He got every piece of information that he could out of the
guy, wrote it all down. He then called somebody on the phone and gave the
still-alive spy over to an acquaintance that Ricardo knew that has a hell hound.
He gave all the info from the spy to Stewart and asked Stewart to do what
he could about having the commander that sent the spy to Douglas’ house
carpet-bombed.”

“Shit… You’re not kidding, are you?” Mason asked. “That seems extreme.”
“Revenge among Devils, I’m told, is a full-contact sport. He found using a

spy to deliver a bomb to be insulting and took offense.” Grover explained.
“Wait, how’s that insulting?” Mason asked
“The way Ricardo explained it: He’s in charge of this circle, from a life
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or death standpoint. We’re treated as respected peers because the Spirit
has called us. Stewart and Kyle are considered knowledgeable influencers.
The Hendersons’, on the other hand, they’re non-combatants. They aren’t
considered a threat. At one time, Douglas was, but he’s retired, and he’s
earned his peace. So, to try to take their lives when he’s in charge of this area
was foolish because if he had wanted them dead, they would be.”

“That’s pretty thin.”, Mason said.
“I know. I told him that, too.”, Grover said. “That’s when Ricardo told me

his other reason: He respects her.”
“That’s it?” Mason asked.
“I guess so,” Grover said. “So, to your question: Is she safe with Him? I’m

gonna say she is. Now, my question to you is this? If he’ll do that for her, does
it help you give him some slack?”

Mason considered it. “I guess it does.”
“Good,” Grover replied. “Let go around back and talk with Douglas.”
The guys walked around the side of the house and came around the corner

to see Douglas lounging in a lawn chair, drinking a margarita and watching
the TV.

“What about the TV?” Mason suddenly asked. He was alarmed that they
would screw it up.

“Just don’t touch it or the remote.”, Grover whispered. Mason nodded with
understanding.

Douglas saw them and gave them a wave. “Normally, I’d stand up to shake
your hand, but I’m already two margaritas in, and I don’t feel like getting up,”
Douglas said with a smile. He motioned to the outside bar. “I got the beers
in that ice tub, and there’s a pitcher of margaritas if you guys wanna help
yourself.”

Grover looked up at the television and asked, “So how are we doing?”
Without looking away from the television, Douglas replied, “The stars

scored first, about four minutes in on a power play. Since then, they’ve been
trading chances. Both goalies seemed to be in a good rhythm.”

“As long as we have Bishop, I’ll take a goalie battle any day,” Mason said.
Douglas gave him a nod and a look of agreement as he took a sip of Margarita.
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“It helps that the Avalanche are only really one line deep for scoring.”,
Douglas said.

As he used the remote to turn the volume down a little, he turned towards
Grover. “So, when are you headed back to College Station, Grover?”

“Should be headed back later this week. It wasn’t a very long spring break,
but I have a couple of labs that I wanna be ahead of.“, Grover replied.

“So, you’re still in love with the idea of being a chemical engineer?”, Douglas
asked.

Grover corrected him, “a biochemical engineer. Organic chemistry is where
it’s at.”

“What about you Mason?”, Douglas asked. “Not one of the ‘barristers’ over
there actually practices law. So, what is it that you do?”

Mason looked at Douglas, “I’m an oil and gas engineer, I’ve done drilling
and completions. I’ve been involved in the oil field for most of my life. I
recently moved back here so I could get out of the field and into the office.”

“I have to admit,” Douglas said, “You guys have a better cover story than
they ever gave me. Well, I’m not gonna bust your chops over it.”

From the back door, they heard Carol’s voice. “Ricardo! I’ve got it. You just
let me take care of that!”

About that time, Ricardo backed through the back door, wearing two oven
mitts and carrying a large tray of enchiladas. “Nonsense, it is the least that
I can do.“, Ricardo replied. As he took them to the table, Carol came right
behind him with a platter of tortilla chips and guacamole.

Douglas looked at Grover and Mason. “Let’s go help out. Otherwise, she’ll
try to do all that by herself.”

“Douglas!” She replied,” I will not have those boys seeing my kitchen while
it’s messy. It’s bad enough I let this little devil in there.” She pointed with a
guacamole covered spoon at Ricardo.

Grover laughed as Mason choked on his mouthful of beer.
“You boys sit down, and Ricardo and I will finish it.”, she said in a matter of

fact tone.
“Yes, ma’am,” Grover replied as he took a chair. Douglas and Mason

followed suit as the duo filled the table with various staples of Mexican
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cuisine. While the parade of food continued, Douglas explained that Carol’s
parents had been the US ambassadors to Mexico. As a result, she had grown
up in Mexico, and that was where he had met her.

Carol and Ricardo joined them and sat down. She eyedMason for amoment
and said, “Mason, I’m not sure of how you were raised, but I was raised to
say grace before I eat, and that’s how our house does things. You don’t have
to participate if you feel that your conscience won’t allow you, ok?”

Mason nodded. “Honestly, ma’am. I thought I had a handle on religion, but
I’m in the process of re-evaluation. I can almost guarantee that my conscience
will be just fine.”

“Good,” she said, “The world would be a better place if more people stopped
and re-evaluated the way they think now and again.”

After a short prayer, in which Mason wondered how well Ricardo would do,
Carol begins to fill plates. As she did so, she looked at her husband accusingly
and said, “You didn’t tell him anything, did you?”

Douglas scowled like he ate a bug, “No. I know better than that.”
Carol turned her gargoyles’ gaze on Grover and Ricardo. “And what about

you two?”
Both looked as innocent as puppies as they said in unison, “No, ma’am.”
“Good.” She said as her face softened. She turned her smiling gaze toward

Mason. “Mason, dear, we’re going to get your help to settle a bet.”
“Ever since I was a little girl, I’ve made enchiladas the same way. When my

family would come back up to the states, we would get Hatch chilies from
New Mexico. I love hatch chilies in my enchiladas. I feel like they make a
huge difference in the flavor. Douglas loves them too. The problem is that
Hatch chilies come in two colors: Red and Green and my Yankee husband
likes the wrong color.”

“I don’t like the wrong color.“, He argued, “It’s just that, the….”
“Douglas!” she snapped as she covered his mouth with her hand. “Stop

trying to influence the jury.”
Grover and Ricardo doubled over laughing as Carol continued. “I’ve put

one enchilada of each type on your plate, and I want to know which one you
like best.”
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Douglas moved Carol’s hand from his mouth with care and said, “Take your
time. Really taste them, it’s an obvious choice.”

Carol scowled at him and hit him with her napkin. “It is an obvious choice,
Yankee.”

“Carol, I was born in Brave, Pennsylvania, for heaven’s sake. It was less
than 2 miles from the Mason Dixon line.”, Douglas protested.

“That may be so,” Carol replied, “but your taste buds weren’t born here.”
Ricardo had recovered, and Grover watched the battle of persuasion one

bite of his enchilada at a time.
“I guess I should try these out.“, Mason said as he cut into the first one with

his fork. As he took his first bite, he understood why Ricardo had asked
about her tortillas. They were smooth and soft like velvet, while the sting of
the green pepper was immediate. As he chewed, an earthiness emerged and
complimented the shredded chicken inside. It was so good. He wasn’t sure
how the other would taste, but this was the best enchilada he had ever had in
his life.

As he chewed the bite, he pointed at the plate with his fork and gave a huge
thumbs up. “This is the best thing I’ve ever eaten.” Both Carol and Douglas
watched expectantly as he took his first bite of the red pepper enchilada.

Like the first one, the tortilla was perfect, but the quick bite of the green
pepper was missing. He could still taste its earthy flavor, but the heat was
much less than the green pepper had delivered. As he chewed, he was
surprised as the heat began to build, and he received a deep rich back burn
from the red chili. That flavor had a subtlety and depth that strongly ended
the bite off right.

As Mason chewed, he had tried to keep his face as flat as possible, but he
couldn’t help but smile. He pointed his fork at the green Hatch chili enchilada.
Douglas smiled.

“This one is like tubing the rapids. There’s a whole lot of flavors working,
and it’s great.“, Mason said.

“But…,” Mason started. “This one is like tubing down the Guadalupe River
with a cooler full of beer. I’ve never had enchilada taste this good. This is
absolutely my favorite.”
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Carol pumped her fist into the air triumphantly! Douglas rolled his eyes.
Ricardo yelled, “Huzzah!” as Grover bellowed, “Woop!” All of them laughed
as Douglas conceded victory to his wife, and then they all ate the spectacular
meal.

That night the Stars were polite enough the oblige them with a 3 – 0 win.
The guys finished off the beer, and the evening served as a welcome moment
of normalcy in an otherwise insane day. As they made the short trip across
the lawn, Mason stopped and looked at the sky through the canopy of oak
trees.

Grover had already made it to the front door and was headed inside as he
realized that Ricardo was standing there waiting.

“Ricardo,” Mason asked quietly, “Do you really want to blow up that house?”
“Is what I was made to do.“, Ricardo said casually.
“Yeah, I get that, but what will you do then?” Mason asked.
“Mr. Richardson, I’ve never had a life without the singular purpose of

destroying that house. I have no idea what I’ll do or what I’ll be allowed to do
or what I’ll be forced to do after that.”, Ricardo said.

“Does that bother you to be defined by that purpose?” Mason asked.
“No,” Ricardo said, “what bothers me the most is that I may not have control

over what I have to do should I succeed. I have enjoyed very much having
the free will to take on this task. I’m not sure that I will be allowed to retain
it once I’m done. That is why I enjoy all of these moments while I can.”

“That’s quite deep, Ricardo.“, Mason said.
“Thank you, Mr. Richardson, and Good night, Mr. Richardson,” he said as

he walked away.
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The next morning Mason woke early and went downstairs. He was beginning
to think about how many elements of his life were turning upside down when
he came across Ricardo in the kitchen drinking coffee and reading the Dallas
Morning News. Ricardo looked up from the fashion section and noted his
presence. “There’s coffee in the pot and bacon next to the toaster if you’d
like.“, Ricardo said.

“Thanks, coffee and bacon sound like a solid plan.“, Mason replied as he
poured a cup.

“Indeed, the very backbone of civilization,” Ricardo replied.
“Sorry to interrupt, Ricardo. Can you tell me how we’re supposed to make

phone calls? Grover mentioned that you’d make calls for them.”, Mason asked.
“Certainly,” Ricardo said, “There is a phone in the parlor. If you give me

a number, I’ll call it for you and put you on speakerphone. When you are
finished, I have a 4-foot rod you can use to push the button to end the call.
However, I would encourage you to refrain from making calls unless you
want everything you say to be public information.”

“Why?” Mason asked.
“The FBI is listening. They bugged the phone lines last night. Silly, isn’t it.

It won’t matter since I unplug the phone to keep ‘accidents’ from happening.”
He added.

“Well, I was going to call my boss and try to talk with him, but I guess I
can’t do that.” Mason shrugged.

“Mr. Thurmond will help you do that. He’s become very skilled at his
tasks.”, Ricard explained. “Now, if you’ll excuse me, it’s time for me to make
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my morning walk of the circle. All I need is one crack to allow me out.”
“Best of luck,” Mason replied. He was surprised to feel some degree of

relief that he knew how geologically stable Dallas was. Ricardo wasn’t going
anywhere, and for some reason, that brought him comfort.

Two hours later and right on time, the Rolls pulled in front of the house,
and Kyle Michaels got out to come to the door. Mason was already waiting
on the front porch. As Kyle came around to open the door, Mason asked,
“Mind if I ride upfront?”

Kyle closed the back door and opened up the front. He left it unattended as
he walked back around to the driver’s side. “It’s your nickel.”

Mason climbed in and shut the passenger door. As Kyle started up the
mechanical masterpiece, he asked Mason, “Want to know something funny?
I’ve never had one of the Knights ride in the back unless Stewart is riding
with them.”

“I guess we’re just not ‘backseat’ kind of guys.”, Mason said.
“I’ll say.”, Kyle responded.
As the car began to work its way from White Rock Lake towards downtown,

Kyle seemed very content not to speak. It wasn’t an uncomfortable silence;
however, Mason did have a question that he wanted to pose to Kyle.

“Would you mind if I ask you a question?” Mason asked.
“You can ask whatever you’d like,” said Kyle.
“Yesterday, Stewart mentioned that you were his ‘associate.’ What does

being an associate indeed entail?” Mason asked.
“Stewart is an excellent lawyer, and he has proven over the years that the

law can be involved in almost anything. There are still times that he needs
practical matters attended to. That’s where I’m typically involved.“, Kyle said.
“Not many people know about the Knights, and we’d prefer to keep it that
way. It’s better for you, and it’s better for us. While Stewart is the legal face
of what Hiram Wilson built, I am the unseen hands that handle the logistics.”

Mason nodded. “So that means you know where all the bodies are buried,
right?”

Kyle smiled,” You could say that. And you could also say I’m the guy that
buys the shovels… and the wheelbarrows… and the tarps… and the duct tape.”
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“Well, we always need duct tape …,” Mason joked.
“Yes, we do. Yes, we do.”, Kyle agreed.
“To that point, after your meeting today with Stewart, I can take you out

to get some more clothes.” Kyle continued. “Also, you may want to consider
carrying a firearm. Stewart will secure your LTC license, but I need to know
what you’d like to carry. “

“I already have a Walther that I can carry back at the house.”, Mason replied.
“What type of Walther?” Kyle asked.
“A Walther PPQ M2 9mm. Why?” Mason replied.
As he pulled in front of a sleek looking, mirrored glass four-story building,

Kyle opened the car door and got out.
Mason exited the car, but he was still aware that Kyle had refused to answer

his question. “Kyle, why does it matter what model of Walther I use?”
Kyle motioned for Mason to follow him. “First, let me compliment you on

your choice of firearm. I have one of those myself, and it’s an excellent gun.”
He opened the door for Mason, and they stepped inside the spacious entry
to the building. The lobby had slate grey tiled floors with luxurious white
carpeting under sleek European couches. The room practically effervesced
model style as modern sculpture dominated the empty spaces. It seemed
vastly different than how he would imagine Stewart’s office would be.

As Kyle breezed past the receptionist, he continued speaking. “The second
reason is that the FBI raided your place last night. We’re still light on details,
but Stewart will speak to that topic. Follow me, please.”

As they headed for the back corner of the building, a beautiful woman
who looked to be in her 60s acknowledged their approach by saying, “Mr.
Michaels, he’s ready to see you and Mr. Richardson.”

“Thank you, Meredith.”, Kyle said.
“It’s my pleasure.“, She replied as she opened the office door.
The lobby was different from what he expected, but this room felt like the

office of Stewart Thurmond. The floors were scraped Oak, the walls had
wood paneling up to the chair rail, and there was scrollwork done along the
edge of the ceiling. The furniture in the office looked like a saddle maker had
wanted to show a furniture maker what real leatherwork was supposed to
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look like. There were shelves and rows of law books on one side. To cap the
whole look off, the wall behind Stewart’s desk was overtaken by a giant G.
Harvey painting of cowboys riding in the oilfield during a thunderstorm.

Stewart stood to meet them and came around his desk to shake Mason’s
hand. “Mason, how are you doing this morning?”

“You tell me, Stewart. Kyle tells me that the FBI raided my place last night.”,
Mason said flatly.

“Yes, it seems that our agent Maddox did not appreciate the fact you were
able to walk free. I believe this was an attempt to allow us to know of her
displeasure.“, Stewart said as he offered Mason a seat. Mason noticed that it
was away from his computer. “I have received a list of questions that they
would like to have answered, as I requested. The length of the record indicates
that she has several agents at her disposal because they asked about everything.
After we cover a few other topics, I’ll bring my court Reporter in, and I’ll run
through the questions with you. We’ll record your responses and will send
them back a lengthy response.

“So, am I going to end up being in some kind of trouble for this?”, Mason
asked.

“For being a plane crash survivor?“, Stewart replied. “No, not at all. This
is just one of those times. There is a loose end, and they want to rattle your
cage as much as possible to see what other kinds of information may fall out.
You are legitimately the victim here. There’s nothing you did wrong. We’re
just not going to share all of your knowledge with them. Besides, I’ve already
made a few phone calls to a few Senators that I know to voice our displeasure.
It’s not my first rodeo.”

“This will be a matter that’s easy to handle later, let’s get to the important
stuff. Grover called me earlier and told me that you were in an altercation
with an abusive boyfriend and three other assailants. So how did that turn
out?” Stewart asked with an anticipating look.

Mason spent the next few minutes giving them a rundown of the fight.
As he talked, there was once or twice where he was interrupted by Kyle or
Stewart asking a question. In most cases, it had to do with his feelings or his
thoughts at the moment during that part of the fight. Kyle especially seemed
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to be interested in the way that Mason had chosen to fight and the moves
that he had employed during the battle.

“So, what do you think?” Stewart asked Kyle.
“I’ll have to get him into the gym to know.“, Kyle said. He looked at Mason

and asked, “So you tell me you’ve never been trained in any type of martial
arts? What about knives or swords; martial weapons? Any of that?”

“No.,” Mason replied. “Just a few fights as a kid and oilfield dust-ups off the
rig.”

“I’ll test him on the way home.”, Kyle said. “We’ll see what he’s got.”
Stewart looked at him, “Mason, it could be that fighting is your thing. Doyle

Wilson was an incredible hunter, and Grover has turned out to be incredibly
strong. AJ, he’s a different story. His thing is cars. Fixing them and driving
them fast is what he was made for. Speaking of which, I have a present for
you.”

Stewart reached down and pulled a briefcase up in his lap to offer to Mason.
“The barrister’s per diem starts at the beginning of the year. Since this is
March, I’m going to go ahead and give you the money for the first quarter.
Here is $120,000.”

The briefcase had $120,000 cash in it. Mason felt a little uncomfortable.
“Couldn’t you just deposit this in my account?”

“First, no. The FBI froze your accounts last night.”, Stewart said. “Secondly,
you’ve already demagnetized your cards by now. Cash is now King, as far as
you’re concerned.”

“That makes sense.”, Mason moaned. “While we’re discussing this chaos, I
still need to contact my boss. I can’t do my job when everything I do is on a
computer.”

“Agreed.“, Stewart said. “That’s why I drafted this letter to explain that Peso
Star Midstream has hired you as an executive consultant upon the death of
Mr. Wilson. You’re welcome to make changes, or if you would prefer to make
a call, we can do that.”

Mason thought about it. “I think in person is better. He’s been a good boss,
and I want to be able to answer any questions that he has.”

“Sounds good.”, Stewart said. He seemed to approve of Mason’s decision.
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“I can make a reservation for lunch on behalf of Peso Star and ask him to
attend.”

“Thanks,” Mason said, “That just feels like the more honorable way to do it.”
“I agree, “Stewart said. “There’s one last matter I need to speak to before

we get down to the unpleasant business of answering the FBI’s questionnaire,
and we leave to meet the Ranger for lunch.”

“Most of the time, when there is some type of supernatural trouble, we are
contacted through the Spirit of Texas. Typically, this comes from members of
the clergy. Pastors, Rabbis and Priests are close enough to the people’s hearts
and prayers that they end up being the one that alerts us to the problems.“,
Stewart explained. “Some of them, after dealing with us, make sure that
they pass the information along. So even if the person with the problem
doesn’t know us directly, it tends to get passed on either way. Some of the
coincidences that have had to take place for the right information to make it
to our ears are downright astronomical.”

“I mentioned all of this because one of the pastors we’ve dealt with in the
past is coming in tonight and will be meeting me for dinner. I know that you
have a lot of heat on you right now with this FBI agent and that this is brand
new.“, Stewart explained. “However, if you feel up to it, I’d like to have you at
the meeting so you can see what this part of the work is like. After that, we’ll
more than likely hand this over to Grover and give you a little bit more time
to get used to all this stuff.”

“Sure. That makes sense.”, Mason nodded.
“Good. Meet me up here at 6 pm, then. Now, let’s kill this paperwork off

and go meet the Ranger.”, Stewart said.
They spent the next hour and a half with Stewart reading questions off

the FBI’s list. His secretary, who Mason was still enamored with, typed up
Mason’s answers on a court reporting machine. Occasionally, Stewart would
suggest how Mason should reference something. He also reminded Mason
a few times not to offer more information then what the question required.
During the process, he was able to see how the attorney’s mind was rapidly
able to answers questions without providing any information despite the best
attempt of the questions to build a narrative.
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As they finished up their questions, Stewart picked up his hat and motioned
towards his office door. He asked his secretary if he could get those comments
formed up to be read later tonight. She smiled and told him, “Your wife is
not going to be happy with you if you’re working late again.”

“Nonsense,” he exclaimed, “I’ll just tell her I’m up here with you. “
“Oh, she’ll definitely dislike that.“, she laughed.
“Well, it would serve my wife right for running off the best secretary I ever

had.”, Stewart replied with a wink.
The secretary laughed, “I thought that I was your favorite.”
“You know that we’re confusing Mason, right?”, Stewart laughed. Stewart

explained, “Mason, this is Meredith, my sister in law. The twin sister to the
best secretary I’ve ever had.”

“Ah, now it makes sense.”, Mason said. “Meredith, it’s nice to make your
acquaintance. “

“The pleasure was all mine, Mr. Richardson.”, she replied with an electric
smile. “Stewart, I’ll make sure I get your appointment set up for you two
gentlemen. Meanwhile, have a wonderful time eating lunch with the Texas
Ranger.”

“I’ll be back by two.“, Stewart said as they headed out the door and to the
waiting Rolls. Kyle was back in his familiar driving position, and Stewart and
Mason sat in the back.

Kyle expertly navigated them through the northern part of downtown to the
South end of the toll road. From there, they made their way up to Northwest
Highway, where they exited and turned South on Preston. As Kyle moved
them quickly through the crowded Dallas streets, Stewart told the story of
how he had met his wife.

The story had centered around when Stewart had been a young lawyer who
was newly hired to a well-known, established Dallas firm. The twin sisters
worked in the paralegal pool when he met his future wife, Margo. He was the
first to discover that, occasionally, the girls liked to switch identities when
it came time to work for lawyers that one of them didn’t particularly care
for. Because they were identical twins, no one had ever caught on before.
Stewart’s ability to tell them apart absolutely won Margo over. So, when
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Stewart left to start his own office, the first thing he did was hire away his
two favorite secretaries.

“Now, she’s got an eye on me everywhere I go.“, Stewart explained. “Hell,
son, I don’t even keep my own appointment book! There is no way I can get
into any more trouble than I already am. I practically built my own cage.”

As Kyle exited Preston and started over into the back streets, they stopped
in front of a place called Montlake Cut. Kyle quickly and expertly helped
them out of the car, and they walked into the restaurant. The dining room
was formal and yet eclectically decorated. Wonderful smells flooded the air,
and his head swam with the aroma of seafood. Stewart gave his name to the
lady at the door and was led to a table in the middle. They were just able to
give their drink orders when Ranger Squire Morgan stepped in. He spotted
them and came over and sat down. Just like Stewart, once he sat down, he
removed his Stetson.

“Stewart. Mr. Richardson. Good afternoon.”, he said.
“Squire, so how bad is it?” Stewart asked.
Squire Morgan looked at them and whistled. “I think your client here is

somewhere between ‘shot the President’ and ‘punched Mother Teresa,’ in
terms of the level of the FBI agent Maddox’s desire to question him.”

“That bad?” Stewart said.
“14 voicemails and five emails worth of bad.“, he said as he looked at Mason.

At that point, he addressed Mason directly. “Remember when we first met,
and I asked you if you are in trouble?”

“Yes.”, Mason answered truthfully.
“Well, it seems like I’m clairvoyant. There are no bodies, no one claims

ownership of the plane, no one can explain how it got there, no crime they
can pin on you, and you still have an angry FBI agent on your butt.“, Squire
said. He leaned back and smiled, “That’s impressive.”

Stewart laughed, “Oh, it gets better. My understanding is there was an
attempted assault that was broken up over on the M streets the other day.
That was our boy, too.” Mason was shocked that Stewart was telling him this.

“Yeah, I guessed as much.“, Squire said. He sipped some of his iced tea
and paused thoughtfully for a second. He leaned forward and motioned for
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Mason to lean forward, as well. “At this moment, I bet you’re worried about
that, aren’t you? Well, don’t be. Three of those guys dealt drugs, and the one
with the knife is wanted for human trafficking.”

The conversation died as the waiter came over to take their order.
Squire leaned back and looked at the menu for a minute. “Are you buying?”
“I invited you, remember. “Stewart replied.
“Good because I want a Po boy and crab cakes.”
“Solid call.”, Stewart approved. “I’m going Sea bass and crab cakes. What

about you, Mason?”
“I’ll go with the roasted cod.”, Mason said.
In unison, Stewart and Squire said, “And the crab cakes.”
“Damn, that was close.”, Squire said.
“I know. We almost lost Mason right there.”, Stewart replied.
He looked at Mason and explained, “Nick Badovinus owns this place,

Mason. Everything here is great. That being said, you never pass up a chance
to eat his crab cakes in any of his restaurants, but especially here.”

Stewart turned back to Squire and suggested, “why don’t we go ahead and
get all of the business talk out of the way so that they could focus on eating
when the food gets here?” Squire nodded in agreement.

“Mason, as I’m sure you’ve guessed, you’re not the first knight that I’ve
dealt with. Like all law enforcement, we know there are things out there that
don’t quite make sense. How cops handle that information varies. Among the
Rangers, most of us have had the privilege of dealing with one of the Knights.
My guess is that right now, that makes you feel slightly reassured, right?”

“Sure.”, Mason said.
“Yeah, well, don’t be. Not everyone’s experience has been good.“, Squire

took a deep breath. “Texas Rangers are still people, and some of the things
out there excel at scaring people. Unfortunately, when some of the Rangers
have run into these things, their response has been anger at the fact that they
were afraid and/or ineffective. When a Knight comes along and solves that
problem, some of them resent that they couldn’t.”

Stewart chimed in. “Law enforcement dislikes feeling like things are out of
their control. Hence our FBI agent.”
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Squire nodded in agreement. “As a group, we deeply hate feeling impotent.
Some guys can’t take that, and they’ll transfer that anger to you. So, my advice
to you is to make sure that you only kill the bad stuff because when they die,
it doesn’t leave behind a body. On the off chance you have a bad person, you
better find a way to leave that stuff to me. Are we clear?”

Mason nodded as the waiter made it to the table with their food.
Stewart and Squire Morgan were both right about the crab cakes. They

were rich and flaky and perfectly cooked. Each one of them shot each other
glance that indicated they knew they had made the right decision. When it
came to eating the roasted Cod, it was magnificent. For all of the insanity that
this being a knight thing had to offer, the food was going to put 20 pounds
on him. He was going to have to consider upping his cardio game seriously.

The remainder of lunch carried with it mostly friendly, just friendly
discussion. Squire asked Mason a few questions about oil and gas. For
his part, Mason found he was happy to discuss a subject he was much more
comfortable with. Stewart and Squire both shared stories about various cases
their path had crossed on. From the sound of it, AJ was quite the handful
with a sizeable number of speeding infractions that had, at times, included
speeds in the triple digits. By the sound of it, the Ranger had had to intercede
on his behalf several times with some very unhappy state troopers.

As the lunch wound down and Stewart paid for the tab, the three men got
up from the table. Both Stewart and Squire automatically put their Stetsons
back on their head. As they headed for the front door, Stewart inquired,
“Squire, would it be too much to ask for you to take me back by my office?”

“Considering I just put away $60.00 worth of lunch on your tab, I sort of
feel obligated to extend the hospitality. By the way, the people of the State
say Thank you.“, The Ranger joked.

“Ah, nothing like our taxpayer dollars hard at work.”, Stewart said.
As they stepped outside, Squire looked at the Rolls Royce and Kyle, opening

the rear door. He looked at Stewart and asked, “Are you sure you wanna give
up riding in this for a government Tahoe?”

“Kyle has a few errands to run with Mason, and I didn’t want to slow them
down with getting me back to the office.“, Stewart replied.
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“Suit yourself.”, the Ranger shrugged. “Mason. Kyle. I’ll see you two later.
Keep your nose clean.”

Mason nodded. As he looked at Kyle, Kyle shut the back door and headed
around to the driver’s side. Mason climbed into the passenger’s front seat.
As he got in, Kyle started the car and headed for the toll road. “Did you try
the crab cakes?”

“I did,” Mason reported.
“Good. They’ll change your life.”, Kyle said without a trace of disbelief. “If

you’ll reach back behind the seat, I have a gym bag for you. Grab it and pull
it up here.”

Mason did so. When he got the bag in his lap, Kyle said, “Open it.” Mason
did.

As Mason looked, Kyle cataloged the contents. “I have you two pairs of
blue jeans; a couple of T-shirts, various colors; two white and two black
western-style shirts, an inside-waistband belt holster, a Walther PPQ M2,
120 rounds of 9 millimeter and a Bowie knife. I also have a flask and bottle
of TX whiskey to load it.”

“Damn, Kyle. Now I feel like an asshole. I didn’t even bring you any crab
cakes.”, Mason said.

Kyle smiled. “I’ll suffer through it.”
“Also, back at the office, Meredith has ordered you a couple of suits and a

couple of pairs of boots. I believe a new belt, or two, and some other casual
clothes. I didn’t ask for details, and she didn’t offer, but I’m told she has great
taste.“, Kyle added.

“How did you get my sizes?” Mason asked.
“The FBI takes great notes. When they raided your house, they cataloged

your stuff. We, in turn, have a copy of their notes.”, Kyle replied.
“How did we manage that?” Mason asked.
Kyle didn’t even so much as raise an eyebrow. “I know people.”
“Ah. Noted.“, Mason said. “So, where are we headed now?”
“I’m taking you to an MMA gym to get your ass kicked and then I’m going

to buy you a car.”, Kyle said.
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“I don’t want to get my ass kicked. I just ate crab cakes.“, Mason quipped.
“Not to worry, if you’re a good student, I’m sure they’ll only give you a light

beating,” Kyle said, then he waited a second. “I’ll stop kidding now that I have
your attention.”

“Mason, most people are not very good at fighting. Most of us would like
to think that we are and that is why most of us are wrong.”, Kyle said. “The
thing is, Hollywood has convinced every average, red-blooded American that
as long as you try your hardest that your guts and determination will allow
you to fight anyone successfully. That could not be further from the truth.
The truth is the guy with the most training tends to win.”

“If that’s the case, then I’m in trouble.“, Mason explained. “Because I have
exactly ‘zero’ hours of fight training.”

“I believe you.“, said Kyle. “The problem is that the moves you used to take
those guys down are used by people who are trained. They are not the kind of
things that you just stumble into without being taught. That’s why I suspect
that the Spirit has interceded and has given you the ability to fight.”

Mason was quiet for a few moments. He thought back to the fight. At first,
he had just been scared and afraid. No, that wasn’t quite right. He had been
angry. He had been angry that that girl had to put up with the behavior of that
idiot just because she was smaller. Even more, it was simply wrong. Mason
hated bullies.

He remembered shoving the first guy. There was no training there. Counter
punching the second guymight be explainable as instinct. Despite that,Mason
had known how to step inside the haymaker and throw a combination. Doing
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that, much less arm-barring the last guy, was way beyond his skill set. Kyle
had a solid point.

“Ok, you have a solid theory. So, where are we going to test it?” Mason
asked.

“I know a guy,” Kyle said as he smiled.
The Rolls Royce stopped in front of a white brick building at the corner of

Gaston Avenue and Texas. As Mason got out of the car, he’d be lying if he
didn’t say he felt butterflies in his stomach. Kyle led the way as they entered
space that was a gym.

It was almost 1 pm, and there was a Brazilian Ju-Jitsu class going. Kyle
waited for a few minutes, and a lean, slender black man with a huge smile
came over and gave Kyle a half hug, half chest bump. “Kyle, good to see you,
man.”

Kyle responded, “Good to see you, too. You got my text, you in?”
“Yeah, it’s cool. We got the gym for a few hours after this class. I have a few

regulars that were willing to hang back. We can run the traps.”, the tall guy
said.

“Cool,” Kyle said. “Let me have a word with my guy first, ok?”
“Sure. He can change in there.”, the tall guy said as he walked off.
Mason followed Kyle into the dressing room. He reached in the duffel bag

that Kyle had given him earlier and pulled out a pair of shorts and a rash
guard shirt. As he began to change into the clothes, Kyle spoke to him.

“So, here’s the plan: I’ve asked my friend to get some regulars to hang back
to train with you. These guys are monsters, and they have legitimate skills.”
Kyle explained. “That being the case, I’ve told them that you’re not sure where
your experience level stacks up in relation to theirs. So, as you start off, make
sure that you’re slow and that you only do things 1/4 power what you think
you should. Taking your time is going to be the best way to feel out how
strong you are. As you begin to train harder against them, they will train
harder against you. They’ll try to match your intensity. At some point, you’re
going to be too strong for them because of the Spirit. You’ll have to be careful
not to hurt them. So, controlling your effort level and emotions is key.”

“If I’m wrong, we’ll know pretty fast.“, Kyle said. “These guys swim in the
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deep water, and you, no offense, are a minnow. The way I see it, the Spirit is
other going to bail you out, or you’re about to get tapped like a typewriter.”

Mason walked out of the locker room, and the tall guy motioned for him
to join him over on the mat. He reached out to bump his fist and introduced
himself. “Hey, my name’s John. Grover and Kyle are friends of mine, and I…
understand partially what you’re going through.”

“Good,” Mason said, “that makes one of us.”
John smiled, “Since you don’t ‘know’ any BJJ, I’ll start you on your back. I’ll

show you a move or two, and we’ll see if any knowledge kicks in. If it does,
we’ll just roll with it. Just work to transition moves. If it doesn’t kick in, don’t
worry. Just tap if you’re ever getting choked or you feel too much pressure
on a joint. Cool?”

Mason nodded.
“Start off by laying down on the mat.”, John instructed. John climbed on

top of him, straddling his stomach above his hips and said, “This is called a
full mount position. From here, I can rain blows down on you, but you can’t
easily reach up and punch me. For that reason, you need to protect yourself
when you’re put in this position and try to find a way to gain an advantage.”

As John was explaining to him, Mason could feel his heartbeat beginning
to speed up. This was a very uncomfortable position to be in. It was almost
like little warning bells were sounding inside of his head, telling him that he
needed to move. This frustration must have shown on his face because John
paused and asked him, “Why don’t you show me what you think you should
do to get out?”

At first, he tried to use his muscle to push John off of him, but John lowered
his head to his chest and hooked his arms behind Mason’s back. Mason knew
that he had more muscle to push with, but he also knew that that would be
cheating the purpose of this exercise. “You’re thinking too hard,” John said,
“Relax, just follow the flow of least resistance. Just breathe. Take your time.
There are plenty of moves here to go with.”

Mason followed John’s advice. He took a second and realized that as long as
John was hanging on to him like this, he was the only one expending energy.
There was no reason to waste energy like that. His job should be to make
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John waste energy. At this moment, he understood precisely what he needed
to do. He shifted his hips and shrimped them out to the left. He reached over
John’s back, over his head, and leaned up as he threaded his hand on to John’s
wrist with his left hand. He then pulled John’s hand out away from John’s
own body as he used his hips to try to secure a Kimura.

The position of Mason’s two interlocked hands, forcing John’s arm up and
back. This puts John’s shoulder joint under the pressure of hyperextension.

With a movement that flowed like water, John attempted to roll out of the
Kimura. Mason chased the direction of John’s roll by using his legs and John’s
momentum to go to half mount. By doing this, Mason had now reversed
positions with John, and he was on top. Once there, he wrapped John’s leg
with both of his legs and used his left elbow to shove John’s head away from
his extended arm on that side. Snaking his left-hand flat to the floor and
under the back of John’s arm, Mason secured a cross grip on his own wrist.
As soon as he secured the hold, he released John’s leg from his legs and shifted
his weight to crank the now secured Americana lock on John’s shoulder. He
felt John tap with his free hand.

When John tapped, it felt like a light switch turned off. “Oh my God,” said
Mason. That felt so seamless.

“Let me guess, Neo. You know kung fu.”, John laughed, “Dude, I think it’s
safe to say you have a ground game. You want to see how deep you can go?”

“Hell, yes!” Mason said.
Kyle took his phone out of a metallic case and said, “I’ll time you for five.”
For the next 5 minutes, the two of them rolled and shifted and contorted.

They went from move to move to move. To an untrained observer, it would
look like neither one of them had an advantage. However, this gym was not
filled with untrained observers, and quickly a large group of practitioners
formed around the two.

When they had ended, Mason had tapped John two more times. Several of
the other gym members asked for a chance to roll with Mason. John explained
to them his friend had suffered from amnesia, and they were just helping him
to remember. Still, Mason had several people that wanted to roll.

“Why not?” John said, “Roll with a few more guys. I want to get Luis to test
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your stand-up game.” Kyle nodded in agreement.
After two more five-minute matches, Mason felt like it was all-natural. It

felt like chess where the smallest body movement or changes in hand position
were like pawns structuring defenses. Likewise, sweeps and locks were the
bold moves of the knights and bishops. Unlike chess, though, checkmate
came when their arm went under your throat, or a joint was extended near a
breaking place. It was incredible.

It was at that moment that he understood the depth of what Kyle had said.
These guys had the skills to prey on almost everyone they passed on the street
if they wanted to. They indeed were sharks swimming with the minnows.
While the power and ability they had were impressive, the humility they
showed was inspiring.

John whistled from across the room where he was standing inside an MMA
cage. Inside of the cage was an equally tall younger man of a Middle Eastern
persuasion. As Mason walked over to the cage, he took a measure of his
opponent. He looked to be in his late 20s, and he was in incredible shape.
“Luis wasn’t available,” John said. “So, I asked Saeed instead. I explained to
him the situation, so he’s willing to start kind of soft and let you get your
rhythm. After that, you can push the pace as much as you’d like. And when
you’re willing to involve knees and elbows, let him know.”

“I got five minutes on the clock. Gentlemen, you may proceed.”, John said.
Mason and Saeed touched gloves and backed up to start. Mason stepped

forward, with his hands up, looking to get into range. Saeed’s footwork kept
him pivoting and readjusting his stance. Just as he would get in rhythm to
Saeed’s movement, it would change. Mason fired off his first punch, a light
jab, and it was woefully off target.

“Bro, combos,” a voice bellowed from outside the cage. “Let your hands go.
You have to throw punches in bunches.” Mason realized that his crowd of
followers had followed them over to the cage. This realization cost him the
opportunity to see the first punch that hit him in the face. Regretfully, he got
to see the second one the entire way.

Both shots were stiff, but neither was thrown with bad intentions. Mason
felt a mixture of embarrassment and frustration wash over him. “Focus!” a
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voice came from outside the cage. “Push the pace. Push the pace!”
Mason pulled his guard up a little more and went to throw punches. While

he did throw a successful combo, Saeed made his way to a safe distance. As
Saeed changed direction from left to right, he stepped back in to deliver a
counterpunch to Mason’s jaw. This shot was harder, but much like the street
fight, he was amazed to find that it didn’t hurt.

As the crowd around the cage collectively went “ooohhh,” he rolled with
the hit and countered with a left hook to Saeed’s ribs.

“Control your distance. Stay in the pocket.”, the voices outside the cage
yelled. It was great advice, but it was moot. Mason ate a hook before he was
able to close the gap. Once again, frustration washed over him.

Mason stepped back and lowered his gloves signaling that he was disengag-
ing. Saeed respectfully stepped back, too. “Great shot,” Mason said. “Look,
can we go full steam and not just hands.”

“Cool with me,” Saeed said.
Kyle reached in his pocket and pulled out ten hundred-dollar bills. “I’ll give

you a grand if you knock out or tap Mason.”
“Thanks, Kyle.”, Mason said sarcastically.
“You didn’t bring me crab cakes, did you?”, Kyle replied.
As Mason put his mouthpiece back in, he replied, “No, I didn’t. I suppose I

deserve that.”
“Nothing personal, my friend, but I’m gonna make you take a little nap,”

Saeed said with a wink. He put his mouthpiece in, and John started the clock.
Saeed started forward in a boxer stance, but he threw a sidekick the caught

Mason right above the hip when he was still a few feet away. Mason stepped
forward, swinging a one-two combination, but Saeed had already backed
away to a safe distance. As Saeed moved forward, he threw a leg kick, but
Mason lifted his leg to check it. Mason took a step forward but then switched
his stance, hesitated for a half-second, and threw a spinning back fist. The
back fist connected with Saeed’s head.

The blow seemed to rattle the younger man as he launched forward with a
barrage of kicks, punches, and elbows designed to force Mason back into the
cage. Mason gave ground to defend himself but sidestepped and countered
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with the right cross before putting his back against the wall. He circled out to
his left, as Saeed corrected and threw a spinning back kick that landed right
in Mason’s chest.

The shot knocked Mason off his feet, and he landed flat on the canvas. He
realized that Saeed would be on him in seconds. He tried to move back to his
elbows, but it was too late. Saeed had shot forward and was able to secure a
half mount. Mason rocked to his left like he was going to attempt to shrimp
out, andwhen Saeedmoved to counter, he hooked his foot underneath Saeed’s
leg and threw a quick elevator sweep. Saeed went to the mat, and Mason
disengaged and went back to his feet. Saeed quickly stood up and regained
his stance.

This time, with a little more respect for Mason’s power, Saeed carefully
measured his way in throwing tentative jabs to get a good handle on his
distance. As Saeed threw a good three-shot combo, Mason covered up with
his elbows. Although he had timed his cover well, Saeed managed to snake
an uppercut through the middle. Mason ate the punch like it was the chef’s
special.

The crowd around them roared in appreciation, but it was short-lived as
Mason launched a counterattack. He landed two solid body shots and backed
Saeed to the fence. Once there, Mason gained double under-hooks. After a
few seconds of fighting for wrist control, Mason was able to secure a single
leg takedown. He quickly secured side control, where he landed three or four
solid elbows. With Mason taking the dominant position and this not being a
full-on fight, John blew his whistle. Mason stood up, and he reached down
and offered Saeed a hand. The young man took his hand, and as he stood,
gave Mason a fist bump.

“It took you awhile, but you finally got loose, bro.“, Saeed said. “Your ground
game is excellent, but you gotta relax and let your hands fly. You got great
timing, but you’re stylistically a counterpuncher, and those combos aren’t
going to come out unless you learn to relax.”

“You have no idea how much I appreciate it, “Mason said.
John said. “This whole gym is nothing but a hall of monsters and, Mason,

you got the right cut for that. When you’re not hanging out with this guy,
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you need to come out and train with us, man. Steel sharpens steel, brother.
This would be a good place for you.”

Behind him, he could hear the other guys talking with Saeed congratulating
him on his technique and giving him grief that Mason had ended up on top.
The kinship between these fighters was unmistakable. Mason thought to
himself. I honestly do need to come back and check this place out when I
have some time.

Kyle tossed a towel at him. “Ok, Rocky. Hit the showers. We need to get
you a car, so I can stop driving you around.”

“You mean you don’t enjoy my company?” Mason asked like he was
offended.

“No,” Kyle said. “I miss my Harley. ”
Mason shrugged. “Oh, why didn’t you say so?”

* * *

As they got back in the Rolls, Kyle seemed in a good mood. “I didn’t want to
say this before we went in there because it’s enough pressure just stepping
into a new gym. John’s won the Pan Am’s in BJJ two times. The kid that he
let you fight is probably ranked about fifth in the world in his weight class.”

“You’re joking.”, Mason said. He was shocked.
“No jokes, Mason. That hook that he threw would have knocked teeth out

of most men.“, Kyle said. “I’ve been around long enough to see a few knights
in action. The Spirit tends to give them gifts that focus on the use that has
been intended for them. Judging by the way you handle your hands, I have a
feeling that a lot of wrongs are about to get righted.”

Mason thought about what Kyle was saying. He had never really been a
violent person, and he wasn’t altogether sure that he was comfortable with
where Kyle’s thoughts were leading. That being said, it wasn’t like the Spirit
gave him a choice before, so he supposed he shouldn’t expect one now.

Mason was deep enough in thought that he didn’t notice when they had
arrived at their next destination. He almost startled when Kyle reached over
and tapped his shoulder.
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“This is the place.”, Kyle said.
The building itself was rather nondescript. It was a large sheet metal

building like the ones that resided around it down here on Harry Hines
Blvd. There were no signs out front indicating what the business was named,
but several large roll-up white garage doors were on the side. As they walked
over to the front door, he noticed the sign on the window. It read: There is
nothing in the shop worth you dying for, but plenty of things in this shop
worth me shooting you for.

Nice.
Kyle opened the door, and they both stepped inside a small waiting room.

There was a desk, two chairs, and a coffee machine sitting on a table in the
corner. A few moments later, an Asian man in his 30’s, sporting coveralls and
a goatee, opened the interior office door.

“My God, I go through all the trouble to make it to this country just to have
to come into work and deal with you?” the man asked. Then he laughed and
shook Kyle’s hand.

“Mason, this year is Pham. Pham, this is our new guy.“, Kyle said.
“It’s a pleasure to meet you.”, Mason said.
“Well, Mr. Mason, I am sure you are a wonderful person, but that does not

mean that your arrival hasn’t caused me a great deal of heartburn. Because
you are here, I am having to deal with AJ, and he is a huge pain in the ass.“, he
said with a smile.

“Come on. I’ll show you what I have.” Pham said as they headed out into
the garage. “It only matters how they drive for about a week. After that, AJ
said he’ll be in town, and he’ll rework Everything I put into them. ”

“And they’ll run better.”, Kyle said.
Pham stopped and looked shocked. “That hurts me, Kyle. That hurts me.

Just because it’s true doesn’t mean you should say it. ”
“So, take a look, Mr. Mason. AJ’s approved all three of these as having

potential.”
The first car was a Burnt Orange Metallic 1970 Dodge Super Bee. The

vehicle was meticulous, and it’s raised hood showed the 440 – V8. The rake of
the car gave it an aggressive stance that appealed to him. It was a head-turner
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and a car collector’s dream.
The second car was a black 1964 Pontiac GTO. The open hood exposed

the bored out 389 V-8. One again, the car was perfect, and its front grill style
appealed to him.

The final option was a truck. It was a white 1968 Ford F100 pickup. The
engine was a 360 V-8, and the body panels had a little bit of patina to the
paint. The bed of the truck had seen some wear, but that was fine. Mason
had never liked show trucks.

As Mason stood back and looked at the three vehicles, he heard Pham’s
voice behind him, “You’re going to pick the truck, aren’t you?”

“It speaks to me,” Mason said. “Those other cars are beautiful, but they
aren’t my style. This is oilfield. This suits me just fine.”

“I can’t believe it.” Pham said, “That asshole, AJ, told me, ‘just get the truck
ready.’ I said, ‘No, you haven’t seen my newest GTO. It’s great.’ And AJ says,
‘It won’t matter. He’ll take the truck.’ Damn him. I hate him so much. ”

Kyle started laughing and asked, “Ok, Pham. How much?”
“I have to sell it to you for $25k. I bet that asshole he would take another

car, you know?“, Pham fumed. “Damn him. It’s like he knows Everything
about cars.”

Kyle laughed as he began counting out the money on the hood of the car.
“Seriously,” he protested to Mason, “You know what he said to me? He’s on

the phone, and he said ‘take the white walls off that truck, they look stupid.
Put some heavy-duty Firestones on there.’ He says that like he can see the car.
He can’t see the vehicle. How does he know I have white walls on the truck?
God, he drives me crazy.”

Kyle finished counting out the money and handed the pile to Pham,
“Paperwork?”

Pham put the cash in his coverall pocket and reached inside the cab of the
truck and grabbed a legal envelope. Kyle looked in the envelope and fished
out the keys. He tossed them to Mason. “Bring it out next to the Rolls, and
I’ll give you your briefcase and your gym bag.”

Before he left the room, he shook Pham’s hand. “Pham, it’s great to see you.
Give our best to your sister’s family.”
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“Will do.“, Pham said. “And thank Stewart again. He is a miracle worker.
Those people in immigration were such assholes, but he straightened it all
out. They don’t come around anymore.”

“I’ll tell him.”, Kyle promised.
Mason got into the truck and put the key in the ignition. As he turned the

key, the V8 rumbled to life. The rhythmic vibration under the hood and the
vintage steel and vinyl of the interior just felt right. It was the same kind of
feeling you had when you put on a well-worn pair of boots.

Pham opened the garage door, and Mason slowly inched the F100 out of
the garage. As he cleared the entrance, he gave Pham a thumbs up and a wave.
He pulled around the side of the building and next to the Rolls Royce. Kyle
handed him the briefcase and his gym bag through the window.

“Are you sure that you’re not gonna miss dragging me all over Dallas.”,
Mason asked.

“I think I’ll be able to get over it.”, Kyle said. “I have one last thing for you,
Mason.”

Kyle reached into his jacket pocket and pulled out a small leather case.
“These are Stewart’s business cards.“, Kyle said. “If you get in trouble, call that
number. If someone else is in trouble, call that number. Always keep those
cards with you. And, finally, when you run into cops, you have the right to
remain silent. Use it. That’s the biggest gift you can give Stewart.”

Mason offered his hand to Kyle through the window. Kyle shook Mason’s
hand. “The way I see it,” Mason said. “I need to pick you up in this fine vehicle
that you got me someday, and we need to go out for crab cakes.”

Kyle tipped his imaginary hat. “When the FBI is not raiding your house,
and ghost planes aren’t crashing in fields, we’ll do that. Now, don’t forget
your meeting with Stewart at 6:00.”

“I’ll be there with bells on,” Mason said.
As Mason drove off toward the Wilson house, he noticed the keychain on

his new car keys for the first time. It was an old, Peso Star Midstream bottle
opener.

“The Spirit of Texas seems to be a lot of things, but it sure isn’t subtle.“,
Mason said to no one in particular.
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When Mason arrived back at the Wilson house, Ricardo approved of his
choice. “Some people may find it cliché, but I rather like the heroic homage
of a knight on a white steed.”, Ricardo said.

“With a 360 V8, it’s closer to 185 horses.”, Mason said.
“Too true.”, Ricardo said.
Mason didn’t have too much more time, so he went upstairs to see the

clothing that Stewart’s secretary had sent over. She had done an excellent
job at picking sizes for him, although her fashion sense seemed to have a bit
more of a flair for the dramatic then he would have chosen for himself.

After sorting through the clothes, he selected a dark suit and awhite western
cut shirt to wear to the meeting. Of course, he complemented this with the
inside the waistband holster and Walther that Kyle had given him. He may
know how to fight now, but a handgun gave him options. Besides, it sounded
like he needed to get used to wearing it.

At about 5:25, Mason headed out the front door to get in his pickup truck.
For some reason, the F100 seemed to fit this area just fine. He thought to
himself, “I need to come up with a name for this truck. She’s definitely worthy
of a name.”

As he got into the truck, he waved at Carroll, who was in front of the
house that Grover so aptly called “the wart.” Carol was out with a weed eater
trimming the driveway and the cement walkway. As he started the truck and
pulled around the circle, it did not escape him that Carol’s work was T square
straight.

At the bottom of the Hill, one of Javier’s brothers was working the front
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gate. When Mason got to the gate, he rolled down his window to introduce
himself. The young man looked to be a little bit older than Javier.

“Hi, I’m Mason Richardson. I’m a new barrister up at the Wilson house.”,
Mason said.

The young man nodded and pulled out his phone. After a moment of
texting, he held up the screen where Mason could see it. It read: “nice to meet
you. I am Antonio Pena. I cannot speak, and I assume you do not know sign
language.

Mason looked up at Antonio, “Antonio, you read me right on that one.
I don’t know sign language. That being said, that’s a pretty smart way of
dealing with that problem. I’m headed out to a meeting at Stewart’s office. I
should be home later tonight.”

Antonio gave him an understanding nod and buzzed the gate open.
As the sun was beginning to set, Mason wound his way through the Dallas

traffic towards Stewart’s office. To anyone who has ever had to deal with
it, Dallas traffic is very much a living organism. Millions of people crossing
various paths in the attempts to go to dinner or work or home. Mason
thought to himself how different this was compared to the open roads out
near Midland. Not during a Boom, Mind you. During an oil price boom,
Midland is just as crazy.

One of the few topics that almost any person from Dallas can agree on is:
as bad as Dallas traffic is, at least it’s not Houston traffic. If Dallas traffic was
a snarl, then Houston traffic is a Gordian knot.

A little over halfway to Stewart’s office, Mason noticed a black SUV. The
SUV kept making the same turns that he was making. Considering he had a
few moments to spare, he intentionally circled the block of Stewart’s office.
The SUV managed to follow the same path.

Mason pulled into a parking place near the front of the building, got out of
the white F-100, and locked the doors. He began to walk towards the building
when the SUV pulled closer, and the window rolled down.

“Mr. Richardson, may I have a word.” In the driver seat was the FBI agent
that Mason remembered seeing the day before at the crash scene. Mason
approached the car.
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“I remember you from yesterday, but I don’t believe I caught your name.”,
Mason said.

“I am agent Corey Maddox, Mr. Richardson.”, she said. “Due to the
resistance of your lawyer, we haven’t been able to speak.”

“That sounds about right.“, Mason said as he reached the passenger door.
“Stewart seems to believe that since I have the right to remain silent, I’m best
off to employ that right.”

“Most attorneys tend to share that belief, Mr. Richardson.”, she acknowl-
edged. “Do you mind if I call you Mason?”

“I’d prefer that.“, Mason said. “Do you mind if I call you Corey?”
She smiled. “I guess that would only be fair.”
Her smile disappeared as she reached down and lifted what looked like a

blue bound phone book. “I suppose I should thank you and your attorney for
the quick turnaround to the written questions we submitted.”

“Yeah, that took the better part of two hours of just answering questions
this morning. Hey, and while I’m talking to you, why did you guys raid my
house?“, Mason asked.

Corey looked up at Mason. “I don’t think most people would admit this,
but your attorney pissed me off. It’s my own fault. When I am in the middle
of an investigation, I tend to get overly focused on the outcome, and I’m not
always very diplomatic about the process.”

“Corey, I appreciate the honesty.”, Mason said.
“Then do youmind if I ask you one honest question,Mason?” she countered.

“How did you get that plane in the air?”
“Corey, I boarded a plane, gave them my ticket, and they moved me up to

first class. I took a couple of aspirin, and I fell asleep. I was hungover from
drinking with Doyle Wilson from the night before. When I woke up, I was in
the back of an ambulance. That’s not just my story. That’s the truth.”

Whatever smile she had disappeared, and she stared at him stonily.
“Mason, I think you know more than that.” she held up the phone book of

answers. “We have your statement, and we’re going to be double-checking it.
So, let your lawyer know that we’ll be in touch.” With that, she rolled up the
window and pulled away.
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Mason turned and headed back towards the front entrance of the building.
It sounded like the Ranger and his lawyer was right: Agent Corey Maddox
did not seem like she was going to let this go.

Mason walked back into the modern lobby of Stewart’s building. Having
been there earlier, he knew where he was going. As he came to Meredith’s
desk, she was on the phone and held up a finger to indicate that he should
wait one moment. After she ended her phone call, she stood up and stared
him up and down. “I think I did rather well. What do you think?” She asked.

“I would agree.“, Mason said. “Everything you picked out looks very nice. I
just wish they gave a little more length on the inseam of pants these days, but
I guess that’s just the style.”

“We all suffer for fashion.“, She said with a smile. “You’re welcome to head
on in. I just wanted to check out your clothes first.”

Mason nodded and smiled, “Thank you, ma’am.”
Mason walked into Stewart’s office. In the room with Stewart was a man

who looked to be about 60 years old. He was balding on top and had wispy
white hair on the sides. He seemed to be around 300 pounds despite only
being about 5 foot 11. He was wearing a light Gray, pinstriped suit.

“Perfect timing,” Stewart said. “Mason Richardson, please meet a friend of
ours, and a true son of Texas, Bill Clifton. Bill is an elder at the First Baptist
Church of Alpine.”

Mason shook Bill’s hand. Bill was a nice man who took great care to visit
the widows of his church. A lot of the Congregation of the church had reached
the age where they were shut-ins. Hemade sure that they were ok by checking
on them with regularity. Even though he was a rancher, he considered their
care to be his ministry.

Mason blinked once or twice and shook his head. “Sorry, Bill. I’ve been
fighting off a sinus headache.“, Mason lied. The truth was that Mason still was
not used to his reaction when the Spirit of Texas dumped people’s thoughts
open like that. While it was disconcerting, it gave you a solid inside notion
into who Bill Clifton was. In Mason’s eyes, Bill was good people.

The three of them sat down around the table in Stewart ‘s office. Stewart
looked at Bill and said, “Do me a favor and repeat for Mason what you told
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me.”
Bill looked at Stewart and said, “If you think it will help.”
Stewart reached over and clapped Bill on the back. “It will. I’m sure of it.

I know you think it sounds crazy, but I bet Mason has seen weirder things
today.”

“You’re not wrong,” Mason said.
The rancher took a deep breath to gather himself. The look he had on his

face made you think that Stewart had just asked him to swallow a frog. He
nodded his head as if to agree with Stewart, and then he looked up and started
to fill Mason in.

“Well, Mr. Mason, I’m not sure how familiar you are with the area down
near Big Bend, but Alpine is north of the State Park entrance. The drive
between Alpine and the State Park is probably about 20 or 30miles, something
in that range. Me and the outfit that I’m with work the land in between that
area of Alpine and Terlingua.“, Bill began. “Terlingua is a little bitty ghost
town just north of the park’s exit. It’s kind of taken on a bit of a touristy feel
on account of the old, dilapidated churches and deserted graveyards. Many
of the snowbirds that come down to see the park, when the weather is nice,
love to spend time out there in the Texas desert, seeing this old ghost town
and snapping pictures for their Facebook and stuff. I don’t dislike the place
‘cause I think it brings good money and interest to the park.”

Bill took another deep breath. “Well, like I was telling Stewart, there’s been
a couple of murders down there near Terlingua. There was one young couple,
and another was a guy from a nearby town. He had pulled off the highway, and
they found what was left of him in the desert. The two murders happened
about a day and a half apart, and the worst part is they were something
gruesome.” Bill paused and looked at Stewart. Stewart nodded for Bill to
continue.

“All three of ‘em, the couple and the guy off the highway were found with
their heads cut off.“, Bill stopped for a moment.

Mason nodded in understanding.
Bill continued, “The cops told me that they think that it’s drug dealers. We

get smugglers that come out of Mexico every once in a while. They’ll go
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through the park, and beheading is something that occasionally those drugs
gangs will do. The thing is, Mr. Mason, I know it wasn’t no drug gang. I
saw what killed that couple, but I couldn’t tell the cops because I knew they
wouldn’t believe me.”

“What was it?” Mason asked.
“It was El Muerto.”, Bill responded as he stared at the floor.
“What is El Muerto?” Mason asked.
“Bill, let me take over for a moment.“, Stewart said. Stewart looked at Mason

and asked, “So, how good is your Texas history?”
“It’s passable, but I’m no expert.“, Mason replied.
“Ok,” Stewart replied. “I’ll start, and you stop me if you have a question.”
Stewart sat back in his chair and began. “In the 1800s, Texas was a pretty

wild and ruthless place. At that time, Texas recognized the Rio Grande as
the border with Mexico. Mexico disagreed with that. Mexico said that the
Nueces River was the southern border of Texas. The result was that the land
stretched between those two boundaries was a lawless place full of cattle
rustlers, horse thieves, and robbers.”

“During that same time, The Texas Rangers were little more than a roving
posse of expert gunmen. Still, they were not people to be messed with. It’s
within that context that a Mexican horse thief named Vidal stole the horse of
Creed Taylor, The Texas Ranger.”

“Yikes, I bet that went over like a lead balloon.”, Mason said.
“Oh, it’s worse than that.”, Stewart added. “Vidal was already wanted for

being a cattle rustler out of San Antonio. But he did most of his rustling when
the men were off to fight a Comanche uprising. To say that Creed was upset
would be an understatement.”

“So, Creed gathered a group of fellow Rangers including Bigfoot Wallace
and a nearby rancher named Flores. The three of them tracked the cattle
rustlers and found their camp. They waited until nighttime to make a move
on Vidal and the rustlers. In the process of capturing them, all of the rustlers
managed to get killed. This was not good enough. So, BigfootWallace decided
to make an example.”

“Mind you at the time The Rangers had tried all types of brutal justice
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to stop people from stealing cattle and horses including hanging men then
leaving them in the trees and then shooting up their bodies, chopping them
to pieces and leaving their bodies for animal bait.”, Stewart explained.

“Damn,” Mason said.
“Just wait.“, Stewart said. “So, Wallace beheaded the body and tied it to

a wild Mustang that he had saddled. He then tied the body’s hands to the
pommel and its belt to the saddle, so that it would stay upright. Then he took
the head and the sombrero that Vidal wore and tied it with a rope that he left
to drag behind the mustang.”

Mason shook his head. “That’s frontier justice, I guess.”
“After that they let the Mustang wander free.“, Stewart said. “Soon after

word began to drift into the towns about a headless rider that Cowboys had
seen. Eventually, it became one of the stories that spread across the Southwest.
In fact, it was a considerable amount of time before a group of local ranchers
caught the mustang with the Vidal’s body and were able to bury him near the
town of Alice, TX. When they found the horse, the dried-up torso was riddled
with gunshots and Indian arrows. The head, however, was never found.”

“Ok, well that was a mildly horrific tale.”, Mason said. “So, I’m to believe
that the headless horse thief killed these people?”

“Look at Bill, and you tell me.“, Stewart said.
Mason looked at Bill as Bill looked up. In Bill’s eyes, Mason saw pain. Bill

felt horrible because he knew no one would believe him. He felt awful because
he knew he was unable to do anything to help. He felt horrible because he
was sure that El Muerto would kill again.

“Well, Shit.”, Mason said. “Bill ain’t lying.”
Bill’s face showed a spark of relief that Mason believed him.
“I hate to lay this on you so quickly, but something has come up with Grover.

So, I’ll just ask. Mason are you willing to look into it?”, Stewart asked.
Mason considered it. For some reason, he remembered the old man with

the ribs. “Stewart, I was once told to never give up on the people of Texas
and that they wouldn’t give up on me. Bill’s a son of Texas, you say?”

“He is.”, Stewart said.
“Then I’ll ride for him.”, Mason said.
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As the words came from his mouth, Mason could see Bill’s back straighten.
“Those people deserve justice.”, Bill said.

“They’ll get it, Bill.”, Mason said.
“Mason, if you don’t mind waiting here, I’ll take Bill over to the computer,

and we’ll work on getting you some directions.”
“Go ahead.”, Mason said.
As the two gentlemen worked on the computer discussing locations, Mason

was left to his thoughts. The idea of chasing the Headless Horseman cross the
Texas desert was not exactly what Mason thought he was put on this earth to
do. At the same time, the Spirit of Texas had shown that he was going to take
on several tasks he had never intended to undertake.

How he was going to find this thing and how he was going to take it down
was an absolute mystery to him. The only thing he was sure of is that if he
didn’t try, the death of that couple would just be an unsolved mystery. And
from the absolute depths of his core, he couldn’t accept that.

About that time, Kyle walked into the office. He sat down in one of the
chairs next to Mason and casually asked, “So, how do you like the truck?”

“It’s great.“, Mason replied. “A little underpowered, but it suits me.”
“Hey Kyle, mind if I ask a question.“, Mason asked. “If it was your job to kill

an undead Headless Horseman, how would you do it?”
“Normally, I’d say a .50 cal headshot from a safe distance but, in this case,

I doubt that would work.“, Kyle joked. “Maybe a flame thrower or high
explosives.”

“Somehow, I doubt that’s a civilian option.”, Mason said.
“Legally…”, Kyle specified.
“Touche’,” Mason replied.
About that time, Stewart and Bill walked back over to them with a stack of

print outs in Stewart’s hand. “Kyle, nice to see you. Mason, here you go. I’m
going to walk Bill out to the car that I’ve called for him, and then I’ll come
back inside, and we can discuss the next steps.”

“Mason, I wanna thank you again.”, Bill said.
Mason had stood, and he shook Bill’s hand. “Mr. Clifton, it’s not the kind

of thing we can put on the news, but I’ll take care of it.”
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Stewart escorted Bill from his office and to the car he had called for him.
When he came back into the room, he had rolled his eyes and gave a sigh of
relief. He walked over to his bar and poured himself a glass of bourbon. “You
guys in?”

“Damn straight.”, Mason said.
“Same,” Kyle added.
Stewart poured two more, and they all sat down at the table.
“Kyle, you used to talk with Doyle Wilson a lot. Did he ever share any tactics

with you on how to take care of something undead?”. Stewart asked.
“No, not really.”, Kyle answered. “All I know is that regular bullets don’t do

anything.”
“What about silver or stuff like that?” Mason asked.
“If that worked, I’m sure he would have mentioned it.”, Kyle replied.
“Well, I’ll research the knight histories and see what I can find. Maybe

there’s some note left behind that will give us a good clue.”, Stewart said.
“Oh yeah, before I forget,” Mason said, “Agent Maddox followed me to your

office today and asked me a question while I was on my way in.”
“What did she ask you?” Stewart asked.
“She asked how I got the plane off the ground.”, Mason replied.
“Questions like that indicate that she still holds you as a suspect. Did you

tell her anything?” Stewart asked.
“Just what we put in the questions earlier today,” Mason replied.
“She’s not going to leave this alone.”, Kyle said.
“It doesn’t look that way.“, Stewart said. “Well, if it’s OK with you, let me

lay out our action points so that we all know what we’re doing.”
Mason took a drink. “Fire away.”
“I’m going to spend some time researching the family histories to see if

I can find out what type of weapon the Knights may have used against an
undead foe. Although, for all we know it could just as easily be a spirit of
some type.“, Stewart declared. “Kyle, if you could reach out through your
contacts and find out who we might have to help Mason down near the Big
Bend area, that would be useful.”

“I know a guy or two.”, Kyle said.
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“Mason, my suggestion for you is to go home and get some sleep. Make sure
you take enough cash with you and remember you don’t have a cell phone
anymore. You’re gonna have to use payphones or get someone’s help with
the speakerphone.” Stewart warned. “Aside from that, I would pack for a few
days and make sure I took some ammunition for that Walther. By the way,
here’s a badge for you. I had you deputized up in Pilot Point, where I have
an SAE brother who’s the Sheriff. That works better than a concealed carry.
This way, you can carry that 9 mm anywhere. That being the case, discretion
is still probably the better path.”

Mason asked, “Are you going to call Squire Morgan and tell him about
this?”

“I’ll have to be careful about that.“, Stewart said. “He’s an ally, but if I give
him information about a murder investigation, he’s required by law to follow
up on it. I’ll let him know the area you’re working and trust his take on how
friendly that area’s Rangers are to us. What I don’t want is to involve them if
they aren’t amicable to understanding the supernatural is involved. If they
are not, they may want to question Bill. You saw Bill tonight; do you want to
put him through that? It could make him a suspect at best. At worst, they’d
say Bill was crazy.”

“No. Not really.”, Mason said. Bill had seemed fragile.
“Mason, he didn’t give you the full details of the story, but he saw that

Headless Horseman slice the heads off both of those people. I don’t think
he’s going to be OK for the rest of his days. Your willingness to take this on
is probably his only chance of ever returning to anything close to normal.“,
Stewart said.

Mason weighed that silently for a moment. This was the first time a
discussion of the supernatural had happened where he wasn’t learning of it.
Mason knew how afraid he had been when he had seen things like Ricardo’s
true form or when he saw the house repair itself. He could only imagine what
it would be like seeing something horrific like that and not having any frame
of context around it. Not only was it terribly, horribly wrong, but it had to
have been mind-wrenchingly awful to try to understand.

Mason thought back to the look on Bill’s face when he told him then he
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would ride for him. At that moment, he saw fear replaced with hope. He
knew that he had no idea how to fix this problem, but when he was honest
with himself, that wasn’t what scared him. Mason was more afraid of failing
good people like Bill.

Mason looked at Kyle and Stewart. “I know that we don’t have an idea
of how to stop this thing yet, but I’ve drilled multimillion-dollar wells with
nothing more than the promise of finding oil. Risk is just a part of life. In
this case, the reward is keeping people safe, and that reward is worth the risk.
I’m not letting Bill down, and I won’t let those people go unavenged.”
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When Mason made it back to the Wilson house, Antonio was still working
the gate. As Mason pulled up, Antonio pulled out his phone and texted. He
turned the screen around for Mason to read. “The FBI is in that repair van
down the street. Also, you’re being tailed.”

Mason nodded, “Yeah, I have a fan club. I’ll be headed out in the morning
and gone for a few days. I guess we’ll find out if these guys get paid by the
hour or by the mile.”

Antonio smiled and pushed the button to open the gate.
Back at the house,Mason gave Ricardo a quick rundown of his conversation

with Stewart and Bill. Ricardo intently listened while Mason loaded his gym
bag with clothes, ammunition, and the some of the money Stewart had given
him.

“If you don’t mind,” Ricardo said, “may I make a suggestion?”
“I’m always open to suggestions.”, Mason replied. “I’ve been told by some

fairly influential people that listening is so important that it could save one’s
life.”

“That’s very sound advice. “Ricardo remarked. “What I was going to suggest
is that if it does not bother you to carry the Bowie knife that youwere supplied,
I believe it would be a useful addition in this venture.”

“Good point,” Mason said. “Do you mind if I ask what made you think of
that?”

“Nothing in particular, but you must remember that I’m much older than
you. In my experience, firearms are a relatively new form of violence, and
there is something more primal about a strong blade. “Ricardo said. “Perhaps,
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I’m just old school.”
About that time, the pounding of someone running up the stairs came down

the hallway as Grover half sprinted into the room.
“Nice truck.“, Grover said. “I stopped by and talked to John on the way

home, and he said that you got over to the gym. Nice. Nice.”
“Yeah, it’s been a whirlwind of a day.”, Mason said.
“Nice gun,” Grover said, “You mind?”
“No, by all means. Check it out.”, Mason said as he continued to pack.
Grover picked up the Walther and checked the chamber. He then cham-

bered a round, turned toward the door, and fired five quick shots into a
grandfather clock near the end of the hall.

“Nice pattern,” Ricardo commented. Grover emptied the clip on a painting
next to the clock.

Mason put his hand over his face. What could you say?
Grover turned around and ejected the magazine. As he began to reload the

magazine, he noticed the bag Mason was loading.
“So, you got your first call?” Grover asked.
“Yup,” Mason said.
“That was fast. What is it?” Grover asked.
Mason zipped up the bag. He was packed and ready to go. “Let’s go down

to the bar, and I’ll tell you about it.”
Grover, much like Ricardo, was extremely interested in the story that

Mason recounted. When Mason told Grover about the people that had been
beheaded, Grover’s reaction was one that he did not expect. Grover asked
whether anyone else had been injured and, if so, their chances of recovery.
Mason told him that only the victims had been those three. He was also sure
it was instantaneous.

Mason realized this wasn’t the first time that he had noticed Grover’s
concern for other people. As goofy as he might be, Grover had a very caring
heart. It no longer surprised him that Grover was able to lift a bus to save the
school children in it. If anything, knowing Grover for just this short amount
of time, he wouldn’t be surprised if Grover couldn’t carry a bus in each hand.

When Mason finished telling his story, Grover’s face had settled into a firm
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determination. “I wish I could go with you.“, Grover said. “I’ve been called
back to school early. By that, I mean that I’ve heard the Spirit call me there.”

“Stewart said that you had something come up,” Mason looked at him
sincerely, “Did you hear the actually audibly Spirit talk?”

“I did.”, said Grover. “It’s never happened to me before, but I know that it
was the Spirit.”

“What did it say?” Mason asked.
“It was peculiar, but what the voice said was: be on the corner of Coke and

Lubbock St, near the Department of biology building, at 12:02 Wednesday
afternoon.“, Grover said.

“That’s tomorrow. “, Mason said.
“Yup. That’s why I gotta pack my shit and hit the road tonight.”, Grover

said.
“Well, Mr. Rudder, I hate to have you leaving us so soon. However, I must

say that that is an incredibly specific summons by the Spirit. I wish you the
best of luck.”, Ricardo said as he stood and extended his hand.

“Thanks, Ricardo.”, Grover said. “I’m pretty interested to see what’s going
to happen. But, no matter what, I’ll be here for Easter. I think you have a
chance this year.”

“We’ll see, Mr. Rudder, we’ll see.”, Ricardo said.
Grover looked at Mason and said, “Give me like 10 minutes to grab my

stuff, and if it’s cool, you can walk me out.”
Mason gave Grover a thumbs up. Roughly 8 minutes later, Grover yelled

from downstairs. “Ricardo, peace out! I’ll see you at Easter. Mason, let’s
bounce.” Mason made it to the front door to see Grover carrying a gym bag
and two clothes baskets full of clothes. Mason reminded himself Grover was
definitely still in college.

They got out to Grover’s Mustang, and he helped Grover load his multi-
tasking luggage into the car.

“Stay safe out there.”, Mason said.
“Yeah, about that.“, Grover looked at Mason. “Mason, you’re a good guy.

That’s why the Spirit picked you, but you’ve been thrown into the pool’s deep
end. Be cautious and watch your butt because the only time I ran into one of
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these supernatural things, I realized something: Fighting them is not for me.”
“Seriously man, they were too fast, too strong and I was way too scared.“,

Grover admitted. “I told that to Doyle, and he told me that it was ok.
Technically, what Doyle said was ‘Son, you gotta have your singers singing
and your dancers dancing. There ain’t nothing wrong if you don’t sing. So,
get out there and dance.’”

“That’s a little too much even for me.”, Mason said. “I do see what Doyle
was saying. It’s like the work that I’ve done in the oilfield. Everyone has a job.
All you need to do is do your job.”

“Grover, it wasn’t by choice, but I know in my gut that this is my job. I plan
to see it through.”, Mason said. “Besides, you just got a direct message. You’re
gonna be dealing with that.”

“Yeah, you’re right.”, Grover said. “Just watch your back, man.”
“Will do, Grover.”, Mason said.
With that, Grover got into the car and slowly started to drive down the

driveway. Mason slapped his hand on the back of Grover’s trunk and yelled
out to him, “Drive safe!” As he pulled around the circle and headed towards
the gate, he smiled and gave Mason the finger.

Damn college kids.
Mason went back inside and made an early night of it. In the morning, he

would get Ricardo to help him call Stewart, and he would get underway.
The next morning Mason got up, took a quick shower, and got dressed. He

chose to put on a pair of blue jeans and some dark brown boots. When he put
his belt on, Mason made a point of putting both his holster and the Bowie
knife on his belt. Instead of wearing one of his sharp western shirts, he chose
a loose black T-shirt. He hoped that it would help cover the fact that he was
carrying the Walther.

Mason went downstairs, where Ricardo was having his morning coffee and
was reading the paper. Mason poured a cup for himself and sat down at the
table. On almost pure reflex, Mason asked, “What’s the price of oil?”

Ricardo did not respond but slid the financial page across the table to him.
Mason looked at the stories regarding oil while he drank his coffee. Once he
finished his cup, he stood up and took it over to the sink and rinsed it out.
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“Ricardo,” he asked, “would you mind calling Stewart for me?”
“It would be my pleasure.“, Ricardo said as he rose from the table, still

reading the paper and holding his coffee cup. When they arrived at the parlor,
Ricardo set the paper down and dialed the number. Once it began ringing,
he pushed the button, set the receiver down, and left the speaker. With that,
he grabbed the paper and left the room.

“This is Stewart Thurman, how may I help you?”, Stewart said.
“Stewart, this is Mason, and I’m at the house. I had Ricardo call you so I

could check-in before I headed out. Has there been anything that changed
that I need to know about?”

“Mason, good to hear from you. I checked the histories and some of the
notes left by Doyle. In those, he said that restless spirits are one of the things
that the Knights had opposed in the past. He didn’t give any real information
on how to take care of them, but he did point out did they had difficulty
crossing bodies of moving water.”, Stewart reported. “They also pointed out
that often restless spirits were not there of their own volition. It is possible
for spirits to be called forth by people who use dark magic.”

Mason shook his head back and forth as he listened. “You know, Stewart, if
you would have told me four days ago that I would be seriously contemplating
this stuff ….”

“What can I say, my friend,” Stewart replied. “You live a charmed life. Now,
drive safe and give Kyle a phone call when you make it into Alpine.”

“Will do, Stewart. I’ll see you in a few days.”, Mason replied.
Mason used the wooden rod to push the button to disconnect the call. He

walked back to the living room, where he had left his bag. When he got there,
Ricardo was waiting for him.

“I’ve purchased something for you, and I’d like you to have it.”, Ricardo said.
“It’s a little leather-bound notebook for your phone numbers and your notes.”

“Thank you, Ricardo. That is both thoughtful and useful.”, Mason said.
“Like I told Grover, I wish there was a way I could take you with me.”

“What a grand thing that would be, Mr. Richardson. I would like that very
much.”, Ricardo said. “Happy Hunting, Mr. Richardson.”

“Adios Amigo.”, Mason said.
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As Mason’s truck exited the gate, he started towards the highway. He
noticed that fairly quickly that a nondescript sedan was trailing him at a
distance. Before he made it to the highway, he stopped at a gas station and
filled up the truck. He did not doubt that the V8 was going to drink gas like
it was the 1960s, but if that government coupe hadn’t been filled up today,
there was a chance he might lose them on the highway.

After he filled up, he went inside and bought another cup of coffee and a
roadmap of Texas. As he walked out to the truck, he laughed at himself. Of all
the frustrations a smartphone could bring, he had to admit he missed being
able to pull up Google Maps. Oh well, out with the new and in with the old.

Mason drove the Ford to the entrance of I-45, from there he took the
westbound exit to I-30. He stayed on I-30 through Dallas and over to Fort
Worth. The traffic wasn’t horrible, but he started making much better time
once he had gone out past White Settlement. Once I-30 merged with I-20,
Mason knew then he was pretty much going to be running highway speeds
until he got to the town of Wicket, just west of Odessa.

About 3 hours and one empty cup of coffee later, Mason lost his federal
shadow near the town of Ranger. The sedan had pulled off, he assumed to
get gas, but it had been about 1/2 hour, and it had not resurfaced. For some
reason, he felt more relaxed once he realized he was indeed on the road alone.

Having the opportunity for some windshield time never bothered Mason.
In fact, some of his favorite times at work were being in the remote areas
out among the oil wells. Getting out of Dallas and being on the highway
reminded him of all the hidden beauty that this state possessed. Just like the
complex history of the state, Texas was a place full of natural beauty. For
some reason, Mason was thankful for that.

A few hours later, Mason had made it through Midland and Odessa, two
twin cities that thrived on oil the same way that Romulus and Remus had
thrived from their mother Wolf. Both had large surges of heavy truck traffic
due to all of the oilfield activity going on in the Permian and Delaware basins.
There were many Texans, as well as other people from other states, who had
made their way here seeking the six-figure paychecks that came with the
most recent oil boom.
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Mason understood the people who were disconnected from this industry,
and he knew about the black eye this industry had faced, sometimes self-
inflicted, from its boom and bust cycles over the years. That being said, if any
man or woman were willing to come out and work hard, they would find
that the old saying was right: ‘oilfield trash makes oilfield cash.’”

Once he got to Wicket, he turned south on to HWY 1776. That would take
him 30 miles to the city of Alpine, and another 30 miles south of that, he
would come to the town of Terlingua and the entrance of Big Bend Natural
Park.

The old white Ford F-100 handled the trip beautifully. Even though it had
a brick’s aerodynamics, there was an absolute sturdiness in the way the truck
dealt with the road. With nothing more than west TX to look at, Mason was
given free time to consider a fitting name for his new mode of transportation.

Since he was young, he never forgot when his uncle had explained that
all good cars have girls’ names. Mason had stuck with that theory most of
his life and had learned a few lessons besides that. For example, never name
your car after a girlfriend, ex or otherwise. That kind of mistake can cause
awkward conversations with one’s spouse.

As he considered the truck’s personality, he isolated certain things that
he felt were appropriate descriptors. She wasn’t flashy as much as she was
reliable. She was a little bit rough but still a beautifully put together truck.
Most of all, she seemed to have a strength of character. As Mason ran through
a list of names in his head, he tried to think of characters he knew that
embodied those characteristics.

After a few internal debates, he settled on the name “Jane.” Part of that was
due to the character Jane in the Tarzan movies. She was strong enough to put
up with some of Tarzan’s odd behaviors. Mason only hoped that this Jane
could put up with him. He also thought of people like Jane Goodall, and he
always liked the band Jane’s Addiction. “That’s it, girl, I’m calling you Jane.”,
Mason said as they crossed into Alpine.

Mason pulled into the Alon gas station on Hwy 90, across from the Pizza
Hut. He filled Jane up with gas and asked the attendant for where he could
find a payphone. Once he found it, he looked in the black book that Ricardo
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had given him, and he called Kyle.
As he dialed the phone, it crackled and whined like it had a magnet near the

receiver. He held the phone as far away from himself as he could and hoped
for the best.

“Hello…”, Mason heard.
“Kyle. This is Mason.”, he said.
“Geez, your reception sucks.”, Kyle said.
“That’s because I’m on a payphone in Alpine,” Mason said.
“So, how’s life down there near Big Bend?”, Kyle asked.
“They don’t quite have the same social scene as Dallas, but the FBI hasn’t

made its way out here.”, Mason said. “So, I got that going for me, which is
nice.”

“I have something else going for you, as well.”, Kyle added. “There is a bar
down in Terlingua called the High Sierra Bar and Grill. If you can make it
there around 7:30, I have a guy that can help you out. The guy you’re looking
for is named Jeff Montcrieff. He lives down in that part of the country.”

“Ok, I’ll look him up as soon as I get in.”, Mason said.
“Mason, Montcrieff isn’t a good guy. When I was in the Forces, he was a guy

that had gotten kicked out, with cause. Then it was drugs. Now, I think it’s
drugs and other assorted illegalities, but he’s the contact you need. According
to him, he’s seen El Muerto out in the desert. He’ll have the best idea of where
to look.“, Kyle cautioned.

“Also, Stewart wanted me to pass along that Bill would be headed back to
Alpine soon. Once you get a resolution to this thing, it might be good to look
him up and let him know personally.”, Kyle added.

“Consider it done.”, Mason said. “The forces, huh?”
“Yeah, Rangers lead the way.”, Kyle said.
“So, why aren’t you out here with me?” Mason asked.
“Reasons.”, Kyle said.
“Fair enough.”, Mason said. He wasn’t going to push. “Thanks for the help.”
Mason hung up the old payphone and climbed back into Jane. He made

good time past the Christmas mountains toward the Park’s entrance. From
there, he rode west on Hwy 170. A mile or two down the road, Mason came
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to the High Sierra Bar and Grill.
It was a two-story building with a patio over a carport. It had a Mexican

styled façade and neon lights in the windows. It was the kind of place that
was nice and clean but unique to the area in the way that chain restaurants
always wished they could be but never are. Like his grandfather used to say,
“If they have to put a sign on it that says that it’s authentic, it ain’t.”

As Mason put Jane into Park and got out of the truck, he heard George
Strait over the speakers near the patio. The sun was setting to the West, and
one or two people were on the upstairs patio drinking their beers and eating
their Mexican food. The place had a mixture of a local and tourist vibe.

Mason walked to the front door, opened it, and went inside. A young lady
with blonde hair pulled up in a ponytail and a badge that said, “Bonnie,” asked
him, “Are you meeting a party or dining alone tonight?”

“Actually, I’m supposed to meet someone, but I’ve never met them before.“,
Mason said. As he looked in Bonnie’s eyes, he knew that she had always
wanted more than staying in Terlingua when she was younger. After she
met her husband, Kent, and had her two boys, Gary and Reed, she had found
peace with the place. Now, as her kids were getting older, she was glad
that they were able to grow up in a near the state park. It was making little
outdoorsmen out of them, and she loved how much they enjoyed that.

“Do you have a name?” she asked. “I’ve lived here most of my life, so I might
know them if they’re local. ”

“A guy by the name of Jeff Montcrieff.”, Mason said. Bonnie’s face clouded
over quicker than a spring storm.

“Is he your friend?” she asked.
“More of an acquaintance of a friend.”, Mason replied. “Why, is he not a

good guy?”
Bonnie leaned forward and said in a hushed voice, “Most of the folks around

here think that he’s either a drug smuggler or a coyote. In my mind, he might
be both. You don’t seem like you’re in business to do either of those things.”

“No ma’am, I most definitely am not. I just need to talk to him for some
information.”, Mason said.

“Well,” she said, “he’s outside on the patio wearing a military jacket and
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smoking a cigar.”
“Much obliged, Bonnie. You take care now.”, Mason said.
Mason trusted Kyle because he seemed like the kind of guy he could trust.

So, if Kyle said he needed to talk to this Montcrieff character, he would. But
Bonnie’s reaction put him a bit on edge. Either way, he exited the restaurant
and headed towards the patio to find out.
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Montcrieff was sitting on the patio just like Bonnie said. Whatever his
professional qualifications were, “looking unapproachable” was definitely
high on the list. His demeanor broadcasted an unwillingness to talk.

As the sun was beginning to set to the West, the patio’s temperature had
started to cool. Most people had moved inside where the warmth and the
live music were keeping things lively. Except for one couple near an outdoor
fire pit, Montcrieff had the patio to himself.

As Mason approached, Montcrieff spoke first. “Are you the guy from
Dallas?”

“Yup, I’m from Dallas.”, Mason said.
“Well, don’t bother sitting down because this isn’t going to take long. I

already called Kyle and told him I wasn’t going to help you unless I got
paid. Kyle hasn’t called me back to tell me I got my money. So, unless you
just happen to have $20,000 in your pocket, I’m not taking you anywhere.”,
Montcrieff snarled.

As Mason listened to the dirtbag proclaim his allegiance to capitalism, he
wasn’t impressed with what he saw. Montcrieff’s hair was long and stringy
and not even dignified enough to call a mullet. His mustache and goatee were
equally untamed. He wore blue jeans and a T-shirt under his military jacket.
All of those seemed to be in a competition for being wrinkled. Nothing in
this man’s look spoke of any degree of order, and yet, Mason needed his help
to start looking for El Muerto.

Mason grabbed the wire patio chair that Montcrieff had his feet propped
up on and pulled it out from underneath his feet. As Moncrief’s boots fell to
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the patio cement, Mason sat down in the chair 6 feet across from him.
“Call Kyle again.”, Mason said.
Montcrieff stared at Mason for a moment, as if to size him up. After a few

seconds of a wasted attempt at intimidation, he pulled out his smartphone
and called a number. Mason could hear the phone ring, and then a voice on
the line as, what he assumed was Kyle, picked up.

“Hey, the guy from Dallas is right here in front of me. What about my
money?” Montcrieff asked. The voice on the other line spoke for a second,
and then the line disconnected.

Montcrieff put the phone down on the table and looked at Mason. “Kyle
said that you would take care of the money.”

“Yup. It’s in my truck.“, Mason said. “And, just to be clear, I could have told
you that if you would have just asked.”

Montcrieff smiled. “Alright, “he said. “This might not be a waste of my
night, after all. Let’s go get my money, and your gear, and I’ll take you out to
the flats in my truck. That’s the last place I saw him.”

Mason stood up from the wire chair and looked at Montcrieff. “I’ll pay you
half to lead the way, but I’ll follow you in my own truck.”

“Suit yourself,” Montcrieff said, “it doesn’t matter to me either way. You’re
just another paycheck in boots to me.”

Mason was not surprised to know that Montcrieff thought that way, but
it was unsettling to hear him say it. As they left the patio and walked to the
parking lot, Mason asked Montcrieff which truck was his. Montcrieff pointed
towards the 1980s Ford pickup truck. While the body style was quite modern
compared to Jane, the truck looked like it had been thoroughly abused.

Mason shook his head in disgust.
When Mason reached his pickup truck, he unlocked the door, reached

inside, and pulled $20,000 out of his gym bag. The money was still wrapped
in the bank bands. Mason turned around and walked over to Montcrieff’s
vehicle. He rolled down his window. Mason held up the stack of $20,000 and
then visibly halved it.

“OK, step one is to get me there. It’ll make you $10,000 poorer if I get lost.”,
Mason said.
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Montcrieff took the money and thumbed his way through the bills. “No
problem.”, he said,” You just follow me like a little baby duckling, and I’ll get
you right where we need to go.”

Mason went back to his truck. As he fired up Jane, he went back over what
information Stewart had been able to provide. He knew that the younger
couple that Bill had seen had been staying northwest of town. As Montcrieff
pulled out of the parking lot and began to lead him northwest out of town,
Mason felt that it was a positive sign.

Mason had learned in the oilfield a long time ago that towns like Terlingua
were usually pretty large. Their population center, however, was rarely more
than a few miles wide. As they headed up the highway, the exits off the road,
the lights and the signs that denote population, rapidly decreased in frequency.
It was one of the great mysteries of living in Texas that you could live in the
city and still live in the sticks.

After 15 or 20 minutes of driving, they pulled off the highway and started
up a dirt road to the West. The sun had entirely gone down, and nighttime
was upon them as Mason focused on the red tail lights that moved in the dust
cloud on the road in front of him. The field of vision from Jane’s headlights
following Montcrieff’s ragged pickup was barely able to pick up the scrub
brush and rocks they passed. Mason realized that if he was asked to find this
place during the day, he couldn’t do it.

After another 5 minutes of driving. Montcrieff’s taillights brightened, and
his truck came to a stop. Montcrieff turned off the lights and stepped out of
his vehicle. Mason, wearing his knife and his Walther, stepped out as well.
As Mason walked up to where Montcrieff was standing, Montcrieff turned
to look at him.

“No rifle?” he asked. He seemed confused.
Mason realized maybe a rifle would have been the way to go. He didn’t

know. He just assumed the Spirit would provide a way. Next time he should
help the Spirit out by bringing a double-barrel shotgun.

Montcrieff shrugged, “It’s your funeral.” He stuck his hand out and pointed
toward a flickering fire on the ridgeline about a mile from where they stood.

“If you look right there, that couple was staying in a hotel down the road
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when they came up here to collect minerals. The other guy was a local who
had his car break down a few miles back out to the West over there. Both of
those spots cross this draw. So, my thought was that whoever was pulling
this off was trying to scare people away from this draw so he could move his
drugs and cattle through here.“, Montcrieff explained.

You don’t think it’s El Muerto?” Mason asked.
“Nah, man.“, Montcrieff said as he wiped his nose on his jacket sleeve, “My

bet is it’s just another cartel coyote who cut the heads off a couple of folks
to scare them off his route. I, for one, don’t care for the dramatics, but those
guys are freaking animals, and they love that crap. So…give me my other half
of the money.”

“So, you’re not gonna stick around and help out?”, Mason asked.
“Not just no, but hell no,” Montcrieff said as Mason put the money in his

hand. “You don’t have a rifle. You don’t have a gun, all you got is that Rambo
knife…no, I’m not sticking around. Then I’d just have to explain your death.”

Mason had to admit that he didn’t expect him to. In fact, he felt better
knowing that Montcrieff was going to leave. So, as the human scavenger got
back in his truck and began to drive back down the dirt road, Mason felt
relieved.

Mason went back to Jane and grabbed a few clips of extra ammunition. He
put those in his pocket. Afterward, he locked the doors and started down
through the desert brush into the Valley.

Darkness is a fantastic thing, but it’s not uniform. There is a kind of
darkness that exists in familiar places like your home. That type of darkness is
not threatening; it is merely an absence of light. You know where everything
is, and nothing is a danger. There is also the darkness of unknown places. Be
it a hotel room or a theater; you’re still contained within the space that’s not
threatening.

The darkness of the Valley was measurably different. The moon’s angle
cast deep shadows along the grade. As Mason made his way down towards
the valley floor, the ground was a mixture of rocks and sand. Most
of the vegetation was small bushes and spiky thorns. The occasional
cactus decorated his path, but thankfully none of these obstructions were
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particularly foreboding. Still, the darkness of these shadows felt dangerous.
Mason picked his path slowly andmethodically through the shadows noting

this darkness had a feeling of isolation. Mason felt keenly aware of the
fact there were no people for several miles in any direction except him and
whoever he found at that fire. It burned like a beacon, and it was drawing
him forward to its flame. He just hoped that, unlike a moth, it wasn’t luring
him to his destruction.

As Mason made the bottom of the Valley and started his ascent, he moved
into the moonlight’s relative brilliance. Even though it was nighttime, being
out of the shadows made him feel exposed. He made the point to move as
quietly as possible, knowing as he did, that a random sound could alert the
horseman before he was able to close the distance to the fire.

As Mason closed the distance to the short rise that was protecting the fire
from his sight, the smell of the campfire hit his nose. Along with it, he also
smelled beer. That didn’t make any sense. However, it quickly fell into place
as he heard the sound of a rifle being cocked behind him.

“Hands up,” He heard a voice say. “Go check him and see if he’s carrying.”
To his right, a form separated itself from the rocks and came over carrying

an AK-47. The young man carrying the gun was Hispanic, and his jacket
indicated he had once been in the Mexican military. The kid quickly grabbed
his knife and found the Walther that Mason was carrying. After he took both
of those, he stepped back.

“Turn around.“, The voice said. Mason did, and when he did, he saw another
Hispanic man wearing a similar military jacket. The man reached into his
coat and pulled out his cell phone. He dialed the number and pushed the face
to put the phone on speaker. From the phone, Mason heard Montcrieff’s
voice. “Hey, nothing personal there, Dallas. It’s like I told you, you’re just a
walking paycheck.”

“So, if you’re just gonna shoot me out here in the desert and leave me to
die, why didn’t you do it yourself?”, Mason asked.

“Oh, don’t take it personally, but people saw us leave together. As a result,
I need to get back so that when you’re dead, they’ll know it wasn’t me. It’s
purely practical. If it wasn’t, I would have shot you myself.” Montcrieff added.
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“Oh, I almost forgot Ruiz wants you to know thanks for the truck. When they
deserted the military to help me make money, they didn’t exactly hand out
parting gifts.”

Mason realized that he had made a fatal error. The error wasn’t trusting
Montcrieff. The error was that he hadn’t trusted Bonnie. He had already seen
what kind of person she was. Her words should have carried more weight
with him. The Spirit had shown him that, and he hadn’t listened.

“Well, Dallas, I hate to rub it in, but the truth is I don’t dislike Kyle but the
counter offer I received….”

Suddenly 2 feet of a steel blade shot from Ruiz’s chest as his face twisted in
horror to a silent scream. Red bubbling blood splashed on the rocks as the
phone fell from Ruiz’s hand. Behind Ruiz was something out of the darkest
corners of Mason’s imagination.

It was the body of a western Vaccaro, dusty and foul-smelling from decades
of decay. The leather chaps it wore were torn and jagged from decades of
rotting. Around its neck hung a mangy gnarled rope twisted into a hangman’s
noose. How the loop managed to cling to the body was a mystery because
ending at a cleaved neck bone, there was no head.

As Ruiz’s lifeblood continued to cascade from his body, he dropped to the
desert floor. The young man holding the AK-47 quickly twisted its barrel
towards the headless aberration. With no hesitation, a hail of gunfire rattled
from the machine gun. Both the automatic gunfire and the accuracy with
which the young man shot confirmed that they had been military deserters.

The bullets ripped through the silence as the creature yanked its saber free
of Ruiz’s corpse. The multiple hits made no difference to it as it lifted its
saber and hacked through Ruiz’s neck in one swift blow. It bent down on one
knee and grabbed Ruiz’s severed head by the hair.

The young deserter quickly ejected the magazine and replaced it with
another. As soon as he could chamber a round, he cut loose with a second
hail of gunfire. A full magazine ripped into the standing corpse—all of the
shots striking its center mass. Once again, it was ineffective and ignored by
the aberration.

The creature that had once been the horse thief Vidal held the head of Ruiz
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up towards the stars. A disconnected voice screamed into the night, “It is
mine! All mine, I will not share it at all!” With that, a mist seeped from Ruiz’s
body to Ruiz’s severed head. To their horror, Ruiz opened his eyes, and his
head, being held by the horsemen, begin to burn in blue flame.

The deserter had seen enough; he tossed aside the AK and went running
towards the campfire. As he did, Mason grabbed the Walther and his Bowie
knife that he had dropped.

Quickly consumed by the blue flames, the creature turned its attention
towards the deserter. The disembodied voice howled in rage as from the
shadows behind it; an undead horse appeared from nowhere. With fluidity,
the horseman grabbed the pommel and flung himself into the already moving
horse’s saddle. Quickly finding his seating, he lifted the saber as the horse
covered ground towards the deserter.

Mason could only watch as the horse quickly closed the distance, and the
saber flashed in the moonlight. In one stroke, the head fell from the body of
the deserter. The rider reached low from the saddle and scooped up the head
by the hair. His blood sprinkled down on the desert floor. The ethereal mist
once again came from the body to the head. The deserter’s eyes opened, and
his mouth was locked in a silent scream as the blue fire consumed it. With
that, El Muerto pointed his Saber at Mason.

Mason realized that the Walther wasn’t going to do anything, so he pulled
the Bowie knife from its sheath.

“Come on, Vidal. Let’s do this.”, Mason said through gritted teeth.
The creature seemed to notice that Mason spoke its name, and it turned

the sword blade sideways as the horse thundered forward. Mason began to
run towards the rider. Just 10 feet before the two came within reach; Mason
threw the Bowie knife at the rider’s chest.

The oversized blade twirled through the night air and embedded itself into
the rider’s leg. The rider, anticipating ending Mason’s life with his saber’s
stroke, had already stretched his arm back and was unable to bat the blade
away. Unlike the numerous rounds from the AK-47, the knife elicited a
reaction.

Mason didn’t have time to study its effectiveness before he was forced into
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the second part of his last-ditch effort to survive. As soon as the blade left his
hand, Mason leaped forward to throw a sidekick. The kick landed cleanly
in the rider’s chest, blasting him off the horse. However, such a desperate
move had left Mason off balance, and his landing from the successful kick
was anything but graceful.

Vidal’s headless corpse flew from the saddle and landed flat on its back in
the scrub brush and the rocks. Likewise, Mason fell among the shrubs and
the stone. The horse, however, dissipated back into the mist it came from.
As quickly as Mason stood, he found the horsemen swinging its Sabre for his
neck.

Mason quickly fell backward out of the way. Not being on his feet limited
his mobility, so he rolled to his side and lashed out a foot to kick the legs from
under the horseman. His kick connected, and the horseman dropped to one
knee. As it did, the disembodied voice cried out in anger and pain. Only then
did Mason have a second to notice that his knife was still in the leg of the
rider.

From one knee, the horseman swung his blade again. This time he lunged,
expecting Mason to dive back. Mason, however, had moved forward to step
inside of the arc of the saber’s edge. The result was that the pommel hand of
the rider blasted into his shoulder. Unlike the sparring sessions or even the
fight he had on the street, this blow hurt. Still, it was better than losing your
head.

Now, inside the lethal range of the rider’s weapon, Mason grabbed for the
Bowie knife and yanked it from the rider’s leg. Once again, a call of rage
pierced the night air, as being this close to the rider, the smell of rotten death
was inescapable. Mason almost gagged as he backed away with the knife in
his hand. The undead corpse of Vidal stood and slashed the saber through
the air in front of him.

The disembodied voice spoke, “Another Ranger?”
“No.,” Mason said. “I’m a Knight.” Mason had never spoken those words

before, and yet somehow, right now, it seemed right.
The voice sounded like the rasp of steel over stone as it replied, “Ahh, the

Knights of Texas. The General spoke of you. Too bad, I will kill you now. I
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would love to see your face when it falls.”
With ferocity, the undead strode forward, slashing cut after cut toward

Mason. Unlike before, this was a measured attack, and it was everything
Mason could do to keep the bowie knife in front of those assaults. Vidal
obviously had some measure of skill because his strikes varied, but his pace
only seemed to quicken.

At this point, Mason was entirely on the defensive. Vidal’s blade flicked
out with the speed of a viper and stabbed him just above his hip. Warm blood
began to wet his shirt as he struggled to stop the barrage of his blade.

He knew at any moment he ran the risk of not being able to stop the
slender blade before it would find another hole in his slapdash defenses. If
he continued to fight this fight Vidal’s way, He would be as good as dead.

Mason flipped his grip towhere the blade faced downward. As Vidal slashed
laterally at Mason’s throat, Mason blocked the sword and forced its tip to
the ground with his knife’s pommel. With the blades locked down, he then
shifted his weight and put his back towards Vidal and grabbed Vidal’s wrist.
With one fluid movement, Mason flipped the rider with a judo hip throw.

The move was not something the rider was expecting because Mason
encountered no resistance as he rag-dolled the specter. Mason used this
movement as a chance to get on top of Vidal. The odor of death stabbed at his
senses again as he fought the specter for position. For all of his raw strength,
Vidal could not separate himself from Mason.

Mason did not know if this would work, but he knew the knife had hurt
him. He planned to attempt to get a hand free and try to put this blade through
Vidal’s heart. It wasn’t subtle, but then neither was he.

On top of the specter, Mason started by isolating Vidal’s sword arm. He
did that by keeping both of his hands on the Vidal’s wrist. That meant he ate
several punches to the face getting that arm spread out until he could move
his right knee up into the middle of Vidal’s elbow.

Each time the specter’s fist struck him, his vision erupted in a shower of
stars. He turned his head to avoid it as much as possible, but each blow rattled
his teeth. Finally, he was able to get the specter’s arm pinned in a modified
crucifix mount. Mason’s left hand was now free, and he flipped the blade
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around so that he could stab Vidal and end this.
As the blade began to fall, Mason heard the clash of hoofbeats on just in

time to see the nightmare smash into him. The impact bowled him off of
Vidal and across the ground. Mason looked and saw Vidal struggling to stand.
The knife was buried in his chest, but he had missed the heart. Black liquid
oozed from the wound desert floor, and the nightmare came alongside Vidal.

Mason attempted to stand so that he can go after Vidal but found that his
ankle could not support his weight. He looked at it and realized that it was
sickly twisted and already swelling. Additionally, his shirt was now wet with
substantially more blood. Vidal was now upon his horse, and he regarded
Mason. The disembodied voice spoke, “Almost, knight. Almost you have
ended me, but I remain.”

“So do I,” Mason said.
“Yes,” the voice said, “but you are wounded.” The voice had a taunting edge

to it.
“Well, it looks like you’re leaking a bit of oil.“, Mason responded.
The voice responded angrily, “So I am. Tomorrow at the graveyard in

Terlingua, we will meet again at midnight. I will heal, and I will finish you. If
you are not there, many will pay for your cowardice. I will end your life and
take your soul. If you fail to meet me, then I will turn this city into a ghost
town again.”

With that, El Muerto and his nightmare wheeled away from Mason.
Although they moved with speed, Mason could see that he had hurt that
monstrosity. As rode out of sight, Mason was able to take stock of this
horrible evening for the first time. He couldn’t lie; his ankle was terrible. He
almost felt relief, but he could have ended it if not for that damn nightmare.

As he sat at the base of a rock, Mason thought about the encounter. First,
he did not doubt that Vidal had meant it when he challenged him to show
up at the graveyard. Every fiber of Mason’s being knew Vidal would kill as
many people as he could for no other reason than to motivate him to be in
that graveyard.

Second, how did that monstrosity know about the Knights, who was the
‘general,’ and what was he talking about falling? Reason told him that The
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Wilson House might be the most likely candidate for the thing they would
want to see fall, but Mason had no idea what he meant by the ‘general.’

As unsettling as those two concepts were, the third one was much more
concrete. He had not trusted the Spirit of Texas because he had not trusted
Bonnie. If he would have listened to her, it’s doubtful he would have trusted
Montcrieff. As he shifted his weight to make his position more comfortable,
he decided he would not make that mistake again.

This left him one final dilemma to deal with. What was he going to do with
the fact he was in the middle of the Texas desert with two beheaded Mexican
army deserters, stabbed in the side with a messed-up leg, and his truck was a
mile away? Ironically, it still felt like that was the least of his troubles.
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You don’t realize how much movement keeps you warm until you aren’t
moving. It sounds obvious, butMason noticed it as he considered his position.

He ruled out Ruiz’s cell phone because he couldn’t use it. Dragging himself
down the valley and back up to Jane seemed like a lost cause, as well. Snakes
and scorpions aside, there was no guarantee he’d make his way up that grade
unless he were on foot.

His best bet was to continue heading for the campfire. The way he figured,
these guys had to get up here in something, and if he were lucky, it would be
something he could drive. That being said, if he could drive it, that meant he
would need the keys. Those keys were probably on their bodies.

Mason drug himself over to Ruiz’s headless corpse. The ground around
his body was still wet with blood. Mason checked his pockets. In his front
pocket, he found a set of keys. “Great,” he said sarcastically, “Now I only have
to climb 100 feet of the valley grade to get to the campfire.”

As he angled his body in the direction of the campfire and started dragging,
he spotted movement to his right. In the moonlight, he was able to pick up
two owls flying towards the area he was in. The owls circled the body of the
younger deserter and landed on the ground. Just as the nightmare had spun
forth from nothing, these two owls turned into a man and a woman.

The man was tall and skinny. He wore an old tuxedo with a top hat. The
woman accompanying him was slender and shapely. She wore a wedding
dress. Both had paint on their faces that looked like the candy skulls children
bought during Dia de Los Muertos, the Mexican holiday “the Day of the
Dead.”
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If either of them knew that Mason was there, they showed no sign of it.
Both of them were fixated on the corpse of the young deserter. The woman
began to cry as she turned and grabbed hold of her husband. The husband
wrapped his arms around her to comfort her. Her sobbing was a lonely sound
in the night’s wind.

“Excuse me.”, Mason said.
They both looked at him with surprise. “How is it that you can see us?” the

man asked.
“I honestly don’t know.”, said Mason. “I might be able to answer if I knew

who you were.”
“My name is Cesar, and this is my wife Bella; we had come to claim the soul

of our grandson, but it is no longer here. We had hoped the horsemen would
not take it, but now our grandson is lost.“, the man said in palpable sadness.

“The horseman has captured his soul,” Bella said, “and with each day that
passes, he will become less and less our dear sweet child.”

“That explains quite a bit,” Mason said.
“I know you don’t have any reason to trust me, but if I have my way, I’ll

kill that horseman tomorrow night.“, Mason said. “Right now, I just have to
figure out how.”

“How do you plan to kill him?” Cesar asked.
“I have a bowie knife, and that seemed to harm him. So, my current strategy

is to stick it in his heart.“, Mason said as he tried to set himself upon a rock.
“Then we will pray for the strength of your arm.”, Bella said.
“I would be better if you prayed for the strength of my ankle,” Mason said

with a laugh.
She smiled. Even under the paint, Mason could see that she had been a

beautiful woman back when she was alive.
“We will pray for you and pray for the return of our grandson.“, Cesar said.

“Now, we must go.”
“Before you go, is there any chance I could get you to go up to that campfire

and see what kind of vehicles are there. I’m gonna have to get up that ridgeline
on what I think is a broken ankle, and I’m also losing a lot of blood. I don’t
really want to do it if the cars up there aren’t gonna help.“, Mason said.
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“No need.”, Cesar replied. “Look.” He pointed back toward Jane. As Mason
looked, he saw headlights on top of the valley ridge.

“Well, that’s good news.”, Mason said as he turned to thank Cesar and Bella.
The problem was they were gone.

Across the valley, Mason spotted a figure on the ridge. Mason looked as a
figure with a flashlight started working its way down the trail. Usually, he
would be worried about who it was, but his gut told him that Cesar and Bella
were honest and that he could trust them.

He watched as the light bobbed through the night until the figure stepped
out of the shadows at the bottom of the valley and into the moonlight. “Well,
there you go,” Mason said dryly. It was Federal Agent Corey Maddox.

Mason could tell she was following his path, but she hadn’t seen him yet.
Either way, this had trouble written all over it. It wasn’t going to matter what
story he gave her; it was going to look bad for him.

At that moment, he remembered what Kyle had told him. “I have the right
to remain silent…“, he muttered to himself. Still, it didn’t seem right. He
supposed lying would protect her, but it felt really thin. Either way, she was
getting close, and he didn’t want to surprise her.

She was around 100 yards away when he yelled out her name. “Agent
Maddox!”

She flattened quickly, her gun drawn, and light hidden. Not a great start,
he thought. “It’s Me, Mason Richardson. I’m about 100 yards up the slope to
your West.”, Mason yelled, and he waved his arms.

She saw him, and her gun snapped onto him. “Stand up and show me your
hands!” she barked.

“I can’t stand up,” Mason said, “I think I’ve broken my ankle. I’ve also bled
a lot from an abdominal wound.”

“Well, keep those hands up, where I can see them until I get there.“, she
yelled. She kept her eyes, and her gun trained on him as she slowly moved up
the slope.

“Why did you make a run for Mexico, Richardson?” she yelled. “Just about
the time I thought you were telling me the truth, why did you make a run for
the border?”
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“What are you talking about, Corey? If I wanted to be in Mexico, I could
have been there 3 hours ago.” Mason didn’t want to admit it, but he hadn’t
even considered that. Then something else occurred to him.

“While we’re asking questions, how the hell did you find Jane and me out
here?“, Mason asked accusingly.

“Who is Jane?” Agent Maddox asked.
“Jane is my truck.”, Maddox explained.
“The FBI put a tracking device on it while you were inside your lawyer’s

office.”, Maddox said.
As the words left her mouth, she got her first good look at Mason. The side

of his face was swollen up and bruised; he had several cuts that had scabbed
over on his face. His jeans and shirt were stained with blood right at the hip,
and his ankle was swollen to the size of a cantaloupe.

“What happened to you?” she said as she rushed over to him.
“You bugged Jane?” he yelled incredulously. “I can’t believe you would bug

Jane. Is nothing sacred?”
At that moment, she seemed to turn her head in shame. That was when she

saw the body of Ruiz. She immediately stepped back with her gun up.
“Mr. Richardson, who is that?” she asked in a professional, commanding

voice.
Something in her voice broke into Mason’s train of thought. “How much

blood have I lost?” he said. Suddenly, it was getting hard to remember her
question. “I’m sorry. What did you ask?”

“Whose body is that?” she asked again. Mason knew he was supposed to
stay quiet. That’s what Kyle had said. Besides, he was so tired. “That’s Ruiz.
He was supposed to kill me. He and the other guy.” Mason pointed towards
the body of Cesar and Bella’s grandson. That’s when the lights went out.

* * *

Mason woke up in a hospital bed with handcuffs on him. The sun was up,
but he had no idea what time it was. Sitting at the foot of his bed, drinking
coffee was Agent Corey Maddox.
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“What happened?” he asked through a dry throat.
“That depends,” she said. “What’s the last thing you remember?” She leaned

forward and looked into his eyes as she asked.
Something about her eyes told him he was trapped. No matter what he

said, she had seen enough to nail him with the bodies of the two men that
tried to kill him.

She leaned back. She could see him thinking, and she knew that she was
going to get her answer.

Mason knew he had no idea what happened once he passed out. He also
knew he could blame it on his blood loss or his ankle, but it wouldn’t change
the evidence. He even knew he could call Stewart, and maybe Stewart could
get him free.

Even with all of those options, the thing that fought to the top priority
was a straightforward fact: He knew that if he wasn’t in that graveyard at
midnight tonight, Vidal would start killing people on a grand scale.

Right there, in the bleak depths of that knowledge, Mason made up his
mind. He wasn’t sure what would happen, but he didn’t have a choice. He was
going to put his trust in Maddox doing the right thing because everything
else he considered would get a lot of people killed.

Mason looked at her and said, “Water, first.” She nodded and poured him a
glass of water from the table near his bed. He tried to lift his hospital gown
to see his side.

“You were three units low, and you now have 25 stitches from an apparent
stab wound.“, Maddox said.

He took a long drink and motioned toward his ankle. “Broken?”
“Two hairlines and badly sprained. They have a nice plaster cast on it, too.

I already signed it.”, She said. “So… what’s the last thing you remember?”
“I remember that you bugged Jane… and that you saw the bodies of the two

men that were there to kill me.”, Mason said.
Maddox arched her eyebrow. “That’s about the time you blacked out. A

combination of blood loss and shock.“, she responded. “I tried to call for help,
but ….” Mason interrupted her. “But, your phone was dead.”

“Right.”, she said. “How did you know….”
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Mason waved off her question. “You finish first; I’ll explain when you’re
done.”

“Ok,” She replied, “So, I went back to the police car that I borrowed and
brought it around into the valley and up the grade. Once I got to you, I got you
wrapped in a blanket and attempted to call the scene into the local Sheriff.”

Mason tried to raise his right hand, and it caught on the handcuffs, so
instead, he raised his left like a schoolboy and asked, “Was I in the car?”

“Yes,” she said.
“So, that didn’t work. Then what did you do?” He said.
The look she gave him confirmed he was right. “So, I pulled the radio out

of the car and went higher up the ridge to get better reception.”
Mason looked at her. “When you got up there, it was dead, right?”
“OK, explain,” she said, it was apparent that she was annoyed.
“One of the things that has happened to me since the plane crash is that I’m

absolute hell on electronics. That’s why I got Jane to drive. Anything newer
than a transistor doesn’t have a chance around me.“, Mason said.

“I’m not sure that I believe that.”, Maddox stated.
“You can believe it or not, Corey, but I’m telling you the truth. And, even

if you don’t believe me, I’d still suggest you don’t mess with your cell phone
around me. In fact, I think it would be a good idea to get me out of this
hospital, in case anyone is relying on machines to live.“, Maddox said.

She stared at him. He desperately wished the Spirit of Texas would kick in
and give him some insight on her, so he’d know how this was going, but it
was on hiatus or something. He was going to have to just trust his gut.

“You really mean it, don’t you?” she asked.
He nodded.
“Ok,” she said. “I’ll be right back.”
After she left the room, Mason considered breaking the handcuffs or the

rail on the bed. He decided it would be better not to as that would only
complicate her ability to trust him. After a few minutes, she returned with
his gym bag.

“We’ll have a few more questions about this, but for right now, here are
some new clothes. The other clothes are now evidence.” He nodded, and she
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unlocked the handcuff from the bed.
Mason rolled his eyes. He knew she was struggling with staying in control

of the situation when she couldn’t understand it. Now he knew how he must
have looked a few days ago. It gave him a sudden flash of empathy.

Getting dressed gave him a healthy reminder of the beating he took the
night before. As he put on a shirt, he got the first glimpse of himself and
a mirror in the bathroom. Vidal had done a number on his face, and the
bandage from the stab wound was thin enough that he saw the bruises across
his ribs from being knocked across the ground by the nightmare. He was
afraid that he wouldn’t be able to put his pants on with a cast, but thank God
for boot-cut jeans.

Feeling some small measure of triumph, he emerged from his hospital
room’s bathroom, looking closer to himself.

“So, how are you feeling?” Maddox asked.
“Better than I look,” Mason responded, “I look like 12 miles of bad road.”

With that, he reached into his gym bag and pulled out a stack of hundreds.
He looked Maddox in the eyes. Nope. No spirit. Dammit.

“Well, the way I count it, you saved my life. Can I at least buy you lunch?
We can talk while we eat.“, Mason asked.

“Is that money clean?” she asked.
Mason looked at her, “I think so, but considering it was given to me by a

lawyer, and a federal agent touched it, I’m beginning to wonder if it isn’t.” He
smiled as he said. “So, I’d say it’s mostly clean, but who knows. Fair enough?”

“Sure,” she said. “I’ll accept but mostly because I still have questions.”
“Well, let’s get out of here before I kill someone’s computer,” Mason said.
The hospital was not very large, and it only took them a few moments to

get out to the street. Mason had grabbed his keys out of the gym bag, and as
they got towards his truck, he started to head around to drive.

“No, no, no.”, Maddox said. “I’ll drive the truck.”
“First,” Mason said, “her name is Jane. Secondly, I’ll drive because if I do

something you don’t like, you’ll need to be able to shoot me. Besides, you
brought me all the way to Alpine, and I need to be back in Terlingua before
midnight, so I’m going to need to get us eating quickly, so I have time to
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explain why you’re going to let me go.”
“That’s not going to happen, Mason.”, she said.
“Which part?” He asked.
“Any of it,” she replied. “There’s an investigation, and you’re at the center

of it. We’ll be holding you here for a while. And, before you ask, No.”
“What do you mean, ‘No’?” Mason asked.
“I mean, ‘No, your lawyer isn’t going to swoop in and free you this time.’ I

looked over his paperwork, and I can hold you as long as I need if I have the
consent of the Texas Rangers over the district in question, and I do.” It was
evident that she was riled up.

“Ha!” Mason countered.
“What do you mean, ‘Ha?’”, she asked.
“I mean ‘Ha,’ I don’t need a lawyer to get me out of anything, and I could

give a rats ass that you have the consent to hold me from the ‘Texas Ranger of
the district in question.’ And I’ll go you one further than that. By the time I’m
done talking, you’ll apologize to putting a tracker on Jane!” Mason matched
her tone and timbre as best as he could. “So, do you want to have lunch and
answers, or not?”

Mason pointed across the street. “Right over there, on the other side of
the courthouse is a restaurant named Reata’s. They have great fajitas, and
I’m going to get some. So, arrest me or join me, but get on with it, Maddox.
Either you want the truth, or you don’t. But with God as my witness, I’ll be
in that Cemetery in Terlingua at midnight.” With that, he turned and started
across the street towards the restaurant.

The truth is he had no idea how he knew that Reata’s was there. That meant
the Spirit had finally shown up, and maybe, just maybe, he had a chance.

In seconds, she was right next to him walking. “Ok, we go, but we do it by
my rules.”

“Nope.” He said.
She grabbed his wrist and slapped a cuff on him. “I’m not playing.”
“I’m not either.“, he replied. “I gave you my word, I’d give you answers, but

I’m tired of playing games. Take them off, or I’ll break ‘em.”
“You can’t break it,” she said.
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“I told you, I wasn’t gonna lie to you. If I say that I can break it, I can break
it.”, Mason replied. “So, pick.”

“Mason, this isn’t working…”, she started.
“Fine,” Mason said, and he reached up and twisted the cuffs until they

snapped. He then grabbed her hand and put the twisted metal in her palm.
“Answers and lunch specials are this way.”

He knew it was coming, and it only took four steps. “Stop. Stop, or I’ll
shoot.”

He turned around. “Go ahead. You can’t cuff me. Shooting me is all that’s
left, right? How else will you control me?” She seemed to be shaking as he
stood there and talked.

“What about steel bars? Do you think they’ll keep me in? What about
cement? Will that work?” Mason paused and took a deep breath. “I don’t
know, ok? I have no idea what happens if you shoot me. What I do know is
that I’ll give you as honest of an answer as I can if you’ll come with me and
actually listen.”

“How do I know I can trust you?” Maddox asked.
Mason wanted to point out to her the undeniable truth that he could have

hurt her at any time. He wanted to point out that he was on the same side.
He wanted her to understand that he was just doing the best he could to try
to keep other people safe. At the same time, he knew that he had to give her
an honest answer: “You don’t know that you can trust me. You’re just going
to have to decide if you want the truth badly enough to take that risk.”

She stood there, with the gun on him, in front of the Brewster County
courthouse for what felt like an eternity. Eventually, she lowered her weapon
and holstered it. “Ok,” she said. “We’ll do it your way.”

He nodded and waited for her to catch up, and they walked across the street
and into the restaurant together.

Reata’s was once a house that had been converted to a food establishment.
The outside was a corn maize yellow, and it had a porch running the length of
its front. As they climbed the stairs to the porch and got to the double doors,
Mason spied a clock. It was 2 pm. Whew, he had some time.

The lady that came forward asked him if it would be just two eating. She
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was an older lady with gray hair pulled back into a bun, and she wore an
apron over a blue dress. Her name was Evelyn, and she likes to knit. In fact,
she and her granddaughter would often knit sweaters, and other clothing, for
her granddaughter’s Barbie dolls.

Mason smiled at her and made a point of noticing her name tag. “Evelyn, is
it?”

She nodded.
“That’s one of my favorite names. Yes, ma’am, there’s just two of us, but it

would be exceptionally nice if there were a place that was somewhat private
for us to sit.”

“Most of the lunch crowd is gone, and it’s a wonderful day out. Why don’t
you sit on our patio?” Evelyn offered.

“That sounds just perfect to me.”, Mason said.
Evelyn took them through the side of the restaurant out to a patio. The

area was paved but had several trees that had grown up between the houses
providing shade. Also, there were murals of the West and Cowboys riding on
horses painted on the walls. Mason honestly liked it. It had a good energy,
and it had all the privacy they desired.

Mason and Maddox went about the business of ordering their drinks.
Mason said that he would have sweet tea. Maddox said that she would have
water. Following Mason’s lead, they both ordered the fajitas. She quickly
returned with their drinks and chips and hot sauce. As Evelyn wandered
back into the restaurant, Maddox began to ask questions.

“How did you do that with my cuffs?” Maddox asked.
“Since the plane crash, I’m a lot stronger.”, Mason answered.
“How much stronger?” she asked.
“I don’t know. I haven’t tested it, but I know I’m a lot stronger.”, Mason

replied.
“So, what caused all that: you getting stronger and electronics not working

around you?”, Maddox asked.
“I can’t afford to answer that right now because it would take too long. And

I don’t have the time.”, Mason answered.
“Then let’s start with, why don’t you have the time?” she asked.
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“I don’t have the time because the ‘thing’ that decapitated the three people
in Terlingua, and the two Mexican army deserters who tried to kill me last
night is going to meet me at the Terlingua Cemetery at midnight.“, Mason
replied as he dipped a chip into hot sauce and ate it.

“Ok, I’ll play. Is that the thing that messed you up?” she asked.
“Well, technically, it’s horse did the leg and my ribs. The guy stabbed me

and did the face.”, Mason answered.
“So how did you do?” she asked.
“I stabbed him once in the leg and once in the chest, but I missed his heart

because that’s when the horse ran over me.”, Mason said. “It wasn’t really
what you would call a fair fight.”

“Sure, sure.”, Maddox said. “So, who is this guy and how did he manage to
behead them with two full clips of 7.62 emptied in the area.”

“He’s the Texas version of the ‘Headless Horseman,’ except he’s the real thing.
It goes back to the time of the early Texas Rangers before Texas joined the US.
The story was something like … he stole some Texas Ranger’s horses … they
got outraged… they tracked him down and killed him, and then they cut off
his head, and tied him to his saddle, and let the horse ride free in the desert,
scaring people for a number of years. Now he has come back looking for his
head, killing people, and consuming their souls.” Mason dipped another chip
in the sauce and ate it.

“Come on, man.”, Maddox said, “How am I supposed to take that seriously.”
Mason felt empathy for her. He had been there just a few days before.
“Maddox, everything I just told you is the truth. I know it sounds certifiably

insane. And, as I said, I don’t have time to explain the whole, huge back story.
But I’m going to do you the favor that someone did for me. I’m gonna give
you a second to take a deep breath, and then I will explain part of this.”

Maddox looked at him skeptically.
“Let’s start with the very first time you ever saw me. I had just been in

a plane crash. We didn’t even speak. Before we had a chance, Stewart was
involved. Remember?” Mason said.

Maddox scowled.
“I thought so. So, what was the strange thing about that wreck? I heard
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from the paramedics they told me that no one was on that flight except for
me. You wanna know the truth? I have no idea how that happened. I also
found out from Stewart later that that plane belonged to Braniff. Braniff has
been out of business for almost 40 years. You wanna know the truth about
that? I have no idea how that happened.” Mason waited for a second and let
that sink in. “I know that you want to know. To tell the truth, I want to know.
Because everything we both understand about the world gets thrown out
the window by those impossibilities. And yet, we both know it’s true. The
wreckage was in the field. It happened.”, Mason explained.

“Maddox, I know you’ve read my file. I know you bugged the lines at the
house. I know that you’ve even raided my house. My guess is it frustrates you
to death not to find a single thing that ties me to this insanity with a cause.”
Mason took a deep breath and continued, “You also know I’m an engineer.
Having looked through my house, you know that I have a plan for everything.
I have spreadsheets on when I do my laundry for God’s sake. A controlled
environment is what I live for. So, does any of this seem to be controlled to
you? Any of it?” He held his hand out wide.

She was visibly confused. He could see her trying to find her footing.
“Look, I watched that thing appear out of nowhere and run a yard of steel

through Ruiz’s chest. The kid, he unloaded 60 rounds into it, and it didn’t
even flinch. It rode him down and lopped off his head. If I hadn’t had that
bowie knife, there’s a good chance that I’d be dead.” Mason shook his head
and stared at the ground. “If I’m not at the cemetery tonight at midnight, that
thing has promised to make Terlingua back into a ghost town. I’m not going
to let that happen. So, I’m sorry if the truth doesn’t make sense. Maybe the
truth never has, and we just hadn’t seen this side of things before. I don’t
know. But what I do know is that my time to keep that town safe is running
out.”

With impeccable timing, Evelyn brought out two large plates of smoking
fajitas. Along with those, she laid out the tortillas, the cheese, the guacamole,
the pico de gaio, and the sour cream. She pointed to two little dishes that she
sat on the table next to the fajitas. “I brought you two some flan; it’s for good
luck.”
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Mason smiled at her, “Thank you very much. You have no idea how much
I needed that.”

She smiled and headed back inside.
Mason looked at Maddox as she quietly rolled her fajita meat and cheese

into a corn tortilla. She added guacamole and sour cream, and she took a
bite. The whole time he could see her mind was working through what he
had told her.

“So, what are you thinking?” he asked as he fixed his tortilla.
“OK, it’s my turn to talk. No interrupting.”, she said.
Mason made the motion of locking a key over his mouth and continued to

chew the bite of fajita.
She cleared her throat. “I already knew that you hadn’t killed either one of

the deserters back in the valley. The police had already found your Bowie
knife, but it came out negative when they tested it for blood. Nothing else on
the scene could have been used to detach those guys heads.”

“Even with the amount of strength that I now know you have, there’s no
explanation on why the younger of the two was able to empty an AK, and
you didn’t have a single hit. I can also confirm that there were hoofprints on
the scene, and there were no horses present. Finally, and most importantly,
we never found the heads.” She stopped. “When I arrived, you were in no
capacity to move 20 feet, much less dispose of the heads. The only thing that
makes sense is that it wasn’t you. Once again, that was confirmed in that the
only blood on your clothes was yours and where you put your hands in Ruiz’s
pants to get the keys.”

Mason started to say something, but she held up a warning finger.
“I’m not finished,” she said. “you’re right, I have read your file. As well

as knowing your test grades in college and your credit score, I’ve already
spoken with your co-workers and your boss. All of them agree that you’re an
intelligent and deliberate personality. In fact, I think the perfect summation
of what I’ve learned about you came from one of the junior engineers who
said that you are the kind of person who breeds enough confidence in taming
the unknown that people will risk millions of dollars with you looking for
oil.”
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“That’s also why I went the extra mile, and I went to Vegas. I’ve spoken to
the cabbie that took you to the airport. I have a video of you in the casino
with Doyle Wilson. I have a video of you boarding a plane at the airport. I
have a manifest showing that you were set to fly on a different plane that day.
Yet, I have video of you getting on that airplane despite the fact you were
found in a field in the wreckage of a different plane that crashed.“, She said.

Mason was surprised to know that she had done all of that. The video
was news to him, but it made perfect sense. This was Vegas. They watched
everything. He didn’t know what to say.

“I’m glad you didn’t bet me that I wouldn’t let you go back to Terlingua. If
you did, I would have lost that bet.”, she said. She then took another bite of
the fajitas.

Mason’s heart leaped. She believed him. He knew that he had to go, but
there was no way to convince her unless she was willing to listen. He was
thoroughly impressed. She took everything that she knew,measured it against
the unknown, and chose to have faith in him. He took a massive drink of
sweet tea.

Just as he was washing down the last of the bite he had taken, she looked at
him and said, “I believe you so much that there’s no way I’m not going with
you.”

Mason choked on the sweet tea. After a couple of moments of spasms and
the air finding its way back to his lungs, he managed a weak reply, “You’re
what?”

“I’m going with you,” she said. “I believe you when you say this thing is real
and I’m an agent of the FBI. So, you bet your sweet ass; I’m going to be right
there when this thing shows up.”

Mason was concerned. “Maddox, I’m glad that you believe me, but I don’t
want to put you in harm’s way. You don’t seem to understand. Bullets don’t
affect this thing, and it moves ridiculously fast. I barely handled it the first
time, and now I’m going to have one leg in a cast.”

Maddox nodded at him, “Everything you told me registered, I’m following
along just fine, but I was protecting people back when you were a private
citizen. So, I don’t see any reason to stop today.”
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Mason was immediately frustrated. “Maddox, I was trying very hard to
help you understand that this is not a situation that we can control in a
conventional way. I know that you are in the FBI. I know that you guys
have SWAT teams, and you have satellites, and you have forensic teams. I
understand that this is your bread and butter. However, this thing is not
going to care about SWAT teams. It rode right through automatic machine
gunfire and killed that kid like it was nothing.”

“If we show up with a bunch of people, I’m not sure that the thing will show
up. And even if we did have a bunch of people, I’m not sure that wouldn’t just
mean a bunch of corpses. To be honest, I’m not sure that I can win.”

“Good news then, “she replied. “First, I already understand why you framed
your argument the way you did. I have no intention of trying to call a SWAT
team or to try to do this conventionally. The truth is, they wouldn’t believe
me. Add to that; I don’t believe more firepower should be our plan. I do,
however, have a plan, and it’s a good plan.”

“Now, as far as you keeping me out of harm’s way, sorry but no dice. That
boat sailed ages ago. I’ve been on too many tactical breeches without you
playing bullet catcher for me. So, I appreciate the sentiment, but I’m going
to save you the time: I’m going. Adjust your expectations to that reality.”
Maddox didn’t look like she was in a mood to argue the point.

Mason didn’t speak. He just thought about it for a moment. She wasn’t
wrong. She had been doing dangerous stuff long before he ever knew her.
Further, she wasn’t going to set aside her duty any more than he was. Besides,
if she had an idea, he was all ears.

“Ok,” he said. “What’s the plan?”
“That’s it? No more complaining or grousing about how this is a man’s

work or anything like that?” She asked. “Mason, I’m halfway offended. I
expected more of a protest than just ‘OK, what’s the plan?’”

Mason looked at her. “Sorry to disappoint. I’m just a big fan of logic. So
…?”

“I’ll tell you on the drive down,” She said. “Now, eat your lucky flan.”
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Once they finished their lunch, they hopped inside Jane and made a quick
run over to the local sporting goods store. It was there that Mason learned of
the first element of Maddox’s plan.

“You told me that you were able to hurt the thing with the bowie knife,
right?” Maddox asked.

“Yeah,” Mason said. “When I stabbed him, he definitely felt it.”
“Was there anything special about that knife?”, Maddox asked.
“Not to my knowledge,” Mason said. “I think that was just a store-bought

knife. I have been planning to get another one.”
As they rounded the corner to the aisle that carried all the camping gear,

Maddox stopped and pointed at the shelf. “I was thinking something more
like this?”

“A machete?” he questioned. “Won’t that arouse serious suspicion?”
Maddox laughed, “Texas is an open-carry state, Mason. When the state

legislature decided that you would be able to openly carry a gun, do you think
they kept limitations on the length of a blade you could carry? If they had
one, I’d get you a long sword, and it would be perfectly legal to walk around
with.”

“I guess I never thought about that.”, Mason said with a smile. “Well, God
bless Texas.” He grabbed two. “You want one?”

“No.,” she said. “I chose to believe you, so as a result, I believe you when
you say that you can take this thing on but that I shouldn’t. That’s why I’m
going to take care of your horse problem.”

“So, what’s your plan there?” he said.
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She walked over to the counter that had the guns and rang the bell to call a
store clerk.

After a moment or two, an older gentleman wearing a Plaid shirt and an
exceptionally thick beard came over to ask if he could help. Maddox pointed
towards the gun case behind him and asked to see a 12 gauge.

“That one’s a classic.”, the old man said. “They’ve been making the
Remington 870 for years. Hell, I even carried one of these with me in ‘Nam.”

“How did it work?” Mason asked.
“Oh, it let Charlie know that I didn’t have any intention to cuddle and it

was easier to carry then your M16 in them tunnels.“, The older man said. He
looked at Maddox as she inspected the gun. “I have to tell you; I’m a sucker
for a woman with a gun. If you like her, I can give you a good deal on some
quail shot.”

Mason smiled as Maddox winked at the old guy. “We trained with this back
at Quantico.”

“You an agent?” he asked. She nodded. “Well then having one of those will
be just like a walk in the park. What kind of load do you want?”

“You have any duck load?” Maddox asked.
“The only thing I have right now is some Remington high speed. Will that

work for you?” the old man asked.
“That will be perfect.”, Maddox said.
As the older man walked back to the counter and ducked down to grab the

ammunition Mason, elbowed Maddox. “Corey, not to punch a hole in your
plan, but I saw those guys empty two magazines from an AK-47 at that thing,
and it didn’t so much as blink…” Mason stopped. “Of course, it didn’t have a
head…You know I probably should have thought my colloquialism through
before I said that.”

Maddox elbowed him back. “Don’t worry, cowboy. I’ll explain when we’re
back on the road.”

The older man came back with two boxes and set them on the counter.
“Will this be all for you today?” he asked.

Mason reached into his wallet and started to pull out bills. The old man
looked at Mason and asked him, “So are you buying the gun for her?”
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Mason nodded. The older gentleman said, “I never tried that on a date, but
I guess I might have to add it to my repertoire. Ok, Miss, you know I need to
see your ID. We have to check you through the database. ”

She smiled at him and handed him her license and her badge ID. As he
scanned her information, he held up her badge, “Gods, if this thing doesn’t
make the paperwork somuch faster.” Needless to say, the FBI database cleared
Corey very quickly.

The older gentleman packaged up their goods and gave them their bags
and receipts. As they walked away, he said, “You folks stay safe out there, but,
if you can’t, at least you’re more dangerous now.” Maddox smiled at Mason.
“Yeah, we are.”

They made it down to Terlingua with an hour to spare. At Corey’s
suggestion, they went out to the cemetery to get the lay of the land. Like
much of the area near Big Bend, the line between civilization and wide-open
spaces was rarely more than a few feet. The cemetery’s backside opened to an
expanse of desert scrub all the way to the distant mountains. In some ways,
where the city and the roads were seemed arbitrary.

“Well, there’s not much here in the way of cover. The low rising walls near
the gravestones are the best you’re going to have.”, she said.

“That shouldn’t matter too much.“, Mason said, “This won’t be a shootout;
it’s going to be a sword fight.”

“That’s true. It’s kind of screwing up my tactical planning. I’m much more
used to planning for gunfire.”, she remarked.

Mason stared at the cemetery. The desert was attempting to reclaim it as
bushes sprung up in between and around the graves. “If it weren’t for this
thing being a ghost, being in the cemetery would be an advantage because it
would limit the horse’s movements. That being said, I don’t think it’s going
to help me very much.”

Maddox looked at Mason. “I think that comment just about cinches it.
We’re not going to gain any tactical advantage from the landscape.”

“It would have been nice, but I think you’re right.”, Mason said. “By the way,
you never gave me your plan on how that shotgun’s going to help even things
out.”
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“I don’t wanna ruin the surprise. If my theory is correct, I’m going to wreck
that horse’s night. And, if you’re real nice, I might even let you borrow it for
your horse thief.”

“Suit yourself. Just make sure then if your theory doesn’t work you get to
Jane, and you get clear of here.“, Mason said.

“It’ll work.”, Maddox said without the least bit of reflection. “You just make
sure you put this guy down.”

“Gee, you buy a girl a shotgun, and suddenly she gets all vicious and
bloodthirsty.“, Mason joked.

Maddox headed back done the slope towards Jane. Mason followed behind.
When they got down to Jane, they got in and prepared to burn the time they
had left to wait.

After a few minutes of silence, Mason spoke. “Corey, thank you again for
believing me. I know this whole thing is crazy, but I wouldn’t be here without
you believing me.”

Maddox gave him a knowing nod. “So, you’re feeling the nerves, aren’t
you?”

“God, yes, I am!” he said.
“That’s normal,” she said. “It’s just your body getting geared up for conflict.

It’s totally normal.”
She flexed her forearms and popped her knuckles as she stared alertly

out the windshield studying the cemetery’s horizon. “If you were a rookie
working with me on the tactical entry, this would be the part where I would
tell you to focus on your training. Considering what we’re doing here, I don’t
think I can give you that advice. However, it doesn’t hurt to think through
how the fight went between you two last time. Think back to the way that
this guy moved and see if there are any tendencies you can take advantage of.”

Mason spent a few minutes walking through the fight in his head. As he
retraced his steps, there were a few things that stood out. For example, Vidal
swung his blade right-handed. Also, when they were fighting, he used his
footwork to attempt to stay away from Mason and was thrown off whenever
Mason got close. Mason recognized the weakness, and he adjusted his plan.
He was about to tell Maddox thank you when she interrupted his train of
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thought.
“Is that him?” she asked in a sarcastic tone.
On the horizon of the hills past the cemetery, Mason spotted Vidal. Not

that placing him was any trouble. As his horse picked its way towards the
graveyard, a reddish-purple mist glowed around his body. The Headless
Horseman was approaching the cemetery with all the subtlety of a punch to
the face.

“What a Peacock.”, Mason said. “That’s him. You ready to do this?”
“Yep. You bought me a shotgun, I’d like to use it.”, she said, and she stepped

out of Jane’s cab and on to the desert floor.
Mason slid out of Jane’s cab and clipped his cast on the side of the door.

Uggh. That hurt. He had decided to forgo the pain killers because he didn’t
want his head to be foggy. He hoped that was the right choice because he was
just going to have to tolerate the pain. As he started the march up the hill to
the cemetery’s peak, he tossed Maddox the keys. “Remember. If your plan
doesn’t work, get out of here.”

As they reach the top of the Hill, Maddox took cover behind one of the
tombstones and chambered a round of her duck shot. Mason freed his
machete from the scabbard and dropped the sheath on the ground. Vidal
continued to approach them and was about 100 yards away. Mason had no
idea if he’d be able to spot Corey or not. Hopefully, he would hold Vidal’s
attention long enough for her to get away if her plan didn’t work.

Vidal entered the cemetery and dismounted from his steed. He patted it on
the neck and started walking towards Mason with his saber in hand. Mason
noticed the two wounds that he had caused the other day were fully healed
up, and Vidal moved as fluidly as he had before.

“I see that you have accepted my challenge.”, The disembodied voice spoke.
“Fortune favors me, I think. I look forward to dispatching you, knight.”

“That would be a pretty lofty goal for a petty horse thief.“, Mason responded.
No reason to be friendly, Mason thought.

The voice hardened as it spoke. “Foolish knight, first, I will claim your head,
and then I will claim your soul.”

Mason stiffened his resolve. He thought about the lives of the people that
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this creature had already taken, and he was determined not to let it happen
again. “Vidal, you were barely worth the effort back then, and you’re hardly
worth the effort now, but you won’t be taking any more souls. I’m going to
put you in the ground. Permanently. ”

With that, Mason lifted his machete and waited. He wasn’t sure where
Maddox was, but she had said not to worry about her, and he wasn’t going
take his eyes off of Vidal. The Horseman began to walk forward, his saber
slicing the night air between them. As Mason started to stride towards Vidal,
the nightmare trotted a few steps and disappeared into the smoke.

Vidal came in with his sword point held low. Mason hoped that the Spirit
would assist him with his sword fighting, but if he didn’t feel any knowledge
coming to him, he had already resolved to close the distance and make the
fight as physical and dirty as he could. He knew from experience, Vidal’s
hand to hand fighting was not up to par with what he could do. Maybe it was
just that combat had just evolved past Vidal’s time, but he considered it his
best hope.

As the Horseman stepped into the blade’s range, he flicked the tip of his
sword at Mason’s face. Mason made a quick chop to slap the edge aside.
Something told him to make sure that his movements were linear and tight.
A wave of relief washed over him. He was hoping that would happen.

Vidal stepped forward and slashed at Mason two more times. In both cases,
Mason barely moved the machete as he flicked the tip of the saber away. Of
course, the defense was not going to win this fight, but Mason realized that
he would be able to hold his own.

The unfortunate thing about confidence is that it can erode as quickly as
it gets built up. Vidal’s next attack came in a flurry of slashing strikes. This
caused Mason to give up ground in order to protect himself. As he did, the
pain in his fractured ankle erupted like a volcano. He knew it would be a
hindrance, but he had no idea how much it would slow him down when it
came to staying out of the slashing blade’s reach.

He tried to counter with a slash towards the Horseman’s mid-section, but
as he moved, the Horseman’s saber flicked out and cut his chest. Burning
heat lanced through his chest as he realized the cut was deep. Before he
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could recover, Vidal flicked the blade again and cut his shoulder. His lack
of movement had let him get set up, and much like when he was sparring
back in the gym, his offense had been predictable. His mind raced back to
the advice that he had been given. They told him he needed to relax and let
his hands go.

The horsemen, sensing that he had the upper hand, pressed the attack. He
launched a barrage of slashing strokes with a ferocity that indicated he was
looking to end the fight. As Mason was forced back, he almost lost his footing
on a gravestone. That momentary interruption caused his blade to dip at the
wrong moment as the saber cut his side right above his hip. The disembodied
voice laughed with chilling confidence. “Soon I will have your head.“, It said.

If Mason didn’t do something quickly, he knew that Vidal wasn’t wrong.
Wielding the machete, he couldn’t seem to find any offense. And at this rate,
it would happen in mere moments, and he would end up getting cut to pieces
one strike at a time.

As the specter pushed forward with a new round of attacks, Mason
committed to trying this another way. As Vidal reached out to strike Mason’s
arm, Mason blocked it and stepped inside of the swords reach to throw a
leg kick. It was apparent that the specter didn’t expect that move because as
the kick landed, its leg buckled, and the Vidal almost fell. That moment of
imbalance opened the opportunity for Mason to slide forward and throw a
leg behind the specter while grabbing its torso. In one fluid movement, he
did a sukui nage judo scoop throw and sent the specter through the air. He
fell hard, crashing into one of the gravestones.

As Vidal struggled to gain his footing, Mason jumped on him. He was able
to secure an arm but not before Vidal was able to get to his knees with the
saber in hand. Mason released the arm as the blade came whistling towards
him. Stepping out of reach, he realized that taking advantage of his fighting
skills was going to be his pathway to victory. He just had to make sure he
didn’t get stabbed while he was doing it.

This timeVidalwasmuchmoremeasured as he closed the distance. Keeping
his sword arm almost fully extended, he probed Mason’s defenses with
leeriness. While Mason was able to keep him from landing a strike with his
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own blade, he also knew he would not be able to score a hit with the shorter
machete from here. After a second or two, it became apparent that the specter
was stalling. It was also obvious why when the nightmare materialized 10
feet away from Mason running at him at full speed.

Vidal’s blade tested him just as the horse was about to run him down. That’s
when fire erupted from his left, and two shotgun blasts ripped into the front
of the horse’s shoulder. The nightmare screamed in agony and turned to
smoke.

The shotgun blast surprised Vidal enough that he had made a mistake. He
had pressed his attack too much and left truly little distance between him and
Mason. Mason was on his back foot but out of desperation, swung his broken
leg for a leg sweep at the Horseman’s front foot. Painful fireworks went off
as his leg made contact. Every fiber in every nerve in his body radiated pain
at 10,000 degrees. Despite that pain, Mason saw the Horseman fall flat.

Mason moved forward as quickly as possible, landing on top of Vidal. As
he scrambled to secure a hold, he heard the horse’s sound and two more shots
from a shotgun. He didn’t have time to look. He just had to have faith that
Maddox could hold her own. Mason was able to lock his leg, cast and all,
around Vidal’s.

Meanwhile, he used his hand to secure the specter’s saber hand. He placed
his left elbow in the crook of the Horseman’s elbow and used his right elbow
to rain blows on the saber hand right above the wrist. After the third strike,
he heard the sickening crunch of bones breaking as Vidal’s hand spasmed
open, and the saber fell loose.

He then ducked his head towards the specter’s chest and released his legs
to move into side control. As Vidal threw punches with his right arm, Mason
covered his head until he could grab Vidal’s shirt at the elbow. Extending
his arm out, he cut the specter’s ability to swing at him. He moved his body
forward using his legs to pin the right sleeve and released his right hand to
move it up to a double grip on the specter’s left. At this point, the specter’s
upper body was immobilized.

The specter kicked its legs and flailed, hoping to move Mason off, but
Mason was dug in like a tick. He released his left-hand grip using the right to
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hold the arm down and reached for Vidal’s saber.
The disembodied voice began to yell,” You cannot defeat me! Death was

unable to beat me, knight. You but forestall your own doom. I will ride with
Hell’s armies, and we will crush you. We will own this land.”

Mason’s hand found the handle of the saber. He turned it blade down in
his hand as he heard the shotgun go off again to his right. He drove it into
the side of the specter. The disembodied voice screamed.

As he yanked the blade free, Mason said, “You won’t be riding with anyone,
and you’ll never own Texas.” Mason lifted his upper body off of the horsemen
enough to aim and drove the blade straight into his chest. As the saber pierced
his heart, the disembodied voice of Vidal ceased to scream. Mason leaned
down to where Vidal’s head would have been and whispered, “Now, you can
go back to Hell.”

All of his injuries and all of the pain had been worth it. The job that the
Texas Rangers had done on Vidal had made him a legend. That legend had
given him power. That power allowed his evil to rise to plague the living.
Mason realized that it wasn’t so much justice that he had delivered. This
wouldn’t bring the innocent people who suffered at Vidal’s hand back.

No, what Mason brought was finality. It was closure. It was vengeance.
Mason rolled off the body and set up peering through the darkness, looking

for Maddox. After a moment, he spotted her about 60 yards away to his left.
She was working her way around the gravestones towards him.

“You got him; I take it.“, she said.
“God, I hope so.”, Mason said.
As Maddox got closer, she saw the blood on Mason’s shirt. “Looks like he

got you a few times too. How bad are those?” She asked.
“Oh, I think they’ll probably leave scars,” he replied, “but I heard that chicks

dig scars.”
Maddox smiled. “You know, I’ve heard that too. I don’t know if it’s true,

but let’s just go with it.”
Mason stood up, the pain in his leg erupted anew. He steadied himself on a

gravestone. To distract from the pain, he said, “So, I take it the experiment
worked?”
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“Like a champ,” she said through a triumphant smile.
Mason was confused. “So why did the shotgun work and not the AK?”
“When you told me about your knife fight and the guns, the fact that your

steel blade hurt him made me think: what if we used steel bullets? Hence,
the duck load. Federal hunting regulations require hunters to use steel shot
when hunting ducks.” She smiled as she racked a shell.

“So, you’re telling me we probably could have just shot him?”, Mason asked.
“Maybe.“, she said. “By the way, move aside.” Mason stood up and took a

few steps away. Maddox fired three rounds into the center chest of Vidal’s
body.

“So, is that FBI procedure or are you just getting vicious on me?”, Mason
asked.

Maddox looked at him and smiled. “I’ve seen too many horror movies not
to do that.”

“Good point,” Mason nodded.
“You stay here, and I’m going to walk down to Jane and get my cell phone

and call to get you some help,” Maddox said.
“Hey, you finally called her Jane,” Mason smiled.
“Well, with you around it makes sense that it would take Calamity Jane to

keep up with you.”, Maddox said as she started down the hill toward Jane.
As Maddox made her way down the Hill, Mason was allowed to sit there

on the gravestone and reflect on this week’s events. What happens in Vegas
did not stay in Vegas, that was for sure. That being said, as he sat there among
the gravestones, he did find that knowing he had protected the people of this
town made him feel a strong sense of purpose.

To his right, hewas surprised to see the ghost of Caesar and Bellamaterialize.
He raised a hand to greet them. They did the same but did not move towards
him.

The body of Vidal began to glow lightly and dissipate like fog in the wind.
As it did, wisps of the souls he had captured were freed from his body. Mason
was able to see the faces of the couple that was killed, Ruiz and the young
deserter. Now free from the headless Horseman, each one drifted away.
Caesar raised his hand in a wave of thanks as they both disappeared. Mason
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didn’t know the ways of the dead, but he hoped this brought him peace.
After a few minutes, Maddox came back up the hill. “I have an ambulance

on its way. They should be able to check you out. So, what happened to the
body?”

“Dissolved into the fog,” Mason said.
“That’s convenient, “she said, “I wasn’t looking forward to lying in an

investigation about a headless corpse that you killed,” Maddox confided.
“We killed.”, Mason said.
She stopped and held up a finger. “Excuse me. That you killed. I killed the

horse.”
“I could see how that would be a problem in the paperwork. So, what, if

anything, are the police going to put in the file over the couples or Ruiz and
the deserter kid?”, Mason asked.

“Not my case. I would assume, though, that it will just go unsolved. That’s
probably the best for everyone.“, she said.

“What about the plane crash in Dallas?” Mason asked.
“Mason, probably the same thing. Some cases just don’t get solved.”, she

said. “So, I gave you the latitude of believing you. How much of this stuff are
you going to tell me?”

Mason stared up at the stars for a moment. He knew it would come to this
eventually. Corey Maddox didn’t strike him as being the type that would
be ok with not understanding. He could respect that. He was the same way.
More importantly, she had shown herself to be trustworthy and committed
to serving the people long before he had ever been involved. If anything, she
was more qualified to know that he was.

As Mason stared at the stars, he decided.
He lowered his view, and he looked at her. He realized that she had a look

of nervous anticipation. She knew she couldn’t make him talk, but she badly
wanted to understand just what she had been involved with.

“Let me get stitched up, take a few painkillers, and we can get in Jane and
head back to Dallas. Between here and there are about 10 hours of road. That
might give me enough time to fill you in.“, Mason said. “In return, I want your
word that what I tell you stays between us. Deal?”
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“Deal,” she said.
“Good.”, he said. “So, what’s the story here? What do we tell the paramedics

when they show up?” He started to walk down the hill with her.
“Oh, that’s easy.“, she said. “We’ll toss the shotgun and the machete behind

the seat and tell them that it’s a ‘sex-related injury.’”
Mason stopped and looked at her. “Seriously?”
“Trust me. They’ll be so excited to have a story to tell. They won’t even ask

us questions.” She said.
“So, was I any good?” he joked.
“If you have to ask, how could you have been?” she laughed.
“Fair point.”, he said.
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Corey had been right. The EMT’s found the whole thing to be amusing,
especially after she flashed her FBI credentials. In fact, he was pretty sure
it would be town gossip for a while. It took them an hour, but they got him
stitched up. Considering the time of night, Mason paid for two rooms at the
motel in town. Mason wasn’t sure about Maddox, but between the painkillers
and the fight, he slept like the dead.

The next morning, they got up, grabbed some breakfast burritos, and hit
the road. The first leg of the trip back centered on Mason telling her about his
work and his life up to the trip to Vegas. While there was nothing spectacular
or supernatural in it, she seemed to follow it with intensity.

On the way back, they stopped in Alpine to see Bill Clifton. Corey waited
in Jane as Mason went to the door of Bill’s house. Mason knocked, and after
a few seconds, Bill came to the door. Bill opened the screen door and asked
Mason, “Would you like to come in?”

“No thanks, I have someone waiting in the truck for me,” Mason said. “Mr.
Clifton, I just came by to let you know that the Horseman is dead.”

Relief flooded Bill’s face. “Thank God for his mercies. Mr. Richardson, you
have no idea how heavy it has weighed on my heart, knowing that real evil
walked this ground and that I was powerless to stop it. I’ve been praying to
God for justice for the wrongs that were done to that couple. To know that
it’s been done …” he reached out and shook Mason’s hand.

As his hand touched Bill’s, a bolt of power hit him like a train. Mason
could instantly feel the power of Bill’s conviction running through him like
an electrical current. Bill Clifton didn’t just speak his faith; he lived it. It was
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alive, and it both scared and comforted him.
“God bless you, Mr. Richardson. And God Bless Texas.“, Bill said. As

he released Mason’s hand, the current of power broke, but Mason was still
stunned. It was all he could do just to give Bill a nod. As he headed back to
Jane, he realized that his cuts weren’t aching. In fact, his ankle wasn’t hurting
either.

Mason climbed into the passenger seat. His face must have shown his
confusion because Corey asked, “What is it?”

“One second…“, Mason said as he lifted his shirt to look at the cut on his
side. It was healed. Fully healed.

“You’re kidding me.”, Corey said. Mason checked his other wound. It was
healed too.

“I just got faith healed by a Baptist elder,” Mason said. “I’d hate to know
how many denominational rules we just broke.”

“I know ‘Thou shall not kill’ was one of them.”, She said.
“That’s not what I meant. Besides, that guy was already technically dead.

“Mason qualified.
“I’ll give you that. Let’s hit the road.”, she said.
“You got the wheel.”, he said.
The rest of the ride back to Dallas, Mason filled her in on the last few days.

There were many questions, and, more than a few times, Mason had to simply
say “I don’t know” as the answer. Although the response was unsatisfying, he
could tell that she was happy that he was holding nothing back. By the time
they hit the county line, she seemed to have a pretty firm grasp of what he
had been going through.

Corey drove Mason downtown to the Earle Cabell Building and pulled
over in front of the Federal monolith. She exited Jane as he slid over to the
driver’s seat. “My car’s in parking below the building, so I’ll get out here.”

“So, I guess this is goodbye?” Mason asked.
She pulled out her wallet and pulled out her business card. “No, it better

not be. Judging how this went, you might need help in the future. If you do,
call me.”

“Same for you,” Mason said. “From my understanding, this stuff isn’t
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common, but it happens.”
She nodded. “Thanks for the answers, Mason.”
“Thanks for believing me.“, He replied. She nodded, and then she turned

and walked into the federal building.
Mason made it back to the Wilson house just about the time the sun was

going down. After he went by Antonio, he drove up and parked his truck near
the garage. As he walked from Jane to the house, Ricardo’s silhouette stood
in the doorway. “Mr. Richardson, you picked the most fortuitous moment
to return to the Wilson house. The Henderson just sent over an enormous
container of banana pudding. I was just about to indulge in it when you drove
up.”

As Mason walked up to the house and into the light, Ricardo noticed the
cast on his leg. “Curse it all. I see that you’ve been injured. Do I need to call
someone to help?

“Not really, although if we have a hacksaw, I might need your help getting
out of this.”, Mason said.

Ricardo held the door open as Mason came by and replied, “I will gather
one immediately.”

Mason sit down at the table, and a few minutes later, a car drove up and
parked behind his truck. Judging by the headlights, Mason was sure it was
Grover. True to form, a few minutes later, Grover and Ricardo walked into
the kitchen. Grover was talking 100 miles a minute, and Ricardo, carrying
the hacksaw, was nodding.

When Grover saw Mason and the cast on his leg, he immediately said,” Bro,
you got jacked up?! How bad is it?”

“It’s already healed.”, Mason replied, “that’s why I was gonna get Ricardo to
help me take it off.”

“Freaking sweet.”, Grover said. “Did you kick that dude’s ass?”
“Yeah, he’s dead.“, Mason said as he propped his leg up for Ricardo to cut

the cast.
Ricardo asked, “So, who is ‘agent Corey Maddox?’” He pointed at the cast

where Corey had signed it.
“That’s a more complicated question,” Mason said.
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Grover went over to the cabinet and pulled out three bowls. He then went
to the refrigerator. He pulled out the container of banana pudding and began
to fill the three bowls. “Ok, so tell us what happened?” “Please do.”, Ricardo
said as he began to saw on the cast.

Mason recounted the events in between bites of some of the best banana
pudding he had had in his entire life. Seriously, is there anything Carol makes
that isn’t incredible?

Mason found that Grover was very impatient when it came to the story;
he was most definitely intrigued by the action. On the other hand, Ricardo
seemedmore interested in the fact thatMason had decided to tell Corey about
the Wilson house and the other things that had happened to him recently. He
wasn’t 100% sure, but he may have noted a bit of concern on Ricardo’s face.

When it came to the topic of Vidal’s demise, the reactions were quite
different. Even though he had been interested in the fighting, Grover was
uncomfortable when Mason described killing Vidal. Ricardo, who had
seemed disinterested in the conflict, became adamant about the details of
how Mason did the deed. He especially approved of the fact that Corey put
three shells of duck shot into the corpse to make sure it stayed down.

Before Mason finished his story, Ricardo had removed the cast, and they all
had a second helping of the banana pudding. At that point, the conversation
turned to Grover as Mason made the pivot of finding out what had happened
with him.

“Dude, you will not believe this.“, Grover started. “So, I go to the location
that the Spirit told me to go to, and I get there, like, 30 minutes early. I’m
already ready. I’m expecting some kind of wreck or something like that. In
my mind, it’s going to happen, and then I’m going to need to save somebody.”

“So, I look around, and I realize that they have the streets cordoned off.
There is no traffic on the roads at all. So, I know it’s not going to be a wreck.
So, what’s it gonna be?” Grover continued.

“Over the next few minutes, I’m looking around for potential signs of
danger, and I’m not seeing anything. I mean, there’s other students walking
around. You know, normal college life but nothing out of the normal.” Grover
said, “At the same time, the Spirit told me that I needed to be there at noon.
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So, I’m a little confused, but I know it’s not noon yet, so I’m like, I’ll just chill.
So, I just take a seat on this park bench right there near the corner.”

“27 minutes go by, and nothing remarkable happens. I got 3 minutes left
on the clock, and I have no idea what I’m supposed to be there to do.“, Grover
explained, “I’m shooting you guys straight. I’m beginning to freak out a little
bit. What if I missed it or didn’t understand right and somebody else pays for
that? But then, I’m like ‘No. I’m gonna keep the faith. It’ll be all good.”

“So, the last few minutes slowly tick by, and I am sitting on the bench at
12:01, and there is nothing going on around me. Just people walking and
going into class.“, Grover leaned back in his chair and let the tension build
for a second. “Literally as I watch my watch roll to 12:02, I hear this voice
behind me say ‘Excuse me, do you mind if I sit with you.’”

“Who was it?” Ricardo asked.
“It was the prettiest girl I have ever seen in my entire life. I have never seen

her around campus because I would have remembered that.”, Grover said.
“So, what happened?” Mason said.
“So, she sits down, and of course, I’m gonna talk to her,” Grover said.
At the same time, Mason and Ricardo said, “Of course.” They laughed.
“I see you. I see you. Game respects game.“, Grover said, “Anyway, we start

talking, and we absolutely hit it off. I’m telling you the chemistry was off the
charts. She’s a bio-chem major, like me. She’s super cool. She’s just the best.
She’s a recent transfer student who was studying up North but came back
home because her grandmother is ill and she’s living in town taking care of
her. How precious is that?”

Mason looked at Grover and gave him a severe scowl. “So, tell me that you
got her number?”

“Tech, what do you think? This is me. Of course, I got her number. I told
her I had to come back this weekend for Easter, but as soon as I get back
down to College Station, we’re going out.”

Mason laughed and looked at Ricardo. “So, the Spirit of Texas drags me
out into the desert where I get stabbed twice, ran over by a horse, and my
ankle broken. Mind you; this is just to engage in a fight to the death with the
Headless Horseman and his nightmare. Meanwhile, it sets this guy up with a
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date. How the hell is that fair?”
“Mr. Richardson, Hell is never fair.“, Ricardo chided. “Besides, it would

be ungentlemanly of me to fail to remind you that military deserters in the
desert also betrayed you.”

“Good point, Ricardo.“, Mason said in feigned indignance.
“What can I say, man? It just pays to be me.“, Grover said, and then he yelled

a loud “Whoop!”
All three of them laughed and hung out for a few more hours before getting

to bed; after all, in two days it would be Easter.
On Saturday, Mason was out of bed early, and he got Ricardo to help him

make a call to Stewart.
“Mason, so how does it feel to be back from the great Southwest. I spoke to

Bill yesterday, and he reported your success.“, Stewart said.
“Yeah, when I talked to Bill, he was extremely pleased about this whole

thing to be behind us. By the way, did you know that he could heal people?”
Mason said.

“I didn’t know it,” Stewart said, “but I suspected it. A lot of times, the people
that the Spirit brings to us have powers of their own. They’re not always
developed, but as you see in Bill’s case, they’re definitely real.”

Stewart continued, “Once I can get you into the office, we’ll go over all the
details the best we can and record the event for the books. By keeping track
of it, maybe we can be a little more prepared before we come across the next
event that has to be managed.”

“Sounds like a plan.”, Mason said. “Do you have any other news for me?”
“Yes, two more things.“, Stewart replied. “First, if you still feel up to it, I

have a reservation for you to meet with your boss at the petroleum club at
noon. Do you feel like keeping it, or should I cancel?”

“I’ll keep it.”, Mason said.
“Good, I got you a membership to the club, so I hope it goes well for you

and for the company. By the way, I made you the new President of Peso Star.”,
Stewart said.

“That seems excessive.”, Mason said.
“Not really.“, Stewart replied. “It was in Doyle’s will. He gave you that coin
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for a reason. Also, I found out that your federal agent was a little outside the
lines when she pushed to have them raid your trailer. If you’d like, we can
definitely push back.”

“Nope. Not needed. I’ve already fixed that situation.”, Mason said.
Stewart sounded slightly surprised, “That’s a fortunate turn of events. I

assume you’ll be able to tell me later how that was accomplished.”
“You’re correct. I’ll fill you in whenever we meet up to run over the story.”

Mason answered.
“Well, I look forward to it. Let’s leave the actual work until Monday. Go

have a good lunch with your boss, or rather your former boss, and I will see
you tomorrow for Easter.“, Stewart said.

“You’re going to be there?” Mason asked in surprise.
“Of course. I wouldn’t miss it for the world. Besides, I’m the one that had

to rent the excavator. So, I figure we can at least have mimosas and watch
Ricardo go to work.“, Stewart said.

“An excavator ?!” Mason asked.
“That’s what he asked for, and that’s what we were contractually obligated

to get him.“, Stewart replied. “It should be fun. I’ll see you tomorrow. ”
Mason turned to see Ricardo standing behind him, eating cereal out of a

bowl. He had obviously heard the last part of the conversation because, as he
scooped his next mouthful onto his spoon, he made the sound an excavator
scooping. He then placed the bite in his mouth and began to laugh maniacally
as he exited the room.

Mason just shook his head and headed upstairs to put on his suit and get
prepared for lunch.

Mason made the short trip over to 2200 Ross Ave and valeted Jane. Wearing
his dark suit and a pair of black ostrich boots, he exited Jane and handed the
keys to the young man working the booth. As he dropped the key chain into
the young man’s hands, he gave him a $50 bill and said, “Park her next to
something foreign. That way, she’ll make those German cars look better.”

The young man smiled and said, “Yes, Sir.”
The Dallas Petroleum Club was founded in the early 1930s and evolved

from a fraternity of prominent oilmen into one of the finest private city clubs
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in the country. Its members included the who’s who of Dallas in the areas of
industry, business, finance, education, government, medicine, and the arts.
Despite all of that, its lifeblood was still oil and gas executives. This was
definitely a club Mr. Doyle Wilson the Forth was a member of and, now that
he was the President of Peso Star, he was a member here, too.

As he stepped from the elevator on the 39th floor, Mason said to himself,
“This almost makes up for being stabbed.”

Mason went up and gave his name for the reservation. He was taken to a
table that provided a great view overlooking Dallas. After a few moments,
his waiter came over and received his drink order. He ordered himself a
Blanton’s, neat.

After a few minutes, Mr. Adcock appeared and was led to the table by their
waiter. As he sat, the waiter asked for Mr. Adcock’s drink order. “What are
you drinking, Mason?”

“A Blanton’s, neat,” Mason said.
“I’ll do the same.”, Mr. Adcock said. As the waiter left to fill the drink order,

Burns Adcock shook Mason’s hand.
“Thank you for the invitation to lunch. You’ll imaginemy surprisewhenever

it was extended on behalf of a lawyer, though. You’re not suing me, are you?”
he said with a smile.

“No. Nothing like that.”, Mason said.
“Good. If you were, I’d have to take the whiskey to go. The lawyers are

always scared to death for me to talk to anyone that we’re litigating with.”,
Burns said.

“I know. It’s because you’re too honest.”, Mason said.
“I don’t think that’s it.”, Burns said, “I think it’s because they’re afraid of my

temper.”
“That’s also true,” Mason said, “but I think it’s just they prefer only to show

one side of the coin.”
“I believe that’s right, as well. So, what side of the coin are you here to show

me today? I’m very interested in finding out.” Mr. Adcock asked.
“Sir, I’ve enjoyed the time that I’ve spent working for HTH Resources, but

I’m afraid that I have to give my notice.“, Mason said.
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Burn’s Adcock sat back in his chair for a moment. “Do you mind telling me
why?”

“I don’t mind telling you,” Mason said, “before he passed away, I had the
opportunity to make the acquaintance of Doyle Wilson.”

“The CEO of Peso Star. We use them for mid-stream in a few places.”, Burn
said.

“Yes, sir,” Mason said.
Burn’s waved his hand in frustration. “Cut the ‘sir’ nonsense, Mason. You

saved the company 15,000 acres in the Permian. Call me Burns. So, what
about Wilson.”

“Yes, Sir… I mean, OK… Burns. At any rate, before Mr. Wilson passed, he
made it clear to his attorney that he would like me to step in as President of
the company upon his death. It wasn’t a position I was looking for, but it’s
one that I can’t pass up.“, Mason explained.

“I should say not, Mason.“, Burn said, and then he took a drink of his
Blanton’s. As he sat his glass down, he spun it around, admiring the color.
“Well, I’m not gonna lie to you. It’s disappointing to hear that you’ll be leaving
us. I had intended to offer you a vice president’s position whenever you
returned.”

“Over time, I’ve gotten very used to getting my way. The idea is that you
hire people smarter than you, and then you let them fix your problems. That’s
the pretense I hired you o. The only thing I haven’t worked out is what you
do when they move on.“, Burns Adcock said. “Well, if I can’t have you as an
employee, at least I’m still getting to work with you as a Mid-stream partner.”

“That’s true, and on that note, have you given any consideration to how you
plan to transport your oil and gas off of those 15,000 acres? I ask because I
know a company that has a new President looking to increase their footprint
for takeaway in the Permian.”, Mason said.

Burns Adcock smiled. “Well, how about we order lunch, and then we figure
out a way to make some money together?”

“I like the sound of that plan.“, Mason said. And for the next hour or so,
that’s precisely what they did.
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* * *

Easter morning was picturesque, looking out of the top windows of the
Wilson house. The sun was already up, the trees were green, the birds were
singing, and the sky was a deep azure blue. It was what you would call a
Chamber of Commerce morning. Around 9:00 am Stewart, pulled up in his
Mercedes and came into the house.

That morning Grover worked the old gas stove into a frenzy making
omelets and toast. Mason had to admit; he was surprised. Grover’s cooking
was pretty good. When he commented on it, Grover looked offended. “Bro,
I’m a biochemist. All I’m doing is following a formula.”

Mason apologized, and all was forgiven.
The pure excitement of the morning, however, occurred when a massive

18-Wheeler made its way to the circle to drop off the excavator. It took a
few moments to get the excavator off the trailer and pull the 18-Wheeler
back around and down the hill. By then, Ricardo was already in the chair and
ready for instructions from the driver. They literally gave Ricardo a crash
course, and Stewart signed off on the rental for the day.

Grover walked over to Ricardo and slapped him on the shoulder. “Alright,
man, let’er rip, tater chip!”

As Ricardo throttled the monstrous excavator forward, the treads shredded
the front yard of the Wilson house. Grover laughed as he pointed at the tracks.
“Bro, AJ is gonna be so pissed over the lawn.”

Grover wasn’t wrong. This thing was doing a number on the grass. As
Ricardo moved up to the side of the house, he swung the metal bucket through
the wall’s side with a horrific crash. “Oops.” You heard Ricardo yell, followed
by insane laughter. He then began to use the bucket to chop down towards
the ground next to the house.

For the next 2 hours, Mason, Grover, and Stewart sat in lawn chairs and
drank mimosas. They watched as Ricardo ripped into the foundation of the
house in the attempt to bring it down. Each time you thought that he had
made enough progress and might be doing some damage, the house would
surge and repair itself. Mason used that time to fill Stewart in on the details
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of what had happened down in Terlingua.
Stewart indicated that contrary to Mason’s expectations, that he was not

upset that Mason had given so much information to agent Corey Maddox.
On the contrary, he complemented Mason on his judgment.

“Mason, Doyle did the exact same thing when it came time to talk to Ranger
Squire Morgan. I didn’t understand it at the time, but there’s a common
personality trait among those that are called to protect.” Stewart said, sipping
his mimosa to the sounds of smashing glass and lumber. “They may not like
the way that things are happening in the world, but they will acknowledge it
because they know they need to in order to handle it. Agent Maddox is cut
from that same cloth. Besides, now you have another ally that happens to be
a federal agent. I’d call that a win.”

The more Mason thought about it, the more he decided he considered it a
win, as well. Sure, the whole experience had seemed crazy, but he had found
his niche. He realized that it was his personality type, as well. Whether it was
the girl on the street outside of the barbecue place or in the southern deserts
of Big Bend, part of his nature just made him a protector.

That realization made him happy, and as he reflected on it. He was
distracted enough that he barely noticed a 1978 Plymouth Fury A38 pursuit
roll up and park in front of the house. The man that got out of the car was in
his 60’s, and he wore thick horn-rimmed glasses. He had on a white button-
down short-sleeved shirt, and a US Marine’s logo was tattooed on his bicep.
A half-smoked cigar hung from his mouth.

Just as a thunderous crash erupted from the house and a large section of it
fell, the man yelled with a lion’s ferocity. “Damn you, Ricardo! Look at what
you did to my lawn!”

Grover looked at Stewart. “You’re the one that gave him an excavator!”
Grover laughed.

Stewart realized the trouble he had caused and stood up to try to go comfort
the angry man. “Now, AJ… One minute….”

AJ was having none of it. “Stewart, I love you like a brother, but I swear to
God if you say one word me about how this is contractually allowed, well,
I’m going to punch you right in the face.”
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Stewart backed away with his hands up. He obviously recognized when
arguments weren’t needed. “Now you…” he pointed at Grover. “…You know
better than to trust that idiot with anything with an engine in it. Hell, they
hadn’t even invented internal combustion engines whenever he was locked
in here. It’s disgraceful.”

“You…” AJ pointed as Mason. “I don’t know you, so you must be the new
guy.” He squinted at him for a moment as if sizing him up. “You’re an engineer,
right.”

“Yes, Sir. I am.”, Mason said.
“You picked the truck, didn’t ya?” he asked.
Mason nodded and pointed at Jane.
“Ha! Told him so.”, Then AJ asked. “You give that vehicle a name?”
Mason looked confused, but he nodded. “I call her Jane.”
“That’s a damn good truck name. I think I’m gonna like you.” he turned

back to the excavator and the devil driving it. “Unless you intend to buy that
machine, we need to get that idiot off there because that thing does not have
enough oil in it to handle the abuse that he’s thrown at it.”

With that, he began yelling at Ricardo.
It took them a good 20 minutes to calm the destruction lust of the fully

engaged devil wielding an excavator. However, once things had calmed down,
Ricardo acknowledged that this attempt was not successful. In no time at all,
the house had reassembled itself.

Although dejected, Ricardo reluctantly allowed AJ to reload the excavator
onto the back of the 18-Wheeler. When the driver returned a few hours later,
he was thankful not to have to load the truck on his own. Stewart thanked
them all for upholding the contractual obligations of their agreement and
reminded each of them that Ricardo would refrain from attempts to destroy
the house until the next Easter. All parties agreed, and peace was had.

As quickly as AJ had appeared, he had taken Jane to the garage to “fix her
from the work that that well-intended idiot had done on her.” Grover got
in his Mustang and headed back to College Station for the remainder of the
semester and a hot date. Ricardo went back inside and began to clean the
home again. All of this left Mason sitting on the steps of the front porch.
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Looking at the torn-up grass of the front lawn, Mason thought about the
last week’s events. He considered everything he had learned and how that
changed the world around him. Mason thought about the things that he had
to let go and the new things he had had to pick up. He wasn’t the same person
that he had been, but given a choice would he have chosen to go back?

No. Despite the upheaval, the fear, and the pain he had endured over the
last few days. He knew his place was here at the Wilson House for Barristers.

He had found his purpose, and wherever that took him, he was willing to
accept it.

Hewas a Knight of Texas. Besides, as he always said, “Remember the Alamo.”
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Dear reader,
Thank you for taking a chance on my book. I hope that it entertained and

that you’ll recommend it to others.
I’ve already begun the next book centered around Mason and the rest of

the residents at Wilson House for Barristers.
Your feedback, questions, and encouragement is always welcome. As I am

beginning to build a social media presence centered around http://www.
thestarsatknight.com and @thestarsatknight on Instagram, I wanted you to
know that the Wilson House for Barristers is always open to you. Just make
sure you keep your phone out of Mason’s reach.

Thank you again,
God Bless you and God Bless Texas.
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